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Science is the collective human effort to know how the natural world works in 

order to be able to predict its behaviour and understand its history. Science is based on 

systematic experimentation and on observation of natural phenomena to discover facts 

about them and to formulate laws and principles based on these facts.  
 

The organized knowledge that is derived from scientific studies is continuously 

tested by subsequent investigation and can be modified by its results. Science does 

not give statements of absolute eternal truth, it only provides theories. We know that 

those theories will probably be refined in the future, and some of them may even be 

discarded in favour of theories that make more sense in light of data generated by 

future research. However, our present scientific theories are our best available 

explanations of the world. 
 

 The words ―science‖ and ―technology‖ are often used interchangeably but they 

are very different. The goal of science is the pursuit of knowledge for its own value, 

while the goal of technology is to create products that solve problems and improve 

human life1. Simply put, technology is the practical application of science.  
 

Science and technology progress together. A new scientific discovery allows the 

development of new technological tools that make new scientific discoveries possible, 

and so on. For instance, the study of the optical properties of lenses allowed the 

invention of the telescope in the Netherlands at the end of 16th century. Using the 

newly-invented telescope, Galileo discovered the four large moons of Jupiter and the 

phases of Venus, providing the first observational evidences for Copernicus' 

heliocentric theory2.  It was the launching point to modern astronomy and the so called 

Scientific Revolution. 

 

Laws of refraction by Ibn Sahl           Copernican model of the Universe 

published in Bagdad in 984.                          with the Sun at its centre

                                                           
1 Unfortunately, there also exists military technology, whose benefits, if any, are very controversial. 
 
2 The astronomical model developed by Nicolaus Copernicus, published in 1543, positioned the Sun at the center of the Universe, with Earth and 

the other planets rotating around it in circular paths. The Copernican model substituted the intuitive geocentric model, developed by Ptolemy in the 

2nd century, that placed Earth at the center of the Universe. 
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In human history, there have always been inquisitive people who needed to 

understand why things behave in a certain way and tried to link observation with 

prediction. Since prehistoric times, humans have observed the heavens and have tried 

to make sense of the seasonal changes in the position of the sun, moon and stars.  

The following table summarizes the history of science in the context of the 

western world history. 

Date Events in History Scientific and Technological Achievements 

– 13700 million  
              years 

      “Big Bang”  

– 5000 million 
              years    

Formation of the Solar System  

– 4000 million 
             years    

First evidence of life on Earth 
(bacteria) 

 

– 250 m. years      First  dinosaur fossil  

– 65 million  
        years        

Extinction of dinosaurs,  
first flowers 

 

–5 million years   First biped hominids   

–200000 years First homo sapiens fossil  

 – 50000 years    First tools, jewellery and paintings 

    8000 B.C. First civilizations in Near East  Development of agriculture 

    4000 B.C. –         
    1000 B.C 

  Egypt and Mesopotamia (Iraq) 

           

- Invention of wheel, plough, ship and writing 
 

- First mathematical and geometrical calculations 
 

- First astronomical observations (calendar) 

      600 B.C. –  
  
      300 B.C. 

    Heyday of Ancient Greece 

    

- First thinkers (Thales, Pythagoras, Empedocles,   

   Leucippus, Hippocrates, Aristotle…) 
 

- First attempts to explain the world by speculation 

only , without experimental verification. 
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     100 B.C. – 
   
     500 A.D. 

      Roman Empire 
 

 

-  Progress in architecture and engineering (aqueducts) 

but not in science . 
                            

 - In Alexandria (north of Egypt, but Greek in culture) 

the systematic observation and the inductive method, 

based on reasoning, begins to be developed (Euclid, 

Archimedes, Ptolemy, Hypatia,…) 

      500 A.D.–  
 
    1450 A.D 

           Middle Age 

      

-  Stagnation of knowledge due to Church‘s absolute 
control. 
 

- Only Arabs progress in Math (decimal system, 
Algebra), Optics (refraction of light), Chemistry 
(distillation), and  Medicine (infections) 

    1450 A.D.– 
  
    1550 A.D 

          Renaissance 

    

-   Non-ecclesiastical knowledge is taken up again. 
 

- Greek thinkers, especially Aristotle, become the 

reference for knowledge. 

    1550 A.D. – 
  
    1700 A.D. 

   Scientific Revolution 

          

-  Reasoning prevails over the ―authority principle‖. 
 

-  Advances in Astronomy (Copernicus, Kepler, Galileo) 

make the experimental method prevail over the 

speculative science maintained by Descartes. 
 

-  Newton revolutionizes the study of motion. 

    1700 A.D. – 
 
 
    1900 A.D 

      Classical Science 

 

-  Founding of modern Chemistry by Lavoisier. 
 

- Electromagnetism (Ampère, Faraday, Maxwell…) 

and Thermodynamics (Joule, Kelvin, Carnot…) 

complete our knowledge of the macroscopic world. 
 

-  Darwin’s theory of evolution revolutionizes Biology. 
 

- Invention of steam engine, Industrial Revolution 

begins. 

  1900 A.D. –… 

        Modern Science 

 

- New theories for atomic phenomena (Quantum 

Physics) and the macroscopic world (Einstein’s 

Theory of Relativity) are developed. 
 

- DNA structure is discovered and a new era in 

Biology begins. 
 

- Development of powerful instruments of 
measurement opens new fields of study. Science 
becomes a collective effort. 
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There is nothing mysterious or particularly unusual about the things that 

scientists do. There are many ways to work on scientific problems, all of which require 

common sense. Beyond that, they all display certain features that are especially — but 

not uniquely — characteristic of science. For example: 

- Skepticism. Good scientists use highly-critical standards when judging  

evidence. They approach data, claims and theories (ideally, even their own!) 

with healthy doses of skepticism. 
 

- Tolerance of uncertainty. Scientists often work for years — sometimes for an 

entire career — trying to understand one scientific problem. This often involves 

finding facts that, for a time, fail to fit into any coherent pattern and that may 

even support mutually contradictory explanations. 
 

- Hard work. Willingness to work long hours and years pursuing a problem is the 

mark of all good scientists. Before undergoing the frustrations — softened by 

occasional joys — of revealing more secrets from nature, you must learn the 

foundations on which your subject is based. 

Although scientific methods are as varied as science itself, there is a pattern to the 

way that scientists go about their work. The scientific method is a logical and rational 

order of steps by which scientists come to conclusions about the world around them. 

The scientific method helps to organize thoughts and procedures so that scientists can 

be confident in the answers they find. The diagram below summarizes these steps. 
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Step 1. Observe and Ask a Question 
 

 
 

Example: Phenomenon observed:  You notice tomato sauce stains on your clothing. 

                 Question:  What chemical substance is more effective in removing the tomato sauce stains?  

 

Step 2. Perform Background Research 
 

  
 

Example: Think about the materials that you can use to remove the stain like lemon juice, vinegar, 

water (hot and cold), dishwashing liquid, soap, bleach, detergent... 

 Search for information about the cleaning properties of all of them. 

  

Step 3. Formulate a Hypothesis 
 

 
Example: Based on the research conducted above, you can propose the following hypothesis:  

 

     "If dishwashing liquid is applied, then the tomato stain will disappear faster than with other products‖. 

  

Step 4. Conduct Experiments 
 

 

 

Curious observation and asking a question ‒ "Why or When, 

How or Where" ‒ regarding a phenomenon that has been observed form 

the first step and the fundamental basis of the scientific method. To 

understand the problem clearly and come up with a 'specific' question, 

you may need to observe carefully and use your reasoning skills. The 

way you look at a problem or a phenomenon, understand and approach 

it by asking the right question has a high probability of leading you to the 

correct solution. 

After you have made your observation and formulated a 

question, conduct your research to gather information about the subject. 

It is not a good idea to begin from scratch to answer the question. 

Explore and focus on the previous research that has been carried out. 

This may help you get some valuable insights and crucial clues to avoid 

repeating other researchers‘ mistakes. 

A hypothesis is a possible theory that is proposed after 

analysing a certain phenomenon to provide an answer to the question 

asked. It has to be supported or disproven through experimental 

studies. The hypothesis stated must answer the original question and 

should be worded as follows:  "If this __ is done, then this __ will take 

place". 

 

As stated earlier, a hypothesis is a theory that is not yet 

verified, and experiments must be conducted to check it. Care must be 

taken that the experiment is a fair test, and it must be repeated for the 

same and different set of values to ensure that the initial results were 

not a chance event. If the results of the experiment fail to support the 

hypothesis, the hypothesis must be rejected or modified.  
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When designing an experiment, the scientist must identify its variables. A variable is 

any factor that can be controlled or changed in an experiment. Three types of variables can 

be distinguished in every scientific experiment: 
 

- Independent Variable: the only condition that the scientist changes in the 

experiment. 
Example: the type of product you use to clean the tomato stain. 
  

- Dependent Variable: the factor that is dependent on the state of the independent 

variable and whose value is measured by the scientist. 
 

Example: the area of the stain after the cleaning process. 
 

- Controlled Variables:  variables that do not change during the experiment. 
 

Example: size of the initial stain, type of fabric, temperature of the fabric, time of contact 

between the stain and the cleaning product, procedure to remove the product. 

 
 

Step 5. Analyse Data and Draw Conclusions 
 

Once your experiment is complete, you need to analyse the data to check whether 

the experiment supports or refutes your hypothesis. More often than not, the hypothesis will 

not be in accordance with the facts. In that case, you will have to formulate a new 

hypothesis and begin the steps of the scientific method all over again. New thoughts or new 

information may also require going backwards and repeating the steps. As the method is 

comprised of backing up and repetition, it is called an "iterative process".  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Example: After 3 min. of contact, detergent, soap and dishwashing liquid reduce the stain similarly 

(60%) when the fabric is washed in cold water. Will time of contact and temperature of 

washing water affect these results? Will a mixture of several products be more effective? 
 

Be sure to keep a record of your previous data so that it 

helps you in formulating a new approach for the experiments. If the 

hypothesis is not disproved, then it becomes necessary to check it 

again by using a new approach. 
 

The conclusion is the summary of the results drawn from 

the experiment and how they relate to the hypothesis. It should 

also reflect the methodology used and any problems or queries 

that arose during the testing of the hypothesis. 

 

Be aware that the scientific method does not 

allow any hypothesis to be proven. Hypotheses can only 

be disproven, in which case that hypothesis is rejected as 

false. All we can say about a hypothesis, which stands up to 

a test to falsify it, is that we failed to disprove it. There is a 

world of difference between failing to disprove and proving. 

Make sure you understand this distinction; it is the 

foundation of the scientific method. 

 

All the data and methodology of the experiment must be carefully 

documented, archived, and properly ordered. This enables the data to be 

studied by other scientists and verified by trying to reproduce them. 
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A well-proved hypothesis, verified in several different experiments carried out by 

different scientists, becomes a scientific law or a scientific principle. 
 

A scientific theory is a well-substantiated explanation of some aspect of the natural 

world based on facts that have been repeatedly confirmed through observation and 

experimentation and may contain one or several scientific laws. 

 

 

Step 6. Communicate the Results 
 

 

 
 

 

                              
 

There exists an informal hierarchy of scientific journals. The most prestigious journal 

in a field tends to be the most selective in terms of the articles it will select for publication 

and will also have the highest impact; that is, it will be read by more people.  
  

The prestige of a scientist is measured by the number and impact of his or her 

publications and by the number of times that his or her work is cited by other scientists in 

later scientific reports. Therefore, the true importance of any scientific finding can only be 

perceived after several years. The more scientists use a certain discovery for their own 

research, the bigger the relevance and usefulness of that finding will be. That is the reason 

why the Nobel Prize and other important awards are usually given many years after the 

discovery was made. 
 

Since the beginning of the 20th century, scientists don‘t work on their own, but in big 

research groups at universities, public scientific institutions or private companies. Each 

group has a leader who directs, coordinates and supervises the research carried out by 

each group member. Science has become a collective and cooperative work.  

   

  

Scientists publish their findings in scientific journals and 

books, in talks at national and international meetings and in seminars 

at colleges and universities. Disseminating results is an essential part 

of the scientific method. It allows other people to verify your results, 

develop new tests of your hypothesis or apply the knowledge you 

have gained to solve other problems. 

 

A scientific journal is a periodical publication 

(with on-line version) intended to promote the progress of 

science, usually by reporting new research. There are 

thousands of scientific journals, most of them highly 

specialized, although some of the oldest journals such as 

Nature or Science publish articles across a wide range of 

scientific fields.  
 

Before publication, the articles are reviewed and 

selected by other specialized scientists to ensure that 

they are original and that they meet the journal's 

standards of quality and scientific validity.  
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Have you ever used your heartbeat to compare times? Have you ever 

estimated a length by using the width of your hand? If so, you have engaged in what is 

probably the first kind of measuring ever undertaken by primitive mankind. 
 

                      
 

 

Measuring is comparing an amount of a certain attribute of a body or 

phenomenon with another amount of the same attribute that we take as a reference, 

and we call it a unit. 
 

Not all attributes or properties can be measured. For instance, beauty, harmony 

or happiness are impossible to measure. Those characteristics that can be measured, 

like length, volume, density or temperature, are called quantities.  
 

Science pursues not only qualitative but also quantitative predictions of nature‘s 

behaviour. That is, science not only tries to describe what is going to happen (e.g. A 

dropped object will impact the ground), but also how much of it is going to happen (e.g. How 

long does the fall take? What is the impact speed?) Therefore, observation and experimentation 

usually involve measuring several quantities. All measurements have to be expressed 

with their appropriate units. 
 

As civilization developed, different measuring scales and units were created in 

every region of every country. Some of them were even used locally for the same 

quantity (such as length) but adapted to particular activities or trades. Eventually, it 

became obvious that in order for commerce to be possible these scales had to be 

defined in terms of standards that would allow measurements to be verified and, when 

expressed in different units, to be correlated or converted.  
 

The metric measurement system was born after the French Revolution in 

1789 and spread rapidly over much of the world. Science, being a truly international 

effort, adopted the metric system very early on. In the mid-1960s, a more basic set of 

units ‒ the so called Systeme Internationale (SI) ‒ was adopted and is now 

recognized all over the world as the standard for science and technology. 
 

In the SI, all measuring units can be defined in terms of only seven units called 

base or fundamental units. All the other units that can be expressed using these 

seven base units are known as derived units. 
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The seven SI fundamental quantities and their respective units and symbols are 

listed in the following table. 

length meter m 

mass kilogram kg 

time second s 

temperature  kelvin K 

amount of substance mole mol 

electric current  intensity ampere A 

luminous intensity candela cd 

  

Each fundamental unit, except the kilogram, is defined in terms of a property of 

nature that can be reproduced in different laboratories. For example, the metre is 

defined as ―the length of the path travelled by light in vacuum during a time interval of 

1 ⁄ 299,792,458 of a second."  
 

The kilogram is defined as the mass of the International Prototype of the 

Kilogram (IPK), a cylinder made of 90% platinum and 10% iridium, made in 1889. 

Official copies of the IPK were sent to other nations to serve as their national 

standards. After the prototype had been found to vary in mass over time, the 

International Committee for Weights and Measures (CIPM) recommended in 2005 that 

the kilogram be redefined in terms of a fundamental constant of nature, but it has not 

been done yet. 
 

                     
 

The base unit of time is the only one that is not a decimal unit. Numerous 

attempts to transform it have never had any success; we are still stuck with the 

24:60:60 system that we inherited from the first civilizations in Near East.  
 

The mole, the base unit for expressing the quantity of matter, is of special 

interest to Chemistry. Although the number is not explicitly mentioned in the official 

definition, chemists define the mole as 6,022·1023 elements of anything. That big and 

strange figure is called Avogadro’s number, and we will study its origin later on in this 

course. 

There is a category of units that are like ―honorary‖ members of the SI in the 

sense that it is acceptable to use them along with the base units defined above. These 

include such mundane units as the hour, minute, and degree (of angle), etc. The four 

units listed below are of particular interest too and you will need to know them. 

The IPK is kept in a monitored 

environment by the Bureau 

International des Poids et Mesures, 

in Sèvres, near Paris. 

http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/history/HistTopics/Decimal_time.html
http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/history/HistTopics/Decimal_time.html
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litre  (volume)   L   1 L = 1 dm3 = 10–3 m3 

metric  ton  (mass)   t   1 t = 103 kg 

united atomic mass unit   u   1 u = 1.66054×10–27 kg 

degree Celsius ºC    T(K) = T(ºC) + 273,15 

 

Most of the physical quantities we actually deal with in science and also in our 

daily lives are derived quantities. They are related to each other by various physical 

laws that can be written as mathematical formulae. As a result, their units can be 

expressed as products, ratios and/or powers of the fundamental units. The study of 

these relationships is denominated dimensional analysis.  
 

            

                   
Examples:  a                  Volume, V = a·b·c =>  Dimensions: length-cubed => SI unit: m

3
         

                      c 
                          b          
                                        mass          m 

Density, d =  ———— =  —— => Dimensions: mass / length-cubed=> SI unit: kg·m
-3

 
                       Volume        V 

 
                                     space     Δs 

Average Speed, v =  ——— =  — => Dimensions: length / time => SI unit: m·s
-1

 

                                   time        Δt 
                                      
 

Due to the wide range of values that quantities can have, it has long been the 

practice to employ prefixes such as milli and mega to indicate decimal fractions and 

multiples of metric units. As part of the SI standard, this system has been extended and 

formalized. 
 

prefix abbreviation multiplier -- prefix abbreviation multiplier 

exa E 1018   deci d 10–1 

peta P 1015   centi c 10–2 

tera T 1012   milli m 10–3 

giga G 109   micro μ 10–6 

mega M 106   nano n 10–9 

kilo k 103   pico p 10–12 

hecto h 102   femto f 10–15 

deca da 10   atto a 10–18 
 

Be aware that the SI fundamental unit of mass is unique in that a decimal prefix 

(kilo) is built-in to it; that is, the base unit for mass is not the gram, as you might 

expect. 
 

Examples:  3,27 ms = 3,27·10
-3

 s = 0,00327 s 

                    9,4 μm = 9,4·10
-6

 m = 0,0000094 m 

           8,61 hg = 8,61·10
-1

 kg = 0,861 kg 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimensional_analysis
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Very often it is necessary to convert one kind of unit into another. The most 

widely used technique for performing such conversions is called factor-label method. 

It consists in the sequential application of conversion factors, expressed as fractions 

and arranged so that any dimensional unit appearing in both the numerator and 

denominator of any of the fractions can be cancelled out, until only the desired set of 

dimensional units is obtained.  
 

                  1 min 
Examples:   255 s · —— = 3,75 min 

                    60 s 

 
                                   7 days     24 h     60 min     60 s 

   12 weeks · ——— · ——— · ——— · ——— = 7257600 s 
                     1 week    1 day      1 h        1 min 

 
                         km         10

3
 m      1 h          1 min             m 

   72    ——  ·  ———  ·  ———  ·  ——— =  20  —  = 20 m·s
-1 

                           h          1 km       60 min       60 s              s 

Scientific notation is a way of writing numbers that are too big or too small to 

be conveniently written in decimal form. In scientific notation, all numbers are written in 

the form of :   

  a,…·10b
 

 

The exponent b is chosen so that 1 ≤ |a| < 10, and it is called the number's 

order of magnitude. It will be negative for a number with absolute value between 0 

and 1. Both the 10 and exponent are usually omitted when b = 0. 
 

Examples:   871000 kg = 8,71·10
5
 kg  

 

     - 934,04 m = - 9,3404·10
2
 m  

 

       0,00529 s = 5,29·10
-3

 s 
 

       2,28 A = 2,28 A 
 

 

Scientific notation has several useful properties and is commonly used in 

calculators and by scientists, mathematicians and engineers. It simplifies products and 

divisions and allows easy comparison of two numbers of the same sign. For example, a 

proton's mass is 0,0000000000000000000000000016726 kg. If written as 1,6726·10-27 

kg, it is easier to compare this mass with that of an electron, 9,1094·10-31 kg. The order 

of magnitude of the ratio of the masses can be obtained by comparing the exponents 

instead of the more error-prone task of counting the leading zeros. In this case, −27 is 

larger than −31 and therefore the proton is roughly four orders of magnitude (about 

10000 times) more massive than the electron. 
 

Scientific notation also avoids misunderstandings due to regional differences in 

certain quantifiers, such as billion, which might indicate either 109 (in USA, Brazil, 

Turkey,…) or 1012 (most of the world). 
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Any measurement is approximate because neither the measuring instrument 

nor the measuring procedure can be absolutely perfect. If you measure the same thing 

two different times, the two measurements probably won‘t be exactly the same. So, in 

any measurement there is always a certain difference, called error, between its result 

and the true value of what you are measuring. 
 

 Measurement errors can be classified into two types:  
 

- Random errors: they are caused by unpredictable fluctuations in the readings 

of the measuring apparatus, or in the experimenter's 

interpretation of the instrumental reading or in the 

environmental conditions. They can never be eliminated, 

but their effect can be reduced by repeating the 

measuring several times with the same instrument. The 

measured values tend to be scattered around the true 

value and, therefore, it can be estimated as the 

arithmetic mean of the measured values.  
 

 

- Systematic errors:  

 

 
                      Parallax error 

 
 

―Accuracy‖ and ―precision‖ are two important terms related with measurement 

that are commonly confused or taken as synonyms, but they designate two different 

concepts. 
 

Accuracy (or trueness) refers to the closeness of a measured value to a 

standard or known value. For example, if in a lab you obtain a weight measurement of 

3,2 kg for a given substance, but the actual or known weight is 10 kg, then your 

measurement is not accurate because your measurement is not close to the known 

value. 
 

Precision refers to the closeness of two or more measurements to each other. 

Using the example above, if you weigh a given substance five times, and get 3,2 kg 

each time, then your measurement is very precise. Precision is independent of 

accuracy. You can be very precise but inaccurate, as described above. You can also 

 they are caused by imperfect calibration of measuring 

instruments or imperfect methods of observation. They 

always affect the results of an experiment in the same 

direction, always increasing or always decreasing the 

measured values. Usually, the origin of a systematic error 

is difficult to find, but if it is found, then that systematic 

error can be eliminated. 

      Two common systematic errors that have to be 

avoided are the zero error (the instrument does not read 

zero when the quantity to be measured is zero) and the 

parallax error (when reading an analogic instrument 

employing a scale and pointer, the observer's eye and 

the pointer must be in a line perpendicular to the plane of 

the scale) 
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be accurate but imprecise. For example, if on average, your measurements for a given 

substance are close to the known value, but the measurements are far from each 

other, then you have accuracy without precision. 
 

The difference between accuracy and precision can be illustrated with darts on 

a target, as shown below.  

An accurate experiment is one that has small systematic error, whereas a 

precise experiment is one that has small random error. In other words, to improve the 

experiment‘s accuracy, systematic errors have to be reduced or eliminated, and to 

increase the experiment‘s precision, random errors have to be minimized. 

 

 

 

Since there is always some error or uncertainty in any measurement, every 

experimental value has to be expressed as 
  

  measurement ± uncertainty   units        
 

This expression means that the unknown correct value, C, for the measured 

quantity will be in the range  
 

                measurement – uncertainty < C < measurement + uncertainty 
 

The idea is that, instead of just giving one value that would imply perfect 

measurement, we provide the interval where the true value will probably be located. 
  

Thus, when we use a measuring device with an analogic scale (rulers, 

thermometers, measuring cylinders…) the pointer usually doesn‘t coincide with any 

scale division. Then we have to approximate the measuring value to the closest mark. 

Therefore, the uncertainty of a measurement using an analogic scale is half the 

smallest scale division.  
 

Examples: 

                                       
        L = 7,0 ± 0,5 cm    6,5 cm ≤  L ≤  7,5 cm                       L = 8 ± 1 cm   7 cm ≤  L ≤ 9 cm 
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If we want to be more cautious, we can take the uncertainty as the whole 

smallest scale division in order to take into consideration possible systematic errors, 

like an imprecise calibration of the measuring instrument. That is always done when 

the measuring device has a digital display. 

 

 

      
 

 

The accuracy (but not the precision) of a measurement can be improved by 

repeating the measurements many times to take into account the inevitable random 

errors. Then, the best estimate for the true value of a measured quantity a will be the 

arithmetic mean, ā, of the N measurements ai: 
 

 

 
 

                                     

 
 

The absolute value of the difference between each measurement ai and the 

average value ā is called the deviation of the measurement i, di : 
 

 

 
 

To estimate the uncertainty of an experimental value that has been measured N 

times, there are several possibilities.  

The first option is to take the maximum deviation as the error. In that case we 

can be very confident that if we repeat the measurement again we will find a value 

within this error of our average result. But this method is very conservative and tends to 

overestimate the global uncertainty.   

Another choice is to consider the average deviation ( đ = 1/N·∑di ) as the error. 

However, it can be demonstrated that the best estimation for the uncertainty of the 

measurement is given by the so called standard deviation, σ, whose formula is: 

 

 

 

 

 

The final measurement result must then be specified as   ā ± σ UNITS     

This expression means that, on the basis of the measurements done, we can 

only affirm that there is a high probability (≈70%) of the true value being between the 

values  ā‒σ  and  ā+σ. 

 

 

 

m = 21,342 ± 0,001 g  21,341 g  ≤ m ≤  21,343 g 

Example:  

 

                N                a1 + a2 + … + aN 

ā = 1/N · ∑ ai = ————————— 

                i=1                                  N 

di ≡ │ ai ‒ ā │ 

            1       N                            d1
2 + d2

2 + … + dN
2 

σ =    —— · ∑ di 
2   

=      ————————— 

          N - 1   i=1                                         N - 1 
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Example:  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  

   

   The best estimation for the measured time will be the average value 

  ṫ = (3,9 + 3,5 + 3,7 + 3,4 + 3.5) / 5 = 3,6 s 
    

    Making a table with measurements and deviations is very useful to calculate the error.       

    In its heading, you must indicate the units and uncertainty of the measuring device. 
         

Time,  t ± 0,1 / s    di = │ti - ṫ │        di
2 

          3,9 │3,9 – 3,6│= 0,3       0,09 

          3,5 │3,5 – 3,6│= 0,1       0,01 

          3,7 │3,7 – 3,6│= 0,1       0,01 

          3,4 │3,4 – 3,6│= 0,2       0,04 

          3,5 │3,5 – 3,6│= 0,1       0,01 

 

   The standard deviation is σ = √ (0,09 +0,01+0,01+0,04+0,01) / 4  = 0,2 

 Hence, the best estimation for the measured time will be the interval  t = 3,6 ± 0,2 s. 

 

Absolute error, EA, is the actual value of the measurement error or uncertainty 

in physical units (i.e. the figure at the right of the ± sign).  
  

Example:  t = 3,6 ± 0,2 s  => EA = 0,2 s. 
 

         Relative error, ER, is the ratio of the absolute error to the measurement value, M. 

It is usually expressed as a percentage of error. 

 

 
 

             0,2 

Example:  t = 3,6 ± 0,2 s  => EA = 0,2 s  => ER = —— = 0,056 = 5,6%  

                            3,6 

If the true value of the measured quantity is known, the relative error measures 

the accuracy of the measurement. The relative error compares the absolute error 

against the true value of the thing you measured. If you tried to measure something 

that was 12 m long and your measurement was off by 3 m, the relative error would be 

very large (ER=25%). But, if you tried to measure something that was 120 m long and 

only missed by 6 m, the relative error would be much smaller (ER=5%), even though 

the value of the absolute error is double.  
  

The time it takes a ball to roll down an inclined track 

was measured five times with a stopwatch. The 

obtained values were 3.9 , 3.5 , 3.7 , 3.4 and 3.5 s. 

What is the best estimation for this time and its 

uncertainty?  

 

          EA 

ER = ——  (·100%) 
             M 
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The absolute error has the same unit label as the measured quantity, but the 

relative error is just a number or a percent. Therefore, relative error permits to compare 

the measurement quality of different quantities. 
 

Measurements can also be written down in the format: value UNITS ± % ER. 
 

Example:  t = 3,6 ± 0,2 s    t = 3,6 s ± 5,6%  

 The sensitivity of a measuring instrument is the smallest amount of quantity it 

can measure. The amounts of quantity that are smaller than the device‘s sensitivity 

cannot be reliably resolved by it. In general, the sensitivity of a measuring apparatus is                      

                                                                                                           
                          

 

Any measurement can appear to be more precise than the limit imposed by the 

sensitivity of the measuring equipment. All digits in an experimental value have to be 

known with some degree of confidence. The last digit must be the one with the biggest 

uncertainty. We can achieve this by controlling the number of digits used to report the 

measurement.  
 

The significant figures, or significant digits, of a number are those digits that 

carry meaning, contributing to its precision. All figures in a number are significant 

except zeroes located to the left of the first nonzero digit, because such zeroes merely 

indicate the position of the decimal point. When a number ends in zeroes that are not 

to the right of a decimal point, the zeroes are not necessarily significant. This ambiguity 

is avoided by the use of scientific notation. 
 

 

Examples:  3,067 s → 4 significant figures 
 

      0,0410 m → 3 significant figures 
 

      2100 kg → 2, 3 or 4 significant figures => 2,10·10
3 

kg → 3 significant figures 

As we improve the sensitivity of the equipment used to make a measurement, 

the number of significant figures increases. 

                                                                                                         

If the true value of the measured quantity is 

unknown, the relative error measures the precision of the 

measurement. For instance, an uncertainty of ±10 g in a 

mouse‘s mass can be important (high ER), but it is 

insignificant in the measurement of an elephant‘s mass 

(low ER). 

 

its smallest scale division. 
 

Example: The sensitivity of a thermometer graduated in tenths of   

Celsius degree is 0,1ºC 

Example: The diameter of a marble, when it is 

measured with a regular ruler, graduated in 

mm, has to be expressed as 12 ± 1 mm    

(2 significant figures).  

    But if it is measured with a more sensitive 

instrument, like a Vernier (see figure), its 

diameter turns out to be 11,9 ± 0,1 mm (3 

significant digits). 
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When measurements with different degrees of accuracy and precision have to 

be combined in algebraic operations, the accuracy of the final answer can be no 

greater than the least accurate measurement. The following rules apply. 
 

- Addition and subtraction: ―When measurements are added or subtracted, the 

answer cannot contain more places after the decimal point than the smallest 

number of decimal places in the numbers being added or subtracted‖. 
 

Examples:  M = 34,2 g +0,427 g = 34,6 g 

      L = 2,716 m – 2,5 m = 0,2 m 

- Multiplication and division: ―When measurements are multiplied or divided, 

the answer cannot contain more significant figures than the smallest number of 

significant figures in the numbers being multiplied or divided‖.  

Example: What is the density of a flat rectangular block with a mass of 142,1 g whose 

dimensions are length 23.2 , width 2.5 cm and height 9.1 cm? 

             V = 23,2 · 9,1 · 2,5 (= 527,8 cm
3
)
  
=> V = 0,53 dm

3
 = 5,3·10

-4
 m

3 

                                         m         0,1421    

 d  =  —— =  ———— (= 268,1132 kg·m
-3

 ) => d  = 2,7·10
2
  kg·m

-3
 

                         V          5,3·10
-4

 
 

As we have just seen in the previous examples, when the answer to a 

calculation contains too many significant figures, it must be rounded off by applying 

the following rules: 
 

1 - If the digit to be dropped is greater than 5, the last retained digit is increased 

by one (e.g. 37,6 is rounded to 38).  
 

2 - If the digit to be dropped is less than 5, the last remaining digit is left as it is 

(e.g. 37,4 is rounded to 37). 
  

3 - If the digit to be dropped is 5, and if any digit following it is not zero, the last 

remaining digit is increased by one (e.g. 37,51 is rounded to 38). 
 

4 - If the digit to be dropped is 5 and is followed only by zeroes, the last 

remaining digit is increased by one if it is odd, but left as it is if even (e.g. 37,5 

is rounded to 38, but 36,5 is rounded to 36). The reason for this rule is to achieve a 

balance in rounding: half of the time we round up, half the time we round 

down. 
 

Some numbers are exact because they are known with complete certainty, like 

conversion factors or quantities of objects (e.g. exactly 12 units are in a dozen, 5 fingers in one 

hand, 3 atoms in a water molecule…). Exact numbers can be considered to have an infinite 

number of significant figures. Thus, exact numbers will never affect the number of 

significant figures in the result of a calculation. 
 

  

 

 

 

Example: The temperature of a liquid was measured four times and the results were 16.2, 16,4, 

16.5 and 16.2 ºC. The average temperature value is 16,325. The standard deviation is 

0,15 but it has to be expressed with only one significant digit, rounding it off to 0,2. 

Then, the temperature measurement has to be expressed as  t= 16,3±0,2ºC 

        Uncertainties in measurements must always be expressed with only one 

significant figure (so sometimes they have to be rounded off). The result must be 

rounded off to get the uncertainty figure affecting the result’s last significant 

digit. 
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Graphs are visual representations of numerical systems and equations. They 

play an important role in the modelling and understanding of complex natural systems. 

When scientists analyse data from an experiment in order to obtain a conclusion, they 

usually draw graphs that help them visualize the relationship of one variable to another. 

That relationship can then be translated into a mathematically meaningful equation, like 

the equation for a straight line (y = mx + b). 
 

Because the experimental values are real data collected in a laboratory rather 

than theoretically calculated values, they will have the error inherent to any 

measurement process. So when the measurements of two variables are plotted in 

Cartesian axes (independent variable on the x-axis, dependent variable on the y-axis), 

the points usually tend to be scattered.  

                                

Depending on how tightly the points cluster together, you may be able to 

discern a clear trend or correlation in the data. The line of best fit is a line that goes 

roughly through the middle of all the scatter points on a graph. It has to be drawn so 

that the points are evenly distributed on either side of the line. This line can then be 

translated into a mathematical relationship between the independent and dependent 

variable. Whether this line of best fit should be linear or curved depends on what your 

hypothesis predicts the relationship is. 

             

In this course, you will only be expected to draw the line 'by eye', but there are 

statistical methods to measure which line of best fit better describes the trend of the 

points. Depending on the software used to generate the curve, you may be given a 

constant that expresses the 'goodness of fit' of the curve. That is to say, to what degree 
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of certainty does this line truly describes the trend in the data. That correlational 

constant is usually expressed as R2.  

A linear correlation between two variables can be positive (when the 

independent variable increases, the dependent variable increases) or negative (when 

the independent variable increases, the dependent variable decreases).  
 

The closer the points are to the line of best fit, the stronger we can say the 

correlation is. Using terms such as 'strong', 'moderate' or 'weak' will give a clearer 

indication of the strength of the connection between the two variables.  

Examples: 

                  
     Strong positive correlation                Moderate negative correlation           Weak positive correlation 

 

Sometimes a point doesn‘t fit well into the apparent trend of the set of data. It 

can be an isolated value, (that would fit if we had more data that would change the 

trend line) or a rogue value (an incorrectly recorded or plotted point that can be 

discarded). Classifying a point as rogue or isolated must be a justified decision and 

often it is not an easy one to make. 

 

To plot a correct graph you must follow the directions below: 

- All graphs should have a short, descriptive title at the top of each graph, 

detailing what is being measured. 
 

- Each axis should be clearly labelled with titles and units after the ―/ ‖ sign. 
 

- The graph should use as much of the graph paper as possible. Carefully 

choosing the best scale is necessary to achieve this. 
  

- The axes should extend beyond the first and last data points in both directions 

and should end with an arrow marker. 
 

- Never connect the dots on a graph, but rather give a best-fit line or curve. 
 

- The best-fit line should be drawn with a transparent ruler or similar straight 

edge, so you can see how the line fits between all the points before you draw it. 
 

- The line of best fit should closely approximate the trend of all the data, not any 

single point or group of points, and should extend beyond the data points. 
 

- You can use a broken scale (indicated with jagged lines) when values close to 

0 are not required. 
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Example: Matt sells ice-creams at outdoor events. He often buys too much or too little ice-

cream from the wholesalers, so he does not make as much profit as he would like. 

He decides to record how many ice-creams he sells over a number of days, to see 

whether there is a link between the temperature and number of ice-creams sold. 

Here are his results: 

          

  From the graph we can conclude that there is a strong positive correlation 

between the number of ice-creams sold and the temperature. The point (19,68) is 

considered a rogue value. A broken scale in both axes has been used. 

 

 

/ ºC 

- 
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1.  Search the web to find: 

-  a scientific discovery that allowed a technological improvement. 

-  a technical invention that allowed a scientific discovery. 

2.   Name three scientists whose contributions revolutionized some scientific field in 

their time. Find information about their respective biography and point out the 

five most relevant facts. 

3.  Use your imagination to apply the scientific method to resolve the following 

question: ―Does the moon’s phase at the time of planting influence the speed at 

which crops grow?‖ Formulate a hypothesis and design an experiment selecting 

an independent variable, a dependent variable and the controlled variables.  

4.   Use the factor-label method to convert the following values into SI units. Express 

the result using scientific notation. 

a) 125 dag 

b) 12 dam2 

c) 1,4 dm3 

d) 43ºC 

e) 24 cm2 

f) 13,5 h 

g)    0,36 dam3 

h) 1450 Tl 

i) 0,30 hg 

j) 27 t 

k) 135 nm 

l)     0,035 hm3 

m) 120 pg 

n)  90 km/h 

o) 1,4 g/cm3 

p)   1,7 dm/min 

q)   26 hg/dm3 

r)   130 Mm/year 

s)   135 μg/cm3 

t) 2,31mg/mm3 

u) 114 Gg/nm3 

v) 120 cg/dam3 

w) 125 μm/min 

x) 321 Mg/dm3 

 

5. The mass of a piece of gold was measured five times and the results were 

0.1707, 0.1713, 0.1720, 0.1704 and 0.1715 g.  

  a) Find the best estimate for that mass of gold and its uncertainty. 

  b) What was the sensitivity of the weighting scales used? 

  c) Indicate the absolute error and the relative error of this measurement. 
 

6.   Four students measured the time it took a girl to run a distance of 100 m. Their 

respective measurements were 14.19, 14.33, 14.27, 14.41 and 14.38 s.  

  a) Find the best estimate for that time and its uncertainty. 

  b) What was the sensitivity of the stopwatches used? 

  c) Indicate the absolute error and the relative error of this measurement. 

 

7. Indicate the number of significant figures for the following amounts and express 

them in scientific notation. 

a) 1034,5  

b) 23,90  

c) 0,0047  

d) 4100,3 

e) 0,0230 

f) 17,05 

g)    0,860  

h) 1050  

i) 0,0031  

j) 27  

k) 16,050  

l)     900   
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8.  Do the following operations and express the result with the appropriate number 

of significant figures by rounding them off if necessary. 

 a)    37,76 + 3,907 + 226,4 =  

b)    319,15 – 32,614 = 

c)    104,630 + 27,08362 + 0,61 = 

d)    125 – 0,23 + 4,109 =  

e)    2,02 · 2,5 = 

f)   600,0 / 5,2302 =  

g)   0,0032 · 273 =  

h)   (5,4)3 =  

i)    0,556 · (40,3 – 32,51) =  

j)    45 · 3,00 =  

 

9.   The following scatter diagram shows the test results (over 100 points) in math 

and science for a class of 24 pupils. 

 

 a) Is there any correlation between the results? 
 b) What is the highest mark in math? 
 c) What is the lowest mark in science? 
 d) Where on the graph would you draw the line of best fit? 

 

10.   A student registered the temperature of a pot of water on a stove every ten 

seconds. His results were: 18.4, 19.8, 21.1, 22.2, 23.6, 24.8, 25.9, 26.4, 27.8, 

29.0, and 31.3 ºC.  

 a) Identify the independent variable and the dependent variable. 

b) Plot a graph with these experimental values. 

c) Is there any correlation between the results? 

d) What will the temperature be after 2 minutes? 

e) How long will it take the water to reach 34 ºC? 
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Some of the information used to write this chapter has been extracted from the 

following websites and books. You can take a look at them in order to review and 

enhance your knowledge of this matter 

- http://www.buzzle.com/articles/steps-of-the-scientific-method.html#observe-

question 

- http://chemistry.about.com/od/sciencefairprojects/a/What-Is-A-Variable-In-

Science.htm 

- http://phys.columbia.edu/~tutorial/ 

- http://www.physics.arizona.edu/physics/gdresources/documents/Appendix_%202_Da

ta_analysis.pdf 

- http://www.usca.edu/chemistry/genchem/sigfig2.htm 

- http://chemed.chem.purdue.edu/genchem/topicreview/bp/ch1/sigfigs.html#mult 

- http://www.chem.sc.edu/faculty/morgan/resources/sigfigs/sigfigs4.html 

- http://serc.carleton.edu/quantskills/methods/quantlit/basicgraph.html 

- http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/maths/statistics/scatterdiagramsrev3.sht

ml 

- http://www.ncsu.edu/labwrite/res/gh/gh-linegraph.html 

IMAGES: http://search.creativecommons.org/ 

 http://images.google.com/ 
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 Matter is anything that takes up space, i.e., that occupies a certain volume. 

The amount of matter of a body is called its mass. 
 

 Every different kind of matter, with properties of its own, is called a substance. 

Water, iron, salt, air, milk, paper, etc. are different substances. 
 

 Matter can undergo two kinds of phenomena (i.e. changes), physical or 

chemical. A physical phenomenon doesn't change the identity of a substance and no 

new substances are produced. Moving, cutting, grinding, heating, vaporising, etc. are 

examples of physical phenomena. If a piece of paper is heated or cut up into small 

pieces, it is still paper, the substance has not changed.     
 

A chemical phenomenon is a process, called chemical reaction, where the 

substance is transformed into other different substances. If a piece of paper is burned, 

it is broken up into diverse substances that are not paper. 
 

                            
        PHYSICAL CHANGE           CHEMICAL CHANGE 
 

Physical changes can be reversed, whereas chemical changes cannot be 

reversed ‒ with the substance returned to its original state ‒ without extraordinary 

means, if at all. If one decided to mix sugar into water, this would be a physical change 

as the water could be left out to evaporate and the sugar crystals would remain. 

However, if one made a recipe for a cake with flour, water, sugar and other ingredients 

and baked them together, it would take extraordinary means to separate the various 

ingredients out into their original forms. 
 

Properties related to physical changes are likewise called physical properties 

(shape, volume, mass, temperature, electric resistance, etc.) whereas attributes related to 

chemical phenomena are called chemical properties (heat of combustion, toxicity, 

flammability, etc.). 
 

Physics is the branch of Science that studies physical properties and physical 

phenomena. Chemistry is the scientific discipline that studies chemical properties and 

chemical phenomena. 
 

All physical and chemical properties of a system can be classified into two 

types. Intensive properties are those whose value does not depend on the system 

size or on the amount of matter in the system (temperature, hardness, flammability, etc.)  

Extensive properties are those that change if the size of the system varies (mass,  

volume, heat of vaporization, electric resistance, etc.). 
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 Dividing one extensive property by a different extensive property will in general 

create an intensive quantity. For example, mass (extensive) divided by volume 

(extensive) gives density (intensive). 
 

Extensive properties are just characteristic of a particular system, while 

intensive properties are sometimes intrinsic to a particular material, so they can be 

helpful as clues in identifying unknown substances. 
 

Example:                                                                                

                                                                                                

 

 

Every substance can take on several distinct forms called phases or states of 

aggregation of matter. Four states of matter are observable in everyday life: solid, 

liquid, gas, and plasma. There are several other states (liquid crystal, superfluid, 

Bose–Einstein condensates…) but these only occur in extreme situations such as 

ultracold or ultradense matter.  
 

Substances can move from one phase to another if certain physical conditions, 

like temperature, change.  
 

Example:                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
 

Each state has different macroscopic3 properties: 
 

SOLID LIQUID GAS 

Fixed volume and shape Assumes the shape of the 
bottom part of the container 

they occupy, with a free 
surface at the top 

Assumes the shape and 
whole volume of its container 

Not easily compressible
4
. Not easily compressible Easily compressible 

Does not flow easily through 
holes 

Flows quite easily through 
holes  

Flows very easily through 
holes  

  
 

Both gases and liquids are called fluids due to their capacity to flow. 

                                                           
3 “Macroscopic’‖ means large enough to be visible to the naked eye. 
4 When you ‗compress’ something, you measure out a certain amount of material and force it into a smaller volume. 

             There are many different liquids that are clear 

and colourless, such as water, alcohol, mineral oil, and 

vinegar. Even though they all look very similar, they 

have different intensive properties, like density, 

temperature of vaporization or flammability that allow 

us to identify them. 

Over a boiling pot of water you can 

perceive steam (water vapour). If it is cooled, 

that gas can become liquid water again. If you 

put that water in the freezer, it would become a 

solid piece of ice. No matter what phase it was 

in, it was always water. It always had the same 

chemical properties. 
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When a gas is heated by many thousands of degrees, it becomes a plasma. It  

is the most common state of matter in the Universe (99% of visible matter is in plasma 

state). Plasma makes up the core of stars and interstellar nebulae. On earth, plasma is 

naturally occurring in some flames, lightning, electric sparks, and the polar auroras. 

Fluorescent light bulbs, neon signs and plasma flat screens create plasma to produce 

light.  
 

     
 

The Kinetic Theory of Matter provides a simple and consistent explanation to 

the properties of the different states in which matter can exist.  

Its origins date back to the 4th century B.C., when the Greek thinkers 

Leucippus and his disciple Democritus, put forward the idea that matter was made of 

small, indivisible particles, they called atoms. That theory was put aside till the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries CE, when several key discoveries helped to 

revive it.  

In 1643, Torricelli, an Italian mathematician and pupil of Galileo, showed that 

air had weight and was capable of pushing down on a column of liquid mercury.  

                    

This was a startling finding. If air - this substance that we could not see, feel, or 

smell - had weight, it must be made of something physical. But how could something 

have a physical presence, yet not respond to human touch or sight?  
  

Daniel Bernoulli, a Swiss mathematician, proposed an answer in 1738. 

 

Daniel Bernouilli (1700-1782) 

 Evangelista Torricelli (1608-1647) inverted a glass 

tube, closed at one end and filled with mercury, into a 

dish also filled with mercury. Some, but not all, of the 

mercury drained out of the glass tube into the dish. 

Torricelli explained this by assuming that the outside 

air was pushing down on the surface of the liquid 

around the tube. In a letter to a colleague, he wrote:  

 ‗We live submerged at the bottom of an ocean of air‘ 

 

He developed the theory that air and other gases consist of 

tiny particles that are too small to be seen and are loosely packed in 

an empty volume of space. The particles could not be felt because, 

unlike a solid stone wall that does not move, the tiny particles move 

aside when a human hand or body moves through them. Bernoulli 

reasoned that if these particles were not in constant motion they 

would settle to the ground like dust particles. Therefore, he 

conceived air and other gases as loose collections of tiny billiard 

ball-like particles that are continuously moving around and bouncing 

off one another. 

 

http://www.visionlearning.com/library/pop_glossary_term.php?oid=4854&l=
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That idea was the basis for the Kinetic Theory, which states: ―matter is made 

of extremely small particles that are constantly moving, and we can perceive that 

movement as the temperature of the substance‖. The higher the measured 

temperature is, the bigger the movement of the particles will be.  

How does this theory explain the different states of matter? Unlike simple 

billiard balls, particles are attracted to each other. Those particles that have relatively 

little movement will interact strongly with each other and will tend to stay in place with 

respect to other particles but jiggling, or vibrating, around equilibrium positions. 

Collectively, they will form a hard substance that we call a solid.  

However, those particles that are moving relatively fast will interact only slightly, 

if even at all, with others. They move past each other freely at high speeds, flying about 

a room, and forming what we call a gas.  

In liquid state, the attraction between particles is strong enough to keep them   

close together but weak enough to let them move around each other. They vibrate, 

move about and slide past each other.  
  

The following table summarizes the microscopic behaviour of gases, liquids, 

and solids, which is responsible for their respective macroscopic properties. 

SOLID LIQUID GAS 

Particles are very close 
together  

Particles are very close 
together 

Lots of free space between 
particles 

Particles are jiggling in fixed 
positions  

Particles are free to slide 
relative to each other 

Total freedom of motion, 
particles can move past one 

another 
 

 
 

When temperature is really high, particles move so fast that, as a result of 

violent collisions between them, they are broken up into other smaller particles which 

form them. Those more elemental particles have a certain physical property called 

electric charge5. Thus, the plasma state is a ―soup‖ of positively and negatively 

charged particles moving at very high speeds. 
 

 

      

                                                           
5
 There are two types of electric charge, called positive and negative. Electric charges of the same type repel each other, while 

electric charges of a different kind attract  each other. Most of the elementary particles that constitute matter have this property. 
 

 Increasing  temperature 
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The Kinetic Theory also provides an explanation for other natural phenomena 

we experience in our everyday life, like colouring a liquid with just a drop of dye or 

perfuming a room with a little spray. These are two examples of a physical 

phenomenon called diffusion. It can only be explained by the random movement of 

the particles in liquids and gasses, that will eventually distribute the particles randomly 

and uniformly throughout them.  

  
 

Although the particles that make up matter are too small to be visible, the 

Kinetic Theory is supported by many experimental evidences. The first of them was º 

called Brownian motion. In 1827, the Scottish botanist Robert Brown, looking through 

a microscope at dust particles and pollen grains in water, noted that the particles 

moved aimlessly through the water, but was not able to determine the mechanisms that 

caused that agitated motion. In 1905 Albert Einstein published a paper where he 

explained in precise detail how the motion that Brown had observed results directly 

from collisions between the pollen and water particles.  
 

 

        

           
 

Einstein‘s explanation of Brownian motion served as definitive confirmation that 

matter is formed by particles in constant motion, and it was verified later in many other 

experiments. 

 

 
DIAGRAM  NOT  TO  SCALE 

Albert Einstein 
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In Science, the terms ―heat‖ and ―temperature‖ mean very different things, 

although sometimes in colloquial language you may hear them used interchangeably.  
 

Temperature is a quantity related to the motion of a substance‘s particles: the 

higher the temperature, the bigger the motion.  
 

Particles are too small to be seen, but their motion can be determined indirectly 

by measuring other macroscopic properties that are proportional to it, like the volume of 

a liquid or the electric resistance of a metal. All instruments that can be used to 

measure temperature are called thermometers.  
 

 

                        
     Alcohol thermometer                                 Electronic thermometer        Infrared thermometer 
 

 
 

Heat is the quantity6 transferred from an object at a higher temperature to 

another object at a lower temperature until both of them reach the same intermediate 

temperature of equilibrium.  

 
  

 

            

 

   

 

Adding heat to a body increases the motion of its particles and therefore it 

increases its temperature. Removing heat from an object (cooling) reduces the motion 

of its particles and therefore its temperature decreases. 
 

 

There are three ways heat is transferred between bodies: 
 

 Conduction:                                        
 

 

 

 

 

                                HOT                                            COLD  

                                                          

                       

                                                           
6 In future courses you will be able to comprehend that heat is a form of a certain quantity called energy. Energy is defined as ‗the capacity to 

produce work’, that is, the capacity to put an object in motion or to change the object‘s path if it is already in motion. Energy is a key concept 

whose study exceeds the scope of this textbook. 

          TH  

 

 TL  TEQ 

 

  TEQ 

 

HEAT 

It is the way heat is transferred inside a body or between 

bodies in contact. The high speed particles collide with the 

slow particles of the cooler part of the body producing a net 

transfer of motion to them. 
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 Radiation:  It is the transfer of heat through space by a type of invisible 

waves called electromagnetic waves7.  

If you have stood in front of a fireplace or a radiator, you have 

felt the heat transfer known as radiation. The side of you 

nearest the fire warms up, while your other side remains 

unaffected by the heat.  

 

 

 Convection: It is the main manner of heat transfer in fluids (liquids and 

gases). When heated, fluid particles move faster and cover 

more space, so the fluid becomes less dense As a result, the 

warmer portion of the fluid tends to rise (like a bubble or a 

balloon) through the surrounding cooler fluid that flows down 

to replace the rising warmer fluid. Thus, a current, called a 

convection current, becomes established in the fluid, and 

heat is eventually transferred to all the particles.  

                                                           

 

The Kinetic Theory of Matter can be used to explain how substances change 

their state as a result of receiving or giving off heat. The diagram below shows the 

names of the different changes of state. 

 

                                                           
7 Other examples of electromagnetic waves are visible light, radio and TV signals, Wi-Fi, remote control waves, mobile phone waves, X-rays, 

etc. The study of electromagnetic waves is far beyond the scope of this course. 

or SOLIDIFICATION 

MELTING 

   FREEZING  

VAPORIZATION 

CONDENSATION  

IONIZATION 

DEIONIZATION 

SUBLIMATION 

DEPOSITION or REVERSE SUBLIMATION 

or LIQUEFACTION 
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 When a solid is heated its particles start to vibrate faster and faster. Initially the 

structure is gradually weakened, which has the effect of expanding the solid. Further 

heating increases the motion until it is used to break the bonds between the particles of 

the solid. Immediately after the break-up, the particles are moving at the same average 

speed as before, so their temperature remains the same. The temperature at which a 

substance melts is called its melting point or melting temperature. At that 

temperature, the substance can be in any of the two phases, liquid and/or solid. 
 

         
 

Materials have widely differing melting temperatures (see table below).  
 

Substance Melting temp. / ºC 

Helium -272 

Nitrogen -210 

Alcohol -114 

Mercury  -39  

Water 0 

Lead  327 

Aluminium 660 

Copper 1083 

Iron 1535 
 

 

 

At room temperature, a material is a solid, liquid or gas depending on its melting 

temperature. Anything with a melting temperature higher than about 20ºC is likely to be 

a solid under normal conditions. For instance, ice melts at room temperature because 

the surrounding air is at a temperature above ice‘s melting point. The heat required to 

melt the ice comes from the surrounding air which will consequently become a little 

cooler. 
 

Not all solids melt when they are heated. Some may undergo chemical changes 

as a result of heating. For example, paper burns rather than melts. 
 

When a liquid is cooled, it gives off heat to its surroundings, so its particles slow 

down and eventually stop moving about and settle into a stable arrangement, forming a 

solid. This process is called freezing or solidification and occurs at the same 

temperature as melting. Hence, the melting point and freezing point of a substance are 

the same temperature: above it, the substance is liquid, and below it the substance is 

solid. 

Ice (solid) at 0ºC 

 
 
Water (liquid) at 0ºC 
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 If a liquid is heated, its particles move faster and faster expanding the liquid. But 

to change into gas state, the particles need to overcome the attractions between them. 

At the beginning only the fastest particles at the surface of the liquid are able to escape 

from it as a vapour. But as the liquid gets warmer more particles have sufficient speed 

to escape from it. Eventually, even particles in the middle of the liquid convert into gas 

state and form bubbles when they meet. That process is known as boiling or 

vaporization, and each material has a specific temperature at which it occurs, called 

the boiling point or boiling temperature. At that temperature the substance can be in 

any of the two phases, liquid and/or gas. 

 

 

As with the melting point, the boiling point of materials vary widely. 

 

Substance Boiling temp. / ºC 

Helium -269 

Nitrogen -196 

Alcohol 78 

Water 100 

Mercury 357 

Lead  1750 

Aluminium 2450 

Copper 2600 

Iron 2750 
 

Within a liquid some particles have a higher speed than others. These faster 

particles may be able to escape from the surface of the liquid even if its temperature is 

below the boiling point. This process is called evaporation and is commonly observed 

when puddles or clothes dry. As the temperature increases, the rate of evaporation 

increases. Evaporation is also assisted by windy conditions which help to remove the 

vapour particles from above the liquid so more can escape. 

 

If a gas is cooled, it gives off heat, causing its particles to stop moving about so 

fast. Eventually the particles start to stick together, forming a liquid. This process is 

called condensation or liquefaction and occurs at the same temperature as boiling. 

Hence, the boiling point and condensation point of a substance are the same 

temperature: above it, the substance is in gas state, and below it the substance is in 

liquid state. 
 

Vapour (gas) at 100º ºC 

 
Bubbles (gas) at 100ºC 

 
Water (liquid) at 100ºC 
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Many everyday phenomena involve condensation. For instance, the "steam" 

coming out of a boiling kettle or an iron can only be seen because some of the gas 

particles have condensed rapidly to form tiny droplets of water, since the surrounding 

air temperature is much less than 100ºC.  

       

The same phenomenon occurs when you breath out on a cold day. You see a 

little cloud of condensation from the water your wet and warm lungs add to the air. But 

those tiny droplets of water, as they are surrounded by air, evaporate again very quickly. 

Usually air particles are mixed with water particles in gas state. The amount of 

water in air is called humidity. Cool air cannot hold as much water vapour as warm air. 

Any solid cooler than room temperature (like the pane of a window in winter, or a glass 

with a cold drink) reduces the temperature of the surrounding air, and its excess water 

condensates on its surface. That is the operative principle behind air dehumidifiers. 
 
 

                     

 

A similar process creates clouds in the atmosphere. Hot and wet air rises up 

due to convection currents. When it reaches a certain altitude it cools down, reducing 

its capacity to hold water vapour, which then condenses into a cloud. 
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The change in state which occurs when a solid turns directly into a gas is called 

sublimation. For a solid to sublime, individual particles on the surface of the solid must 

obtain enough heat from their surroundings to jump off the surface of the solid and 

become individual gas particles. 
 

Sublimation is like evaporation; it does not occur at any particular temperature 

but increases in rate with temperature. Not all substances sublime, but others like 

naphthalene, carbon dioxide (―dry ice‖), solid air-fresheners or iodine crystals sublime 

even at room temperature.  
 

              
 

 

Deposition or reverse sublimation occurs when a vapour, in the presence of 

a solid phase, has some particles that are "lazy enough" to stick to the surface. These 

adsorbed particles "skate" across and around the surface, as if they were in liquid 

state, until they happen to find a vacant spot in the solid's crystal structure. This is also 

promoted by the vibrations of the superficial particles of the solid. 
 

                 
 

However, if the temperature is much lower than the equilibrium temperature 

(where sublimation, and reverse sublimation occur in equal amounts) the vapour 

particles that strike the solid don‘t have sufficient speed to "skate" across its surface to 

find a ―home‖ in the crystal lattice, so they just "stick" where they hit. This is a random 

process, so the solid grows with its particles disorganized, without any defined 

structure. That kind of solid is called a glass8 or an amorphous solid.  
 

                        
                       Surfaces of a crystalline solid (a) and a glass (b) 

                                                           
8 Glasses can be made of many different materials. The most familiar type of glass, used for centuries in windows and drinking vessels, is mainly 

composed of silica (75%) plus lime, sodium carbonate and other additives. 

Dry ice is the solid form of carbon dioxide. 

 It is used primarily as a cooling agent. Its 

biggest advantage is that it doesn‘t wet what 

is put in contact with it.  

It starts to sublimate at −78,5 °C.  

Computer simulation of a deposition 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Window
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_glassware
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_dioxide
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 The kinetic theory of gases describes a gas as a large number of small particles 

all of which are in constant, random motion. The rapidly moving particles constantly 

collide with each other and with the walls of the container (in a small balloon, for 

example, there are many billions of collisions each second). 

                            
 

The impact on the wall of a single particle is too small to be sensed. However, 

taken all together, the large number of impacts of gas particles exerts a considerable 

force9 onto the internal surface of the enclosure. The gas pressure, P, is defined as 

the sum of the forces of all the molecules striking the wall, FT, divided by the area of the 

wall, A: 
 

 

    
 

Pressure is an intensive quantity whose derived units in the S.I. are called 

Pascal, Pa. (Pa = kg·m
-1

·s
-2).  The instrument used to measure pressure is called a 

manometer. 
 

 The larger the number of collisions per area of an enclosure, the larger the 

pressure the gas exerts. Therefore, pressure is proportional to gas density, because if 

there are more particles per unit of volume, the number of collisions will increase. 
  

 As Torricelli wrote, ‗we live submerged at the bottom of an ocean of air’. So, 

although we don‘t perceive it, air particles exert pressure on us and on everything that 

surrounds us. Atmospheric pressure is defined as the force per unit of surface 

exerted by the particles of atmospheric air when they collide with an object placed 

within it. 
 

 When an enclosure is elastic, like a balloon, the pressure exerted by the gas 

particles inside it equals the atmospheric pressure10. When we inflate it, we put in more 

gas particles. Then, the number of collisions increases and so does the internal 

pressure. Consequently the balloon expands, and its area increases until the number 

of internal collisions per unit of surface equals the number of external collisions per unit 

of area due to atmospheric air particles. 

                                                                     

                                                           
9
 In previous courses you should have seen that in Physics force is defined as anything that can put a mass in motion or that can change the 

direction and/or speed of a motion. In the S.I. force is measured in Newton, N  (1 N = 1 kg·m·s-2). 
10

 This statement is true only if the elastic force (that tends to return the balloon to its original size and shape) is negligible. Otherwise the internal 

pressure has to bigger than the atmospheric pressure to cancel this additional force. 

       Σ Fi         FT  

P = ——  =  —— 

         A            A 
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 When the container is not elastic, like a bottle, or partially elastic, like a tyre, it 

cannot expand, so the internal pressure can exceed the atmospheric pressure. 

     
 

The atmospheric pressure in a given location is not constant because the air 

density changes with weather conditions. On average, the atmospheric pressure at sea 

level is: 

                  P0 = 101325 Pa         
  

The instruments used to measure atmospheric pressure are called barometers. 

Torricelli‘s inverted tube was the first ever made barometer. 
 

There are three units that don‘t belong to the S.I. but are often used to express 

pressure measurements in some fields like Medicine or Meteorology. Their equivalence 

in Pascal is shown below: 
 

- Atmospheres (atm):  1 atm = 101325 Pa (≈ 105 Pa) 
 

- Millimeters of Mercury11 (mmHg) or torr (Torr): 760 Torr = 101325 Pa = 1atm 
 

- Bar (bar):  1 bar = 105 Pa  (=> 1 mb = 100 Pa)   
 

  

  The scientific study of gas properties started in the 17th century. The Kinetic 

Theory provided a good model to interpret and predict the behaviour of most gasses 

over a wide variety of conditions. Scientists began to realize that there were 

relationships between the pressure, volume and temperature of a sample of gas that 

hold for almost all gases.  
  

 

Torricelli's experiment did more than just show that air has weight; it also 

provided a way to create a vacuum because the space above the column of mercury at 

the top of a barometer is almost completely empty (it is free of air or other gases except 

a negligible amount of mercury vapour). Torricelli's work with vacuum soon caught the 

eye of the scientists Robert Boyle in England and Edme Mariotte in France in the 

mid-1600s, who ‒ working independently ‒ arrived at the same conclusions.  

                Robert Boyle (1627-1691)                       Edme Mariotte (1620-1684) 
                                                           
11

 Millimeters of mercury or torr  is a unit whose name was given after Evangelista Torricelli‘s experiment. The height of mercury in an inverted  

tube that equals the average atmospheric pressure at sea level is 760 mm.  

         The air of the atmosphere located over us has mass, and 

therefore, as any other object, it is attracted to Earth. In 

consequence, the air particles at the Earth‘s surface are more 

tightly packed than the particles located in the outer atmosphere 

because they are compressed by the weight of the column of air 

above them.  

Thus, the higher we go in the atmosphere, the less air 

remains in the column above us, the load that compresses the 

air becomes lighter and lighter, and air density decreases. 

Hence, atmospheric pressure decreases with height.  
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 Boyle studied the elasticity12 of gases in a J-tube similar to the apparatus 

shown in the figure below. By adding mercury to the open end of the tube, he trapped a 

small volume of air in the sealed end. 

 

Then he started to add mercury in the open end of the tube to reduce the 

volume occupied by the enclosed air. He could calculate the pressure as the weight of 

the mercury column divided by the area of the circular section of the tube, plus the 

atmospheric pressure. Boyle noticed that the product of the pressure times the volume 

for any measurement was equal to the product of the pressure times the volume for 

any other measurement, within experimental error. 

                       constant                            
P1V1 = P2V2   =>  P·V = constant  => V = ————  =>    

                                      P                             
       

These equivalent expressions are known as  Boyle-Mariotte's Law. It states 

that ―the volume of a given amount of gas held at constant temperature varies 

inversely with the applied pressure ― 

Mariotte realized that for these results to be valid, the temperature of the gas 

should remain constant. Additionally, he noted that the constant of proportionality 

depended on temperature. Therefore, the graphs of P vs.V  and  P vs.1/V are different 

for each temperature, as shown below.           

                       
                                                           
12

 Elasticity is the capacity of asubstance to return to its original size and shape after being stretched or squeezed. Boyle called his studies 

―spring of air‖ 

        1       

V α ——  

        P        
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This behaviour can be explained by the Kinetic Theory. If the volume of the 

container is reduced, particles will collide more frequently with its walls so pressure will 

increase. 

Boyle‘s law enables us to calculate the pressure or volume of a gas under one 

set of conditions, provided we know the pressure and volume under a previous set of 

circumstances. 

Example:   The volume of a gas is 0,657 litres under a pressure of 729,8 mmHg. What volume 

would the gas occupy at 1 atm? Assume constant temperature and mass of gas. 

 Initial conditions: P1 = 729,8 mmHg ,             V1 = 0,657 L 
 

Final conditions: P2 = 1 atm = 760 mmHg,       V2 = ? 

                               P1V1       729,8 · 0,657                            
P1V1 = P2V2   =>  V2 = ———  =  —————— =>  V2 = 0,631 L 

                       P2                    760        

 

 

Toward the end of the 1600s, the French physicist Guillaume Amontons 

investigated the relationship between  pressure  and  temperature  in  gases. He 

lacked accurate and precise thermometers, and his results were semi-quantitative, 

but  he was able to establish that ―the pressure of a given mass of gas held at 

constant volume is directly proportional to its temperature‖. 

     

This law is called Amontons' Law of Pressure-Temperature, although in 

many textbooks it is often referred to as Gay-Lussac’s law, after the French scientist 

Joseph Gay-Lussac who played a key role in the formulation of the gas laws. 
 

Amontons' law can be proved with the apparatus shown in the picture below, 

which consists of a manometer connected to a metal sphere of constant volume, which 

is immersed in liquids at different temperatures. The following graph P vs.T 

corresponds to the data obtained with this apparatus. 

                                                        

P α T 

        

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressure
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temperature
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accuracy_and_precision
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermometer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantitative_research
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Extrapolating the plot of P vs. T for zero pressure, the value of temperature 

obtained on the Celsius scale is always -273,15°C for any substance in gas state. 

Since a negative pressure is impossible, this temperature has to be the minimum 

temperature that matter can reach. It corresponds to the point where the cooled 

particles of a substance can lose no more speed as they have none left and they are 

virtually stopped.  
 

The absolute or thermodynamic temperature scale assigns the value zero to 

the lowest possible temperature. Thus, all obtainable temperatures are positive. Its unit 

is the Kelvin, K, named after the British physicist Lord Kelvin, who developed this scale 

in 1848.  
 

Therefore, the relationship between temperatures in the Celsius and the Kelvin 

scale is: 

                                                   

When the temperatures are converted from the Celsius to the Kelvin scale, a 

plot of the temperature versus the pressure of any gas gives a straight line that passes 

through the origin.  

                    P/Pa                V1                    

                                                                  V2 

 

                V3 

 

                                                                               V1 < V2 <V3 

 

                                                          T/K 

Any two points along these straight lines fit the following expressions: 
  

          P1        P2                                P       
       ——  =  ——  = constant =>   ——  =  constant =>   P = constant · T =>   
          T1         T2                       T 

 

Again, the Kinetic Theory provides an explanation for this behavior. If the gas is 

heated the particles will move faster. This means they will collide with the walls more 

frequently, so pressure increases. 

                                       

Example:   A car tyre contains air at 1,25·10
5
 Pa when it is at a temperature of 27°C. Once the 

car has been running for a while, the temperature of the air in the tyre rises to 42°C. If 

the volume of the tyre does not change what is the new pressure of the air in the tyre? 

     First we have to convert the temperatures into kelvin. 
 

T1= 27 +273= 300 K,    P1 =1,25·10
5
 Pa 

 

   T2= 42 +273= 315 K,    P2 = ? 
 

          P1         P2            P1 T2        1,25·10
5
 · 315 

    ——  =  ——   =>   P2 =  ——— =  —————— =>  P2 = 1,31·10
5
 Pa 

                  T1       T2                   T1                  300 

TK = TºC + 273,15 

P α T 
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On 4 June 1783, the brothers Montgolfier used a fire to inflate a spherical 

balloon that travelled about 2 km before it came back to earth.  
 

                                                                                                

                                                                          

  The equipment used by Jacques Charles was similar to that employed by Boyle.

Boyle. 

  

In Charles‘ experiment, the plots of V vs.T for a certain mass of gas kept at 

different values of constant pressure are shown below.                    .                                                                                                                          

                                                             

News of this remarkable achievement spread 

throughout France, balloons became very popular and 

scientists were eager to improve the performance of their 

own balloons.  

Two prominent French scientists, Joseph-Louis Gay-

Lussac and Jacques Charles, working independently, made 

detailed measurements on how the volume of a gas was 

affected by the temperature of the gas. 

                                      
Jaques Charles 
   (1746-1823) 

 

Joseph Gay-Lussac 

      (1778-1850) 

 

A quantity of dry air was enclosed at the end of a J-

shaped glass tube immersed in a water bath. By changing 

the temperature of the water with steam source, Charles was 

able to change the temperature of the gas.  
 

Just as Robert Boyle made efforts to keep all 

variables of the gas constant except for the pressure and 

volume, so Jacques Charles took care to keep all variables 

of the gas constant except for temperature and volume. The 

pressure was held constant by adjusting the height of 

mercury so that the two columns of mercury had equal 

height, and thus the pressure was always equal to the 

atmospheric pressure. 
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When the plots of V vs.T  for a gas are extrapolated for zero volume, the 

temperature at which the volume of a gas would become zero is -273,15ºC. That is the 

same value obtained from the graph of pressure versus temperature in the preceding 

section. Absolute zero can therefore be more accurately defined as the temperature at 

which the pressure and the volume of a gas extrapolate to zero. 

Consequently, a plot of the volume versus the temperature of a gas expressed 

in kelvin will become a straight line that passes through the origin. Any two points along 

this line can therefore be used to construct the following expressions. 

          V1        V2                              V       
       ——  =  ——  = constant =>   —— =  constant =>   V = constant · T =>   
          T1         T2                      T 

Hence, Charles’ Law states that ―the volume of a given mass of gas held at 

constant pressure is directly proportional to its absolute temperature‖. 

The Kinetic Theory explanation for this behavior is similar to that of the inflation 

of a balloon. When a gas is heated, the particles will move faster and will collide with 

the walls more frequently, increasing the force exerted on them. For the pressure to 

remain constant, the area of the walls (and therefore the volume of the container) has 

to increase. 

Example:   A container holds 50,0 mL of nitrogen at 25° C and a pressure of 736 mmHg. What 

will its volume be if the temperature increases by 35° C? 

 
    Remember that temperatures have to be converted from the Celsius to the Kelvin 

scale before calculations are done. 

 

T1 = 25° C + 273 = 298 K,                V1 = 50,0 mL= 5,00·10
-2

 L 
 

    T2 = 25° C + 35° C + 273 = 333 K ,  V2 = ? 

  

          V1         V2            V1 T2        5,00·10
-2

 · 333 
    ——  =  ——   =>   V2 =  ——— =  —————— =>  V2 = 5,59·10

-2
 L 

                  T1       T2                   T1                  298 
 
 

 

The gas laws can be combined into one single proportion: 
 

 

 

           => 

 

 

This means that volume of a given amount of gas is proportional to the ratio of 

its absolute temperature and its pressure.  As before, a constant can be put in: 
 

 

 

V α T 

        

        T      

V α ——  

        P        

        1       

V α ——  

        P        

V α T 

        

 P V    

—— = constant 

   T       

 P1 V1      P2 V2    

———  = ———  => 

    T1            T2 

 V1         T1 P2    

——  = ———  => 

 V2        T2 P1 
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A gas that obeys the previous laws exactly is called an ideal gas. Remember 

that the Kinetic Theory makes the following assumptions for ideal gases: 
 

- The gas consists of particles so small that the total volume of the individual 

gas particles added up is negligible compared to the volume of the 

container. This is equivalent to stating that the average distance separating 

the gas particles is large compared to their size. 
 

- These particles have the same mass and are in constant, random, and rapid 

motion. 
 

- The average speed of the gas particles depends only on the temperature of 

the system. 
 

- The particles constantly collide among themselves and with the walls of the 

container.  
 

- Except during collisions, the interactions among particles are negligible. 
 

At normal conditions, temperature and pressure, most real gases behave 

qualitatively like an ideal gas. Generally, a gas behaves more like an ideal gas in two 

situations: 

- at higher temperature, as the attraction between particles becomes less 

significant compared with the particles' speed. 
 

- at lower pressure, as the size of the particles becomes less significant 

compared to the empty space between them.  

 

 
 

 

The ideal gas model also fails for most heavy gases, such as many refrigerants, 

and for gases with strong intermolecular forces, notably water vapour. 
 

Since the end of 19th century several more complex models have been 

developed to explain the behaviour of real gases more precisely. 
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1.   Which of the following is an extensive property? 

     a) colour      b) temperature c) hardness   d) volume e) melting point 

2. Which of the following is an intensive chemical property of a box of raisins? 
 

a) total calories b) total number of raisins c) grams per serving  
 

d) total grams  e) calories per serving f) servings per person 
 
3. Which of the following is a physical property? 
 

a) toxicity      b) explosiveness     c)corrosiveness       d) temperature      e) flammability 
 
 
4. The specific volume of a substance is the volume per gram of substance. Specific 

volume is an example of 
 

a) a chemical, intensive property  b) a physical, intensive property 
 

c) a chemical, extensive property  d) a physical, extensive property 
 
 
5. Which of the following is an intensive property? 
 

a) mass b)volume c) number of atoms    d) density     e) weight 
 

6. When ice melts 
 

a) a phase change occurs from a solid phase to liquid phase 

b) it requires heat 

c) the water changes from a crystalline solid to a liquid 

d) all of the above  

7. When water freezes 
 

a) a phase change occurs from a liquid phase to a solid phase 

b) heat is lost from ice to its surroundings 

c) the liquid water changes from a random structure to a crystalline solid 

d) all of the above 

8. Which statement is not true? 
 

a) To change from a solid to a liquid requires heat 

b) Depending upon the temperature, water can exist in solid, liquid or gas states  

c) Solids and liquids have similar densities because particles of solids and liquids 
both touch 

d) In a solid, the molecules have no motion. 
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9.  Lightning is best classified as : 

 a) plasma  b) liquid  c) gas   d) solid 
 

10.    If a sample of hydrogen gas occupies a volume of 500ml at a pressure of 

0,971atm, what volume will the gas occupy at a pressure of 1,50 atm, assuming 

the temperature remains constant? 

 

a) 0,342 L b)0,424 L c)0,324 L d)0,442 L e)0.242 L 

 

11.  Not all Gas Laws problems have Kelvin (K) as the unit of temperature. They can 

be expressed in other scales as Celsius (°C) or Fahrenheit(°F). So convert 123°C 

to K. 

  a) 396 K b) 486 K c)369 K d) 458 K e)693 K 

 

12.   Gas pressure is caused by 

 a) Gas particles heating up 

 b) Gas particles reacting with other gas particles 

 c) Gas particles hitting the walls of a container 

 d) Gas particles hitting other gas particles 

13.  According to Amontons‘ Law, if you have a balloon inside a car at noon during a 

hot summer day, the balloon molecules inside will increase in pressure. 
 

                      a) True       b) False 

 
14. At a pressure of 5,0 atmospheres, a sample of gas occupies 40,0 liters. What 

volume will the same sample occupy at 1,0 atmosphere? 

a) 0,0050 L     b) 0,13 L c)200 L d) 8,0 L e)12,5 L 

 

15. As the volume of a confined gas decreases at constant temperature, the pressure 

exerted by the gas ______. 

  a) increases  b) decreases  c)stays the same d)fluctuates 

 

16. A sample of argon has a volume of 0,43 mL at 299K. At what temperature in 

degrees Celsius will it have a volume of 1 mL 

  a) 695ºC b) 422ºC c)428ºC d) 694ºC e)378ºC 
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17. Each of these flasks contain the same number of particles. In which container is the 

pressure highest? 

  

 
 

  a) Flask 1 b) Flask 2 c)Flask 3 d) Flask 4 

 

18. Assuming that the temperature remains constant. How can you increase the 

pressure of a gas? 

  a) Increase the container volume  b) Add more particles of the gas 

  c) Decreases the container volume  d) None of the above 

 

19. In a closed container at 1,0 atmosphere, the temperature of a sample of gas is 

raised from 300 K to 400 K. What will the final pressure of the gas be? 

a) 0,010 atm    b) 0,1 atm c)100 atm d) 1,3 atm e)2,0 atm. 

 

20. At constant pressure and 25 °C, a sample of gas occupies 4,5 liters. At what 

temperature will the gas occupy 9,0 liters? 

  a) 596 K b) 50 K c) 50 ºC d) 596 ºC e) 373 K 

 

21. Each of these flasks contains the same number of gas molecules. In which flask 

will the pressure be the lowest? 

 

a) Flask 1 b) Flask 2 c)Flask 3 d) Flask 4 

22. Neon gas has a volume of 2,000ml at 1,8 atm. If the pressure decreased to 1,3 atm 

what is now the volume of the neon gas? 

a) 2,795 mL b) 2,769 mL c)3,795 mL d) 3,759 mL e)4,569 mL 
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23. Each of these flasks is the same size and temperature. Which one contains the 

most particles? 

 

a) Flask 1 b) Flask 2 c)Flask 3 d) Flask 4 

24.   When a supply of hydrogen gas is held in a 4 liter container at 320 K it exerts a 

pressure of 800 torr. The supply is moved to a 2 liter container, and cooled to 160 

K. What is the new pressure of the confined gas? 

  a) 800 torr b) 1600 torr c) 200 torr d) 400 torr e) 600 torr 

 

25.    Which Gas Law is involved when a balloon pops after being sat on? 

a) Charles‘ law    b) Boyle‘s law c) Amontons‘ law d) None of these 

 

26.   A small sample of helium gas occupies 6 mL at a temperature of 250 K. At what 

temperature does the volume expand to 9 mL? 

  a) 125 K b) 375 K c)500 K d) 750 K e)2250 K 

27.   Boyle's Law deals with what quantities? 

a) pressure & temperature  b) pressure & volume   

c) volume & temperature  d) volume, temperature & pressure 

28.   A sample of nitrogen gas is confined to a 6,0 L vessel at 177 °C and 12,0 atm. If 

the vessel is allowed to expand isothermically (at constant temperature) to 36,0 L, 

what would the final pressure be? 

29.  A 9,0 L volume of chlorine gas is heated from 27 °C to 127 °C at constant 

pressure. What is the final volume? 

30.   The temperature of a sample of an ideal gas in a sealed 5,0 L container is raised 

from 27 °C to 77 °C. If the initial pressure of the gas was 3,0 atm, what is the final 

pressure?
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Some of the information used to write this chapter has been extracted from the 

following websites and books. You can take a look at them in order to review and 

enhance your knowledge of this matter 

- http://antoine.frostburg.edu/chem/senese/101/matter/faq/extensive-

intensive.shtml 

- http://www.inquiryinaction.org/chemistryreview/liquids/ 

- http://www.chem4kids.com/files/matter_states.html 

- http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/State_of_matter 

- http://www.chem.purdue.edu/gchelp/atoms/states.html 

- http://www.brainpop.com/science/matterandchemistry/statesofmatter/ 

- http://www.visionlearning.com/library/module_viewer.php?mid=120 

- http://www.chem.ufl.edu/~itl/2045/lectures/lec_f.html 

- http://www.chem.ufl.edu/~itl/2045/lectures/lec_d.html 

- http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks3/science/chemical_material_behaviour/pa

rticle_model/revision/3/ 

- http://www.le.ac.uk/se/centres/sci/selfstudy/particle02.html 

- http://www.climatechangematters.net.au/LOTS/Chem/sub/statechanges/stat

echanges.htm 

- http://www.newton.dep.anl.gov/askasci/chem00/chem00885.htm 

- http://web.mechse.illinois.edu/research/dstn/electrokinetics.html 

- http://chemed.chem.purdue.edu/genchem/topicreview/bp/ch4/gaslaws3.ht

ml 

- http://chemed.chem.wisc.edu/chempaths/GenChem-Textbook/Boyle-s-Law-

950.html 

- http://mmsphyschem.com/chuckL.pdf 

IMAGES: http://search.creativecommons.org/ 

 http://images.google.com/ 
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Matter is anything that has mass and occupies space. Chemistry is the 

scientific study of matter, which means it is a very broad branch of knowledge.  
 

In order to make sense of the tremendous amount of information that we can 

learn about matter, chemists have developed categories of kinds of matter in which to 

organize the information. If we examine a thing and decide which category it belongs 

in, we are classifying it. Keep in mind that there are different systems of categories 

which are not mutually exclusive. When we classify organisms in biology, for instance, 

we can decide that a particular animal is male and that it is a reptile. 
 

Two principal ways of classifying matter are: 
 

- According to its physical state: gas, liquid, solid, plasma, etc.  
 

- According to its composition: pure substances or mixtures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One useful way of organizing our understanding of matter is to think of a 

hierarchy that extends down from the most general and complex to the simplest and 

most fundamental. The orange-coloured boxes represent the central realm of chemistry 

which deals ultimately with specific chemical substances, but as a practical matter, 

chemical science extends both above and below this region. 

In science it is absolutely necessary to know what we are talking about, so 

before we can even begin to consider matter from a chemical point of view, we need to 

know something about its composition; is the stuff I am looking at a single substance, 

or is it a mixture?  

A pure substance, usually referred to simply as a ‗substance’, is matter that 

has distinct properties and a composition that doesn't vary from sample to sample. 

Water and ordinary table salt (sodium chloride), the primary components of seawater, 

are examples of pure substances. All pure substances are either elements or 

compounds.

MATTER 

PURE 
SUBSTANCES 

MIXTURES 

HETEROGENEOUS 

HOMOGENEOUS 

COMPOUNDS 

ELEMENTS 
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An element is a substance that cannot be separated into simpler substances by 

chemical methods. Elements are the building blocks of our nature. On the molecular 

level, each element is composed of only one kind of identical particles called atoms. 

Currently, about 118 elements have been discovered, 90 of them are found in nature 

and the rest are man-made.  
 

In order to call a substance an element, its properties must be unique; no two 

elements are alike. Elements have names and symbols. Some common elements and 

their symbols are listed in the following table. 

 
Most elements can interact with other elements to form compounds. Hydrogen 

gas, for example, burns in oxygen gas to form water. Conversely, water can be 

decomposed into its component elements by passing an electrical current through it. 

The properties of water bear no resemblance to the properties of its component 

elements. Hydrogen, oxygen and water are each unique substances. 
 

Atoms can combine in many ways.  Atoms of the same or different elements 

can combine with one another to form bigger particles called molecules. A molecule is 

a particle formed when two or more atoms join together chemically. 
 

A compound is the substance formed by the chemical union of two or more 

elements in a definite ratio, which is fixed by nature and cannot be altered. Some 

compounds are formed of molecules. Water (H2O), for example, is a compound whose 

molecules are composed of two atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen. This ratio 

is fixed by nature and it is unchangeable. When the compound is formed, a completely 

new substance is made, the properties of which are quite different from its reacting 

elements. Like elements, compounds also carry names and symbols that you will come 

across in a later chapter. 
 

Molecular hydrogen (H2), molecular oxygen (O2) and molecular nitrogen (N2) 

are not compounds because each of their molecules is composed of atoms of a single 

element. Water (H2O), carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) are compounds 

because each of their molecules is made from atoms of more than one element. 
  

Compounds can be separated into elements using chemical methods but not 

physical methods. 

Iron is an element; it is shiny, strong, metallic, and magnetic. We cannot change 

iron into anything simpler than iron.  Oxygen is an element; it is a colourless, odourless 

gas. When iron rusts, it combines with oxygen in the air to form the compound iron 

oxide. Iron oxide not only has a different name, it has different properties from those of 

iron and/or oxygen. It is reddish brown, a non-magnetic solid, crumbly rather than 

strong. We can change rust into iron and oxygen, both of which are simpler than rust. 
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How can you tell the difference between an element and a compound? You 

can‘t unless you have access to fairly sophisticated chemical equipment. The good 

news is that there are only about a hundred elements to learn. The bad news is that 

there is an almost infinite number of compounds. 

 

             Each element contains a unique kind of particle called atom. Elements might consist of individual atoms, as in (a), or 

molecules, (groups of atoms bonded together) as in (b). Compounds contain two or more different atoms chemically joined 

together, as in (c). A mixture contains the individual units of its components, shown in (d) as both atoms and molecules. 

 

 

 

 

Most of the matter we encounter consists of mixtures of different substances.  

They are not chemically pure. We can, however, separate these kinds of matter into 

different pure substances by physical methods. 

A mixture is a physical combination of two or more substances where the 

substances retain their own chemical identity and hence its own properties. Whereas 

pure substances have fixed compositions, the compositions of mixtures can vary. A 

cup of sweetened coffee, for example, can contain either a little sugar or a lot. The 

substances making up a mixture (such as sugar and water) are called components of 

the mixture. These components are not chemically bonded.  

In a mixture, the substances that make up the mixture: 
 

- are not in a fixed ratio: the most important aspect of the mixture is that it 

has no definite or constant composition. Imagine, for example, that you have a 250 ml 

beaker of water. It doesn't matter whether you add 20 g, 40 g, 100 g or any other mass 

of sand to the water; it will still be called a mixture of sand and water.  
 

- keep their physical properties: in the example we used of the sand and 

water, neither of these substances has changed in any way when they are mixed 

together. Even though the sand is in water, it still has the same properties as when it 

was out of the water.  
 

- can be separated by mechanical means: to separate something by 

'mechanical means', means that there is no chemical process involved. In our sand and 

water example, it is possible to separate the mixture by simply pouring the water 

through a filter. Something physical is done to the mixture rather than something 

chemical. 
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We see mixtures all the time in our everyday lives. Sea water, for example, is a 

mixture of water, salt and other substances. Air is a mixture of gases such as nitrogen, 

oxygen and other gases, and gasoline is a mixture of hydrocarbons. Some other 

examples of mixtures include blood (a mixture of blood cells, platelets and plasma), 

steel (a mixture of iron and other materials), the gold used in jewellery (the gold in 

jewellery is not pure gold but is a mixture of metals13), milk (it is composed of water, 

lactose, fats, proteins…) and fruit drinks (for instance, orange juice is comprised of 

citric acid, sugar, and water). 

 

 
 

Mixtures are further classified as either homogeneous or heterogeneous 

based upon their uniformity14.Homogeneous matter (from the Greek homo = same) can 

be thought of as being uniform and continuous, whereas heterogeneous 

matter (hetero = different) implies non-uniformity and discontinuity.  

A homogenous mixture is a mixture that has the same properties throughout 

and whose individual components cannot be visually distinguished. In other words, a 

homogeneous mixture is uniform like, for instance, sea water. A sample from one part 

of a homogeneous mixture is the same as any other sample of the mixture. A 

homogeneous mixture looks uniform even under a microscope. Air is a homogeneous 

mixture of the gaseous substances nitrogen, oxygen and smaller amounts of other 

substances. Homogeneous mixtures are also called solutions, a term that is mostly 

used when one of the components is a liquid. 

A heterogeneous mixture consists of visibly different substances or phases. In 

a heterogeneous mixture, the components are not spread out, or distributed, evenly 

throughout the mixture. These mixtures do not have the same composition, properties, 

and appearance throughout the mixture like, for example, a mixture of sand and salt.  

Sometimes it is very difficult to distinguish between homogeneous and 

heterogeneous mixtures. In this case, particle size distinguishes homogeneous 

solutions from other heterogeneous mixtures. The particles that make up 

homogeneous mixtures are very small and do not settle out when allowed to stand. 

Thus, solutions have particles which are the size of atoms or molecules - too small to 

be seen. 

                                                           
13  The amount of gold in the jewellery is measured in karats (24 karat would be pure gold, while 18 karat is only 75% gold). 
 
14   To take this further, we first need to define "uniformity" in a more precise way, and this takes us to the concept of phases. A phase is a 

region of matter that possesses uniform intensive properties throughout its volume. A volume of water, a chunk of ice, a grain of sand, a piece of 
copper— each of these constitutes a single phase, and by the above definition, is said to be homogeneous. A sample of matter can contain 
more than a single phase; a cool drink with ice floating in it consists of at least two phases, the liquid and the solid ice. If it is a carbonated 
beverage, you can probably see gas bubbles in it that make up a third phase. 
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A solution is a homogeneous mixture of two or more substances in a single 

phase in which one or more components dissolves in another. For example, if you 

dissolve sugar in water and mix it really well, your mixture is basically the same no 

matter where you sample it. It‘s a homogeneous mixture because it‘s the same 

throughout. 
 

 At least two substances must be mixed in order to have a solution. 

The solvent is the major component of a solution and is the part that does the 

dissolving (in this case, the water). The solute is the minor component of the solution 

and is the part that gets dissolved (in this case the sugar). Together, a solute and a 

solvent make up a solution. 

 

 
 

Most people think of liquids when they think about solutions, but you can also 

have solutions of gases or solids. Earth‘s atmosphere, for example, is a solution. 

Because air is almost 79 per cent nitrogen, it‘s considered the solvent, and the oxygen, 

carbon dioxide, and other gases are considered the solutes. 

In most common instances water is the solvent. The gases, liquids, or solids 

dissolved in water are the solutes. For example, if you stir sugar into water, the sugar 

dissolves in the water and seems to disappear. What happens to the sugar when it 

dissolves? When a substance dissolves, it separates into the smallest particles that 

make up the substance. These particles may be atoms or molecules. 

 

 

We normally think of a solute as a solid that is added to a solvent (e.g., adding 

table salt to water), but the solute could just as easily exist in another phase. A solution 

may be made up of liquids. Two or more liquids that mix easily and stay mixed are 

miscible. For example, if we add a small amount of ethanol to water, then the ethanol 

is the solute and the water is the solvent. If we add a smaller amount of water to a 

larger amount of ethanol, then the water could be the solute.15  

 

 

Water is not the only liquid that can be a solvent. For example, gasoline is a 

homogeneous mixture of liquids that contains no water. Other states of matter can also 

form solutions. Gases can dissolve in liquids, and solids can dissolve in solids. For 

example, many carbonated drinks are solutions of a gas (CO2), a liquid (H2O) and a 

solid (sugar). 

                                                           
15

 Water mixes with isopropanol to form a solution called rubbing alcohol. Water and isopropanol are miscible so they stay mixed. You can use 

rubbing alcohol to disinfect cuts and scrapes. 
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An alloy is a homogeneous mixture that is made up of two or more metals. 

Liquid metals are mixed together, and a solid solution of metals is formed when the 

mixture cools. Alloys are important because they have properties that the individual 

metals do not have. For example, brass is a solution of zinc in copper.  Brass is harder 

than copper but bends more easily than zinc. 

 

 

A suspension is a heterogeneous mixture where the solute particles are 

relatively large. They settle out or can be filtered. 
 

 Have you ever forgotten to shake the orange juice carton? When you poured 

yourself a glass of orange juice, it was probably watery. Orange juice is a 

heterogeneous mixture. Shaking the mixture mixes the components of the orange 

juice. However, eventually the mixture will settle again into layers. Orange juice, tomato 

juice or silt in water are examples of suspensions.  
 

 

In a suspension, the components that make up the mixture may seem to be 

distributed almost evenly. However, when the mixture is allowed to sit, one component 

settles to the bottom. When orange juice sits for a while, the pulp settles to the bottom 

of the container. Particles in a suspension are large enough to be filtered out of the 

mixture. For example, to remove the pulp from orange juice, you can pour the juice 

through a filter of porous paper. This filter will catch the pulp but will let the juice pass 

through. 

                  

TYPES OF SOLUTIONS 

Solute  Solvent  Examples 

 liquid  liquid 
ethanol (CH3CH2OH) – water 

(H2O) 
acetic acid (CH3COOH) – H2O 

wine, beer, vodka 
acetic acid / water - vinegar 

 solid liquid salt (NaCl) - H2O 
saline (NaCl) solution  

sugar solution 

 gas liquid 
O2 – carbon dioxide (CO2)  

Ammonia (NH3) – H2O 
  

 gas  gas O2–N2- other gases air 

 gas  solid H2 – platinum (Pt) 
 

 liquid gas H2O in air 
 

 solid gas smog 
 

liquid solid mercury(Hg) - another metal amalgam 

 solid solid alloy 
Tin (Sn) and copper (Cu)=bronze 
Iron (Fe) and carbon (C)= steel 

Copper (Cu) and zinc (Zn)=brass 
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Colloids16 are another type of heterogeneous mixture. In a colloid, particles are 

relatively small and cannot be filtered easily. A colloid has an intermediate particle size 

between a solution and a suspension (the particles are larger than molecules but less 

than 1 µm in diameter). Colloid particles may be seen in a beam of light, such as dust 

in air in a ‗shaft ‘ of sunlight. 
  

Like a suspension, a colloid has particles dispersed throughout the mixture. 

However, the particles of a colloid are smaller than the particles of a suspension. The 

particles of colloids are so small that they can pass through most filters and remain 

spread throughout the mixture.  
 

Latex paint is an example of a colloid. The colour in latex paint comes from 

particles of coloured pigments in water. Milk, gelatine, egg whites, and blood plasma 

are all examples of colloids. Whipped cream is a colloid made by dispersing gas in a 

liquid. Fog is a colloid of water droplets in air. Smoke is a colloid of small solid particles 

in air. 

           

 

Emulsions are a kind of colloids composed of tiny particles suspended in 

another immiscible material. An example would be oil and water. If you mix oil and 

water and shake them, a cloudy suspension is formed. Let the mixture rest and the oil 

and water will separate. 
 

An emulsifying agent (emulsifier) is any substance that keeps the parts of an 

emulsion mixed together. For example if we mix oil and water a suspension will be 

formed that will separate over time. But if we add a few drops of emulsifier and shake 

the mixture, the oil and water will stay mixed much longer. Examples of emulsions 

include salad dressing, cream, mayonnaise17, butter and margarine. 
  

Like other colloids, an emulsion, such as cream, has particles so small that the 

mixture looks like a pure substance. However, cream is a mixture of fats, proteins, and 

carbohydrates dispersed in water. Proteins act as emulsifiers to coat the droplets of 

fats and keep them dispersed. 
 

                            

                                                           
16

  A common method of classifying colloids is based on the phase of the dispersed substance and what phase it is dispersed in. The types of 
colloids include sol (solid in liquid), emulsion (liquid in liquid), foam (gas in liquid/solid), and aerosol (liquid/solid in gas).  

 
17

 Mayonnaise is made of tiny droplets of oil suspended in vinegar. Unlike the oil and vinegar of salad dressing, the oil and vinegar in mayonnaise 
stay mixed because of egg yolks. Egg yolks act as an emulsifier. An emulsifier coats one type of particles in the mixture so that they cannot join, 
forming a separate layer. Many food additives (E- number combinations) are emulsifying agents. 
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Why do some things dissolve in one 

solvent and not another? For example, oil and 

water don‘t mix to form a solution, but oil does 

dissolve in gasoline. There‘s a general rule of 

solubility that says like-dissolves-like in 

regards to physical and chemical properties of 

both the solvent and the solute. 
 

A solid dissolves when the particles of 

the solvent are able to overcome attraction 

between the particles of the solid. The 

amount of a solid that can dissolve in 

a solvent is different for different solids and 

changes with temperature.  

Solubility is the maximum amount of solute that will dissolve in a given amount 

of a solvent at a specified temperature. There is a limit to how much solute can be 

dissolved in a given amount of solvent. If you add too much sugar in iced tea, no matter 

how much you stir, some undissolved sugar stays at the bottom of the glass. 
 

Solubility normally has the units of grams of solute per 100 millilitres of solvent 

(g/100 mL), and it is related to the temperature of the solvent . 

Example: In the graph below, we can see that 90 grams of KNO3 will dissolve in 100 grams of 

water at 50°C.  

 

a) TEMPERATURE: Solubility curves show how 

the solubility of a solute changes with 

temperature.  

- Solids in liquids: For solids dissolving in 

liquids, solubility normally increases with 

increasing temperature. For instance, if you 

heat that iced tea, the sugar at the bottom 

will readily dissolve. 

- Gases in liquids: For gases dissolving in 

liquids, such as oxygen dissolving in lake 

water, the solubility goes down as the 

temperature increases. This is the basis of 

thermal pollution, the addition of heat to 

water that decreases the solubility of the 

oxygen and affects aquatic life. 

Another example is soda: hot sodas 

fizz more than cold sodas when you open 

them because CO2 gas is less soluble at 

higher temperatures. 
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b) PRESSURE: Gases become more soluble as the pressure above the 

solution increases. Opening a bottle of soda decreases the pressure inside 

the bottle. This decreases the solubility of CO2 in the soda and results in the 

formation of bubbles, or fizz. 
 

c) NATURE OF SOLUTE AND SOLVENT: the chemical properties of both, 

solute and solvent affect the amount of solute dissolved. 
 

d) AGITATION: Solutes dissolve faster when the solution is agitated by stirring 

or shaking. The solvent immediately surrounding the solute can quickly 

become saturated. Agitation helps bring fresh solvent into contact with the 

surface of the solute so that more solute can dissolve. When adding sugar 

to coffee, stirring helps the sugar dissolve faster.  
 

e) SURFACE AREA: Solutes dissolve faster when the surface area of the 

solute is increased by crushing it into smaller pieces. The greater the 

surface area, the more opportunities there are for the solvent to attack the 

solute.  A sugar cube takes longer to dissolve in a cup of tea than an equal 

amount of granulated sugar. 

 

 

The concentration of a solution is a macroscopic property that represents the 

amount of solute dissolved in a unit amount of solvent or of solution. It can be 

expressed in a variety of ways (qualitatively and quantitatively). 

A saturated solution contains the maximum 

amount of dissolved solute possible at a given 

temperature. This is a solution in which no more solute 

will dissolve. If it has less than this amount and more 

solute will dissolve, it‘s called an unsaturated solution. 

Sometimes, under unusual circumstances, the 

solvent may actually dissolve more than its maximum 

amount and become supersaturated. This 

supersaturated solution is unstable, and sooner or later 

the solute will precipitate (form a solid). 

If a solution is unsaturated, then the amount of solute that is dissolved may vary 

over a wide range. A couple of rather unspecific terms describe the relative amount of 

solute and solvent and are used as qualitative expressions of concentration: 

 Dilute: You can say that a solution is dilute when there is very little 

solute per given amount of solvent. If you dissolve 0,01 grams of sodium 

chloride in a litre of water, for example, the solution is dilute.  
 

 Concentrated: A concentrated solution contains a large (but non-

specific) amount  of solute dissolved in a solvent. If you dissolve 200 

grams of sodium chloride in a litre of water, for example, the solution is 

concentrated. 
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But suppose you dissolve 25 grams or 50 grams of sodium chloride in a litre of 

water. Is the solution dilute or concentrated? These terms don‘t hold up very well for 

most cases. People need to have a quantitative method to describe the relative amount 

of solute and solvent in a solution. Chemists use solution concentration units to 

quantify it. 

There are several ways to express the relative amounts of solute and solvent in 

a solution. Each has its own advantages and disadvantages. Which one we choose to 

use often depends on convenience. For example, it is sometimes easier to measure 

the volume of a solution rather than the mass of the solution. In everyday life, 

percentage is commonly used. Grams per litre is most often used when discussing the 

solubility of a solid in solution and parts-per-million to discuss pollution control. In 

chemistry, molarity is the solution concentration unit of choice, and we will talk about it 

in a later chapter.  

 

 

You‘ve probably seen labels like ―5% acetic acid” on a bottle of vinegar, ―3% 

hydrogen peroxide” on a bottle of hydrogen peroxide, or “5% sodium hypochlorite” on a 

bottle of bleach. Those percentages are expressing the concentration of that particular 

solute in each solution. Percentage is the amount per 100. Depending on the way you 

choose to express the percentage, the units of amount per one hundred vary. Two 

different percentages are commonly used: Mass/mass (%) percentage and 

Volume/volume (v/v %) percentage 

a) PERCENT COMPOSITION BY MASS (%): This is the mass of the solute 

divided by the mass of the solution (mass of solute plus mass of solvent), 

multiplied by 100. 
 

Mass/mass percentages are the best ways of expressing concentrations 

for applications in which the physical rather than the chemical properties of 

the mixture are most important.  
 

We can consider the percent by mass in two ways: 

 The parts of solute per 100 parts of solution. 

 The fraction of a solute in a solution multiplied by 100. 
 

We need two pieces of information to calculate the percentage by mass 

of a solute in a solution: 

- The mass of the solute in the solution. 

- The mass of the solution. 
 

Use the following equation to calculate percentage by mass: the mass of 

the solute is divided by the mass of the solution (both expressed in the 

same units) and then multiplied by 100 to get the percentage: 
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Examples: 

 If, for example, you dissolve 5,0 grams of sodium chloride in 45 grams of water, the 

mass percentage is     
 

    
        

Therefore, the solution is a 10 percent (by mass) solution. 

 Mass percentage is the easiest percentage solution to make. Suppose that you want to 

make 350,0 grams of a 5 percent sucrose (table sugar) solution.  

    You know that 5 percent of the mass of the solution is sugar, so you can multiply the 

350,0 grams by 0,05 to get the mass of the sugar: 350,0 grams · 0,05 = 17,5 grams of 

sugar.  

    The rest of the solution (350,0 grams – 17,5 grams = 332,5grams) is water. You can 

simply measure 17,5 grams of sugar and add it to 332,5 grams of water to get your 5 

percent (by mass) solution. 

 

 

b) PERCENT COMPOSITION BY VOLUME (V/V%): If both the solute and 

solvent are liquids, using a volume/volume percentage is more convenient. 

Be aware that, like in mass percentages, with volume/volume percentages, 

both the solute and solution have to be expressed in the same units: 

 

       
                

                   
     

 
Ethyl alcohol (the alcohol we can drink) solutions are commonly made 

using volume/volume percentages. For example, wine is about 12% V/V 

ethanol. This means there are 12 mL ethanol for every 100 mL of wine. It is 

important to realize liquid and gas volumes are not necessarily additive. If 

you mix 12 mL of ethanol and 100 mL of grape juice, you will get less than 

112 ml of solution. 

 

This quantity represents the mass of solute divided by the volume of solution. 

Usually the mass of solute is expressed in grams and the volume of the solution in 

litres. In that case it shows how many grams of a certain substance are present in 

one litre of a liquid or gaseous mixture. This measure of concentration is most often 

used when discussing the solubility of a solid in a solution. 

 

 

 
 

               ( )

                   ( )
 

 

Milligrams per litre are often used in medicine and in medical prescriptions. 

For example, a description of a solution that involves two substances, where one of the 

substances involves adding water, would state: ―10 mg/L water and substance‖. Blood 

sugar concentration is sometimes measured in milligrams per decilitre (mg/dL). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gram
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_substance
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Percentages are convenient units for the solutions that chemists routinely make 

in the lab or the solutions commonly found in nature. However, if you begin to examine 

the concentrations of certain pollutants in the environment, you find that those 

concentrations are very, very small. To express the concentrations of very dilute 

solutions, scientists have developed another concentration unit called parts per 

million, ppm, instead of percentage (parts per hundred). To find a concentration in 

parts per million, divide the mass of solute by the mass of solution (both expressed in 

the same units) and multiply the result by one million, 106:  

    
               

                 
     

 

By law, the maximum contamination level of lead in drinking water is 0,05 ppm. 

This number corresponds to 0,05 milligrams of lead per litre of water. That‘s very dilute. 

But mercury is regulated at the 0,002 ppm level. Sometimes, even this unit isn‘t 

sensitive enough, so environmentalists have resorted to the parts per billion (ppb) or 

parts per trillion (ppt) concentration units. For example, some neurotoxins are deadly at 

the parts per billion level only. To find a concentration in parts per billion, divide the 

mass of the solute by the mass of the solution and multiply by one billion. 

 

Mixtures can be separated into their constituents by using physical methods. 

No chemical changes need be involved, so the substances will retain their chemical 

identity throughout the separation process. The method you use depends upon the 

type of mixture you have. 

- FILTRATION: We use filtration so separate an insoluble solid 

from a liquid or solution. The solid remains in the filter paper and the 

liquid goes through the paper into the beaker. It works because the 

tiny dissolved particles are too small to be filtered but any insoluble 

solid particles are too big to go through the filter paper.  

- EVAPORATION: Evaporation means a liquid changing into a 

gas or vapour. In separation, liquid is removed from a solution, 

usually leaving a solid. It can be done quickly with gentle heating or 

left out to dry slowly. The solid is less volatile than the solvent and will 

remain as a crystalline residue. 

- CRYSTALLISATION: This means a liquid substance 

changing into its solid form. However, the term usually refers to what 

happens when the liquid from a solution has evaporated to a point 

beyond the solubility limit. As a result, solid crystals will 'grow' out of 

the solution because the solution is too concentrated. Consequently, 

on cooling a hot concentrated solution, crystals form as the solubility 

decreases. 
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- DISTILLATION:  To separate and collect a liquid from a 

solution of a soluble solid or from a solution of liquids, the solution 

is heated in a flask until the liquid boils. The vapour produced 

passes into the condenser where it is cooled and condenses to a 

liquid. The pure liquid (distillate) is collected in a beaker. 

 

- FRACTIONAL DISTILLATION: Fractional distillation is 

useful for separating a mixture of substances with narrow 

differences in boiling points, and is the most important step in the 

refining process. The various components of crude oil have 

different sizes, weights and boiling temperatures; so, the first step 

is to separate these components. Because they have different 

boiling temperatures, they can be separated easily with a 

fractional distillation column. 

 

- CHROMATOGRAPHY: We can use chromatography to 

separate small amounts of dissolved solids. For example, we can 

separate the dyes in inks. The dyes travel up the chromatography 

paper at different distances before they cannot remain in solution. 

The more soluble dyes move further up than the less soluble ones, 

hence separating from each other. 

- MAGNETIC SEPARATION: A magnet can be used to 

separate iron from a mixture with sulphur (see below). It is used in 

recycling to recover iron and steel from domestic waste i.e., the 

rubbish is on a conveyer belt that passes a powerful magnet which 

plucks out magnetic materials. 

-  DECANTATION: Decanting is just allowing a mixture of 

solid and liquid or two immiscible liquids to settle and separate by 

gravity. Once the mixture components are separated, the lighter 

liquid is poured off, leaving the heavier liquid or solid behind.  

 

 

Very often, a rotating device called centrifugue is used to 

shorten the decantation process by increasing the speed of separation.  

 

 

 

- SEPARATING FUNNEL: A separating funnel is a conic glass 

container with a tap at the bottom that is used to separate two liquids 

that do not dissolve in each other (immiscible).  

 

ARMOURED WALL SEDIMENTS 

     REFRIGERATION 
VACUUM 

http://www.gcsescience.com/e-solution-solvent-solute.htm
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1.  ‗White gold‘, used in jewellery, contains two elements, gold and palladium. Two 

different samples of white gold differ in the relative amounts of gold and palladium 

that they contain. Both are uniform in composition throughout. Without knowing any 

more about the materials, how would you classify white gold? 
 

2.  Aspirin is composed of 60,0% carbon, 4,5% hydrogen, and 35,5% oxygen by mass, 

regardless of its source. Is aspirin a mixture or a compound? 

 

3. Complete the table using the following words: 

Solid / liquid / pure substance / mixture / element / compound 
 

 

NAME 

 

PICTURE 

 

TYPE OF 

MATTER 

 

FORMULA/ 

SYMBOL 

 

Mercury 

 

 

Liquid 

Pure 

substance 

Element 

 

Hg 

 

Granite  

  

 

Sulphur  

  

 

Salt  

(Sodium Chloride)  

  

 

Sea water  

  

 

4. Which particles are:  

a. A compound made up of three elements. 

b. An element 

c. A compound made up of two elements 

d. A compound made up of more than three elements. 
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5. Give a definition of: 

a. Element 

b. Compound 

c. Homogeneous mixture 

d. Heterogeneous mixture. 

e. Pure substance 
 

6. This list contains three elements and three 

compounds (use the Periodic Table). Say which of 

them are elements and which are compounds. 

 

7. Look at the boxes. Which of the boxes contain: 

a. One element 

b. A mixture of elements 

c. A pure compound 

d. A mixture of elements and a compound? What may 

be happening in this box?  

 

8. In the boxes below different atoms are represented by ● and ○.Match the letter on 

the box to the following descriptions: 

a. A mixture of gases. 

b. A gaseous compound. 

c. Oxygen. 

d. A solid. 

e. A gaseous compound made up of single atoms.  

 
9.  The following table shows some substances, their formulae and diagrams that can 

be used to represent them. 

 

a. Use the information in the table to work out 

the key being used to represent the 

different elements in the diagrams. 

 represents the element . . .. . . . .  

represents the element . .. . . . . . . 

represents the element . . . . . . . .  

represents the element . . . . . . .  

 

b. Choose from the box below the term used 

to describe all the substances in the table 

above 

 

Element  Compound   Mixture 
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10.  The diagrams below show the arrangement of atoms in a pure metal and in some 

alloys. Use the key to identify individual atoms.  

Draw a line between each arrangement of atoms and the correct description for 

that substance. One has been done for you. 

 
 

11. The graph below shows the solubility of potassium dichromate (K2Cr2O7) in water at 

different temperatures 

 
The table below shows the solubility of potassium chloride (KCl) in water at 

different temperatures. 

 

Temperature (°C) 0 20 40 60 80 

Solubility (g per 100 g water) 28 34 40 46 52 

a. Plot the graph of the solubility of potassium chloride. 

b. Using the graphs give 

i. the temperature at which the solubility is the same for both potassium 

chloride and potassium dichromate, Temperature =. .. . . °C 

ii. the difference between the solubility of potassium chloride and 

potassium dichromate at 30 °C. 

Difference = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .g per 100 g of water. 
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12. The graph shows the solubility of various substances plotted against the 

temperature of the solution. 

a. Which substance decreases in 

solubility as the temperature 

increases? 

b. Which substance is least soluble at 

room temperature? Which 

substance is most soluble at room 

temperature? 

c. The solubility of which substance is 

least affected by a change in 

temperature? 

d. At what temperature is the solubility 

of potassium chlorate (KClO3) equal 

to 40 g/100 g of water? 

e. Which substance changes most in solubility with increase in temperature? 
 

 

13. What is the percent composition of a solution in which 80 grams of sodium 

hydroxide, NaOH, is dissolved in 1 litre of water? 

 
14.   A solution of sugar contains 35 grams of sucrose, C12H22O11 in 100 mL of water. 

What is the percent composition of the solution? 

 
15.   What is the percent composition of a solution in which 480 grams of sodium 

chloride, NaCl, are dissolved in 4 litres of water. 

 
16.   What is the mass percent of glucose in a solution made by dissolving 4,6 g of 

glucose in 145,2 g of water? 

 
17.  How would you prepare 400 g of a 2,50% solution of sodium chloride? 

 
18.  How much alcohol is there in 250 mL of beer (6º)? 

  

19.  What is the concentration of a solution in grams/Litre when 80 grams of sodium 

chloride, NaCl, is dissolved in 2 L of solution? 

 

20.  A solution of sodium hydroxide, NaOH, contains 12 grams of solute in 4 litres of 

solution. What is the concentration of the solution in grams/Litre? 

 
21.  A solution of sugar contains 35 grams of sucrose, C12H22O11 in 100 mL of solution. 

What is the concentration of the solution in grams/Litre? 

 

22. You add 11 mg of sulfuric acid to 2,000 grams of water.  What is the resulting 
concentration of sulfuric acid, in ppm? 

 
23.  A solution has a concentration of 1,25g/kg. What is its concentration in ppm? 
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24.  Choose from the list the most suitable method for each of the following 

separations: 

 
a. To separate the mixture of liquids in crude oil. 

b. To obtain some solid salt from a solution of salt in water. 

c. To separate a mixture of different coloured inks. 

d. To obtain a sample of pure water from some tap water.  

 

25.  Four test tubes containing different substances are shown in the diagram.  

 
a. I would use filtration to separate the substances in tube...... 

b. I would use simple distillation to separate the substances in tube........ 

c. I would use dissolving to separate the substances in tube........ 

 

26.  Describe how you could separate and collect the first substance (in bold) from 

each mixture: 

a.  salt and sand   b. iron filings and sugar 

c.  water and salt   d. sand and sugar 

e. blue dye and red dye  f.  ethanol and water. 
  

27.  When 2 liquids don‘t mix, they are called immiscible. The liquids can be separated 

in a separating funnel. 

a. Draw the funnel, containing oil and water. How do you separate the two 

liquids? 

b. What is an emulsion? 

c. Which substance is acting as an emulsifier in 

mayonnaise? 

 

28.  The figure shows laboratory apparatus which can be used to 

produce almost pure alcohol from a mixture of alcohol and water. 

a. Name the process being used. 

b. Name the part of the apparatus. 

c. What will be left in the flask at the end of the process? 

 

29.  Explain the answer to the following questions: 
 

a. Iron is a metal and sulphur is a non-metal. Explain why it is easier to separate 

iron from a mixture of iron and sulphur than from a compound of iron and sulphur. 
 

b. The fertiliser a farmer uses is based on ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3). Is this 

substance an element or a compound? 
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30.   James and Lucy were investigating colours in ink. They were given three pure 
substances, A, B and C, and two mixtures X and Y.  They carried out a paper 
chromatography experiment.  The chromatogram produced is shown in the 
diagram below. 

 
a. Which substances were found in 

mixture X? (ii) What did the 

experiment tell them about mixture 

Y? 

b. The Rf (retardation factor) value of a 

substance can be used to identify 

that substance. The Rf value is given 

by the formula: 

 

   
                           

                               
 

 
 Calculate the Rf value for B. 
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Some of the information used to write this chapter has been extracted from the 

following websites and books. You can take a look at them in order to review and 

enhance your knowledge of this matter 

- http://www.edu.xunta.es/espazoAbalar/sites/espazoAbalar/files/datos/1330345140/c

ontido/typesofmatter.html 

- http://www.docbrown.info/ks3chemistry/8E8FmcHP6.htm 

- http://www.docbrown.info/ks3chemistry/7HmcHP6.htm 

- http://www.docbrown.info/page01/ElCpdMix/EleCmdMix2.htm 

- http://www.chemprofessor.com/matter.htm 

- http://www.chem1.com/acad/webtext/pre/chemsci.html 

- http://everythingscience.co.za/grade-10/02-classification-of-matter/ 

- http://wps.prenhall.com/wps/media/objects/165/169061/blb9ch0102.html 

- http://wps.prenhall.com/wps/media/objects/3310/3390101/blb0102.html 

- http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks3/science 

- http://www.ausetute.com.au/ 

- http://cnx.org/content/m39993/latest/ 

- http://www.lcmrschooldistrict.com/demers/cbphysicalscience/ 

- http://chemwiki.ucdavis.edu/Physical_Chemistry/ 

- http://www.gcsescience.com/index.html 

- http://www.sciencegeek.net/Chemistry/ 

- http://www.chem.purdue.edu/gchelp/solutions/character.html 

- http://sfscience.wordpress.com/2010/04/13/separating-mixtures/ 

- http://www.edinformatics.com/math_science/suspensions_colloids.htm 

- http://www.aqa.org.uk/ 

- http://www.edexcel.com/i-am-a/student/Pages/pastpapers.aspx 

- http://www.wjec.co.uk/index.php?nav=106 

- http://freeexampapers.com/#/IB 

- Chemistry Essentials for Dummies by John T. Moore. Published by Wiley Publishing, 

Inc. Indianapolis. USA. 2010 

- Chemistry for You by Lawrie Ryan. Published by Nelson Thornes. Cheltenham, U.K. 

2001. 

IMAGES: http://search.creativecommons.org/ 

   http://images.google.com/ 

http://www.edu.xunta.es/espazoAbalar/sites/espazoAbalar/files/datos/1330345140/contido/typesofmatter.html
http://www.edu.xunta.es/espazoAbalar/sites/espazoAbalar/files/datos/1330345140/contido/typesofmatter.html
http://www.docbrown.info/ks3chemistry/8E8FmcHP6.htm
http://www.docbrown.info/ks3chemistry/7HmcHP6.htm
http://www.docbrown.info/page01/ElCpdMix/EleCmdMix2.htm
http://www.chemprofessor.com/matter.htm
http://www.chem1.com/acad/webtext/pre/chemsci.html
http://everythingscience.co.za/grade-10/02-classification-of-matter/
http://wps.prenhall.com/wps/media/objects/165/169061/blb9ch0102.html
http://wps.prenhall.com/wps/media/objects/3310/3390101/blb0102.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks3/science
http://www.ausetute.com.au/
http://cnx.org/content/m39993/latest/
http://www.lcmrschooldistrict.com/demers/cbphysicalscience/
http://chemwiki.ucdavis.edu/Physical_Chemistry/Physical_Properties_of_Matter/Solutions/Colloid
http://www.gcsescience.com/index.html
http://www.sciencegeek.net/Chemistry/
http://www.chem.purdue.edu/gchelp/solutions/character.html
http://sfscience.wordpress.com/2010/04/13/separating-mixtures/
http://www.edinformatics.com/math_science/suspensions_colloids.htm
http://www.aqa.org.uk/
http://www.edexcel.com/i-am-a/student/Pages/pastpapers.aspx
http://www.wjec.co.uk/index.php?nav=106
http://freeexampapers.com/#/IB
http://search.creativecommons.org/
http://images.google.com/
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People have long asked: ―What is the world made of?‖ and ―What holds matter 

together?‖ Since ancient times, people have tried to organize the matter around them 

into fundamental elements such as earth, water, air and fire.  
 

Scientists have come to realize that matter is made from a few fundamental 

building blocks, that everything is made from tiny particles. But what are these particles 

like? This is a difficult question because they are so small that we will never be able to 

see one directly. So scientists have had to think up ideas to explain what these 

particles are like without seeing them, only by studying their behaviour in indirect 

experiences. 
 
 

 
 

As early as 460 BCE, the Greek philosopher Democritus 

reasoned that if you keep breaking a piece of matter into smaller and 

smaller fragments there will be some point at which the pieces cannot 

be made any smaller. He called these basic matter particles atoms, a 

Greek word meaning something which can‘t be split.  
 

But this was just philosophy; it would not become science until 

1808, when John Dalton, a schoolteacher from Manchester, showed 

how the concept of the atom followed naturally from the results of 

quantitative experiments based on mass measurements. 
 

Dalton proposed that the elements were made up of little solid 

spheres without internal structure, like tiny, hard billiard balls that could 

not be divided or destroyed. He called them atoms. Dalton's theory 

was based on the premise that all atoms of an element are alike in 

mass and other properties which are different from those of all other 

elements. 
 

It may not seem like much, but such a theory was used to 

explain two of the major laws in chemistry that were discovered at that 

time: the Law of Conservation of Mass18 and the Law of Constant 

(definite) Composition19. It also explained the millions of different 

substances on Earth quite simply. The atoms could join together in 

different combinations to make compounds, and a chemical reaction 

is just a rearrangement of atoms. 
 

Nowadays we know that there are 90 different types of atom 

found naturally on Earth. Your body is made up from just 26 of them. 

                                                           
18 The Law of Conservation of Mass states that matter can be changed from one form into another, mixtures can be separated or made and 

pure substances can be formed or decomposed, but the total amount of mass remains constant. 
 

19 The Law of Constant Composition states that samples of a pure compound always contain the same elements in the same mass proportion. 

John Dalton  (1766-1844) 

Democritus (c.460 BC-370 BC) 

http://chemistry.about.com/od/chemistryglossary/g/compounddef.htm
http://chemistry.about.com/od/chemistryglossary/a/elementdef.htm
http://chemistry.about.com/od/chemistryglossary/a/massdefinition.htm
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Ancient Mediterranean cultures knew that certain objects, such as rods 

of amber, could be rubbed with cat's fur to attract light objects like feathers.  
 

      
 

Electricity remained little more than an intellectual curiosity for millennia until the 

17th century when several European scientists made a careful study of electric 

phenomena. In 1600 the English scientist William Gilbert coined the new word 

‗electricus’, (from ‗elektron‘, the Greek word for amber) to refer to the property of 

attracting small objects after being rubbed. 
 

At the beginning of the 18th century the French scientist 

Charles De Cisternay Du Fay made the important discovery that there 

are two kinds of electricity. He named them after the methods he 

used to generate it: ‗vitreous‘, generated when glass is rubbed with 

fur, and ‗resinous‘, obtained from rubbing amber (resin) with silk or 

paper.  

Du Fay also noticed that bodies charged with different kind of electricity would 

attract each other, but bodies with the same kind of charge would repel each other.  

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Despite the rapid progress in electrical science and electrical engineering that 

took place soon afterwards, the theories of electric fluids remained as the only 

explanation for electric charge until the discovery of the atomic structure at the end of 

the 19th century. Then, scientists realized that the electric fluid was made of tiny 

particles they called electrons. 

 

Charles De Cisternay Du Fay 

           (1698-1734) 

In 1747, Benjamin Franklin in America and 

William Watson in England independently realized 

that when two bodies are rubbed, both get the 

same amount of opposite kinds of electricity. They 

proposed that there was an invisible ―electrical 

fluid” that all materials possess and can penetrate 

matter freely, but can be neither created nor 

destroyed.  

The action of rubbing merely transfers the 

fluid from one body to another, leaving one with an 

excess of the fluid (positively charged) and the 

other one with a lack of it (negatively charged). 
 

Benjamin Franklin 

       (1706-1790 
William Watson  

  (1715–1787) 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amber
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The first evidence for the existence of particles inside the atom came from 

experiments with the conduction of electricity through evacuated glass tubes. In the 

19th century, a type of radiation was discovered that is emitted by a negative metallic 

plate (or cathode) to a positive metallic terminal (or anode).  These rays were called 

cathode rays and the tubes were called cathode ray tubes (CRT).  
 

From careful experiments with these cathode ray tubes20, British physicist J.J. 

Thomson demonstrated in 1897 that the cathode rays are negatively charged 

fundamental particles of matter found in all atoms. Thomson was able to measure the 

charge/mass ratio of these particles, and he found that it was the same regardless of 

what gas was in the tube or what metal the electrodes were made from. 

 

  

 

 

During the next three years, Thomson found that these negative ‗corpuscles’ 

could be produced in other ways (e.g., from hot metals), so he concluded that these 

particles were present in all kinds of matter. These particles were named electrons21. 
 

In 1909 the American scientist Robert Millikan was able to determine 

experimentally the smallest electric charge22
. That charge had to correspond to the 

charge of one electron. Then, using the Thomson's charge/mass ratio, the electron‘s 

mass could be calculated and turned out to be roughly 1000 times smaller than the 

mass of the lightest atom. Therefore it was clear that there were particles smaller than 

atoms, and Thomson claimed that these particles had to be part of the atom.  
 

Thomson's dilemmas were: ―How could matter containing electrons be neutral?” 

and “Where is all the atom’s mass?” Based on his experiences, Thomson proposed the 

first atomic model that included sub-atomic particles. 

 

By 1904, Thomson had already proposed an 

atomic model that showed the atom as a positively 

charged ball of matter with electrons floating freely around 

inside of it. According to Thomson‘s model, the atom had 

no structure and there were no other particles in it. 

Thomson knew that the atom had positive and negative 

charges in it, but he just didn't know how they were 

arranged. 
                                                           
20  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rb6MguN0Uj4;         http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XU8nMKkzbT8; 

 

21 In 1897.Thomson called these particles corpuscles. The modern name ―electron‖ was suggested by J.L. Stoney in 1891. 
 

22 Millikan‘s famous ‗oil drop experiment‘ to determine the charge of an electron is explained at:   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2HhaQtvICe8 

Joseph John Thomson (1856-1940) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XU8nMKkzbT8
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To understand Thomson‘s model, you can imagine a plum 

pudding wherein the pudding itself is positively charged and the plums 

dotting the dough are the negatively charged electrons. This model is 

also known as the ―Chocolate Chip Cookie” or ―Blueberry Muffin Model”.  

 

This model was able to explain: 

 

 Conduction of electricity (i.e. electric 

current is a flow of electrons). 

 

 Formation of positively charged 

matter.  

 

 

 

Ernest Rutherford is considered the father of the ―nuclear 

physics‖. Indeed, it could be said that Rutherford invented the language 

to describe and explain many theoretical concepts of the atom and the 

phenomenon of radioactivity23.  
 

Rutherford overturned Thomson's atom model in 1911 with a 

crucial and ingenious experiment (the ―gold foil experiment”) in which he 

demonstrated that the atom has a tiny, massive nucleus.  

 

 

 

The Geiger-Marsden experiment24 (also called the ―gold foil experiment‖ or the 

―Rutherford’s experiment”) was an experiment done by Hans Geiger and Ernest 

Marsden in 1909, under the direction of Ernest Rutherford at the Physical Laboratories 

of the University of Manchester. They measured the deflection of alpha25 particles 

directed perpendicularly onto a sheet of very thin gold foil. 
  

Under the prevailing plum pudding model, all the alpha particles should have 

passed straight through the gold foil or have been deflected by, at most, a few degrees. 

But what was observed was the following: 
 

 Most alpha particles passed straight through the gold foil. 
 

 A few (1 in 20,000) were scattered at large angles (much larger than 90 degrees). 
 

 Some particles even bounced back toward the source. 

 

                                                           
23

   Radioactivity is the process by which an unstable atom loses energy by emitting particles and electromagnetic radiation. In 1903, H. 

Becquerel and Pierre and Marie Curie together received the Nobel Prize in physics for their discovery of radioactivity and their other 
contributions in this area. Marie Curie received a second Nobel Prize in 1911 for the discovery of polonium and radium. She was the first person 
to win two Nobel Prizes. 

 

24  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dNp-vP17asI 
 

25 Alpha particles ()are positively charged particles. They are a type of radiation ejected by the nuclei of some unstable atoms. Later it was 

discovered that it consists of two protons and two neutrons (a helium atom with two positive charges). 

Ernest Rutherford 

(1871-1937) 
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 The   gold   foil   experiment   is  graphically 

explained  in  the  following  diagrams:

 
 

 

This completely unexpected result led Rutherford to conclude that most of the 

mass of an atom was centered in a positive nucleus while only a small amount of 

mass surrounded this positive ball. 

 
 

 

 

                                                                                                       
 

 

According to this model, the gold foil experiment could be explained: 
 

 Most of the -particles were able to pass through the gold foil without 

encountering anything large enough to significantly deflect their path. 
 

 A small fraction of the -particles came close to the nucleus of a gold 

atom as they passed through the foil. When this happened, the repulsion 

between the positive -particle and the positive nucleus deflected the -

particle by a small angle. 
 

 Occasionally, an -particle travelled along a path that would eventually 

lead to a direct collision with the nucleus. When this happened, repulsion 

between the nucleus and the -particle deflected the -particle at an 

angle of 90o or more. 
 

 By carefully measuring the fraction of the -particles deflected through 

large angles, Rutherford was able to estimate the size of the nucleus. 

According to his calculations, the radius of the nucleus is at least 10.000 

times smaller than the radius of the atom.  

In 1911, Rutherford proposed an atomic model  model that 

described the atom as having all of the positive charge and 

essentially all of its mass concentrated in a tiny fraction of the total 

volume of the atom, which he called the nucleus, surrounded by 

negative orbiting electrons. The rest of the atom was mostly empty 

space. Rutherford‘s model is usually known as “the planetary 

model” of the atom.  
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Rutherford's discovery of the nucleus demonstrated that the positive charges 

were concentrated in a very small fraction of the atoms' volume.  
 

In 1918 Rutherford also discovered the existence of 

other elementary particles, which he called protons, 

through an experiment where he sent alpha particles 

through nitrogen gas. He found that protons are located in 

the nucleus and have positive charge. 
 

 

At the same time, he proposed that the nucleus 

should also contain other neutral particles, eventually 

named neutrons.  These neutrons act like glue between 

the protons, keeping them inside the nucleus despite their 

mutual electric repulsion.  
 

It was not until 1932, however, that James Chadwick was able to prove 

experimentally that these neutral particles do exist. 
 

 

 

The motion of the electrons in the Rutherford model was unstable 

because, according to classical physics, the electrons should end up falling 

into the positive nucleus, which in fact does not happen.  
 

To solve this problem, Danish physicist Niels Bohr proposed the 

Quantized26 Shell Model for the atom in 1913. He used the same basic 

structure as Rutherford, but suggested that the motion of electrons had to be 

restricted to certain ―special‖ orbits in which electrons did not fall towards the 

nucleus. All other orbits were just not possible.  
 

 

In Bohr‘s model each orbit has a fixed 

radius and energy level and can accommodate 

only a certain number of electrons. The energy of 

an electron depends on the size of its orbit and is 

lower for smaller orbits. The electrons could 

"jump" between these special orbits and when 

they jumped they would emit or absorb energy in 

the form of electromagnetic radiation (light). 

  
 

The atom is completely stable when it has all its electrons in the state with the 

smallest possible orbit, since there is no space in any lower level orbit into which any 

electron can jump. 
 

Besides Bohr‘s quantized atomic model, in the first two decades of the 20th 

century it was discovered that some fundamental physical quantities can change only 

in discrete amounts (Latin ―quanta”), and not in a continuous way. Then a new branch 

of physics was founded and it was called Quantum Mechanics or Quantum Physics. 
  

                                                           
26

 In Physics a variable is quantized when it can take only a restricted set of values instead of a continuous interval of values.   

Niels Bohr (1885-1962) 

http://chemed.chem.purdue.edu/genchem/history/chadwick.html
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To draw a path for something, you need to know exactly where the object is and  

where it is going to be an instant later. You can't do this for electrons.  
 

In 1927, Werner Heisenberg found a theoretical limit to the precision with which 

certain pairs of physical properties of a particle can be known simultaneously. This 

statement is called the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle and has been well proved 

since then. Therefore, you can't know simultaneously with absolute certainty both 

where an electron is and where it's going next. This makes it impossible to plot an orbit 

for an electron around a nucleus. 
 

The modern view of the atomic structure is called the 

quantum mechanical model of the atom and, due to the 

Uncertainty Principle, it is based on probability rather than certainty. 

In this model, the electrons are in constant random movement inside 

regions of complex forms located around the nucleus. These regions, 

called electron orbitals, are defined as the area around the nucleus 

where it is more probable to find an electron.  
 

The evolution in the conception of the atomic structure is illustrated in the 

diagram below: 

    

 

Atoms contain three sub-atomic particles called protons, neutrons and 

electrons. The table shows the properties of these three sub-atomic particles. 
 

Particle Relative mass Relative charge 

proton 1 +1 

neutron 1 0 

electron 1/2000 (≈0) –1 

 

Important facts to remember: 
 

 Protons and neutrons have very similar masses. 
 

 Electrons are so light that you can ignore their mass. In fact, it takes almost 

2000 electrons to have the same mass as a proton or a neutron. 
 

 The electric charge on each particle: protons are positive, neutrons are neutral 

and electrons are negative. 
 

 Protons and neutrons are found in the nucleus at the centre of the atom. 
 

 The radius of the nucleus is 10000 times smaller than the radius of the atom.  

      (If the atom were a football field, the nucleus would be a pea in the centre!) 
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Each element has its own atomic number. It tells us how many protons there 

are in the nucleus of an atom of that element. It is represented27 by the capital letter Z. 
 

All the atoms of a particular element have the same number of protons, so the 

atomic number determines which element an atom belongs to. For example, any atom 

that contains exactly 47 protons in its nucleus is an atom of silver.  
 

In a neutral atom, the positive charges are cancelled out by an equal number of 

negative charges so the number of electrons (-) must equal the number of protons (+). 

 
 

The mass number is defined as the number of protons plus the number of 

neutrons in the nucleus of an atom. It is represented by the capital letter A. 

Since the mass number tells us how many protons and neutrons there are in 

the nucleus of one atom, you can work out the number of neutrons from this 

relationship: 
 

                              Number of neutrons = A – Z  
  

The atomic number and mass number of an atom are always displayed at the 

left of its symbol, the atomic number at the bottom and the mass number at the top: 

        
 

  
 

Examples:       
   : This sodium atom (11 protons) has 23 - 11= 12 neutrons. 

 

                 
   :  This carbon atom (6 protons) has 14 - 6= 8 neutrons. 

 

The number of electrons of an atom can be deducted from the atomic number 

(Z, number of protons) and the net electric charge of the atom. If an atom is neutral it 

must have Z electrons. 
 

The electron orbitals have particular shapes and are arranged in levels, or 

shells, around the nucleus. Each shell is composed of one or more subshells, which 

are themselves composed of electron orbitals. The shape and the arrangement of the 

orbitals are equal for all the elements, but the higher the number of electrons, the 

bigger and more complex the electronic cover becomes.  
 

The electrons start filling up the shells from the inner shell outwards. They like 

to get as close to the nucleus as possible. Generally, when one shell is full, the extra 

electrons begin to fill up the next available shell.  
 

 The innermost shell (or lowest energy level) is the closest to the nucleus and 

can hold a maximum of two electrons. The second and the third shells can contain a 

maximum of 8 electrons each. The fourth energy level is a subshell that can 

accommodate 2 electrons. The fifth level is another subshell that can admit a maximum 

of 10, the sixth can hold 6, etc.28  

 

 

                                                           
27

 The conventional symbol Z for the atomic number comes from the German word Zahl, meaning number. 
28

 The precise description of the electron arrangement in every element exceeds the scoop of this textbook. It will be made in forthcoming 

courses. 

http://education.jlab.org/itselemental/ele047.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_orbital
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_language
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The shells can be represented by concentric circumferences around the 

element‘s symbol, encircled to represent the nucleus of the atom. The electrons in 

each shell are then represented by dots or crosses. You need to know the number of 

electrons in each shell, so you have to remember this series: 2, 8, 8, 2, 10, 6… But 

don‘t forget that this is just a representation; the circumferences are not orbits! 
 

Examples:    

   
                   

                      
   

                        

You don‘t need to draw pictures of atoms every time. You can use a short-hand 

called the electronic structure. This just shows the number of electrons in each shell, 

working outwards from the nucleus.  
 

So the examples drawn before can be shown as: 
 

              He (helium): 2;            C (carbon): 2, 4;    Na (sodium): 2, 8, 1. 
 

In the next unit, we will study that most of the chemical properties of an element 

depend on the number of electrons in the outer shell. There is a direct link between an 

element's electronic structure and its place in the Periodic Table. 
 

Some elements are made up of atoms with different masses. The number of 

protons in atoms of the same element is always the same. So isotopes are atoms with 

the same number of protons, but different mass numbers, that is, different number of 

neutrons. 

For example, oxygen‘s atomic number is 8. Most oxygen atoms have a mass 

number of 16, but a few have a mass number of 18. 

All isotopes have exactly the same chemical 

properties (apart from their numbers of neutrons) 

because chemical reactions only involve electrons and 

their electrons are arranged in exactly the same way. 

The protons and neutrons in the nucleus take no part 

in chemical reactions. 

Isotopes are sometimes written showing just 

their mass numbers. In the example above the 

isotopes can be written as oxygen-16 and oxygen-18. 
 

There are three isotopes of the element 

hydrogen called protium, deuterium and tritium. How 

do we distinguish between them? They each have one 

single proton (Z = 1), but differ in the number of their 

neutrons. Protium has no neutron, deuterium has one 

and tritium has two neutrons.  
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The atomic number is defined in terms of the number of protons because it is a 

fixed characteristic of the element. The number of protons identifies the element in the 

same way your fingerprints identify you. The number of protons never changes during 

a chemical reaction. Only the electrons are responsible for a chemical change.  
 

An atom can lose or gain electrons to form ions. When an atom loses electrons, 

a positive ion (or cation) is formed. When an atom gains electrons, a negative ion (or 

anion) is formed.  

Examples: 
 

     
        

   : The atom has lost 3 electrons => p=13;  n=27-13=14;  e= 13-3=10 
 

   
      

   : The atom has gained 2 electrons => p=16;  n=16 - 8 =8; e= 8+2=10 

 

The mass of any atom is so small that SI units are impractical. Instead, we 

compare the atomic masses on a scale where the lightest element of all, hydrogen, has 

a mass of 1 atomic mass unit (symbolized by u or amu). This scale provides a 

physical quantity called relative atomic mass, Ar useful for measuring the little 

masses of atoms and molecules. 
 

The definition of the relative atomic mass scale is based on an very common 

and stable isotope of carbon, carbon-12 (12C)  whose mass is assigned the value of 

12,0000 u. Therefore, one u is defined as 1/12 of the mass of an atom of 12C. 
 

 Since an atom of 12C has 6 protons, 6 neutrons and 6 electrons, and the mass 

of an electron is negligible compared with the mass of a proton or a neutron, one u is 

approximately equal to the mass of one proton or one neutron: 
 

         Ar(
12C)       6·mp + 6·mn + 6·me       12· mp     

1 u = ‒‒‒‒‒  =   ‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒‒  ≈   ‒‒‒‒‒  = mp =>  

            12                        12                        12 
 

This fact explains why A is called ―mass number‖: the number of protons plus 

the number of neutrons of an atom is approximately equal to its relative atomic mass. 
  

However, as you may see in a list of atomic masses, some elements have an 

atomic mass that is not a whole number.  

 

 

 
 

How is it possible? You can‘t have fractions of protons and neutrons in atoms! 

The answer is that the tabulated value for the relative atomic mass of an 

element takes into account the proportion in which the element‘s different isotopes are 

found in earth‘s crust. The tabulated atomic masses are the weighted average masses 

of all the isotopes of the element. 
 

Example: 

Chlorine-35 and chlorine-37 are two isotopes of chlorine. Cl-37 has 2 more neutrons than Cl-35. 

Any sample of chlorine gas is a mixture of the two isotopes; 75% is Cl-35 and 25% is Cl-37. 

So, if you have 100 chlorine atoms, 75 will be Cl-35 and 25 will be Cl-37. 

Hence,  the total mass of 100 atoms will be: (75·35) + (25·37) = 3550 u. 

Therefore, the average atomic mass for chlorine is  Ar(Cl) =  
    

   
  = 35,5 u.  

  Element   Ar  / u 

  chlorine 
   copper 
    iron 

  35.5 
  63.5 
  55.8 

1 u ≈ mp ≈ mn 
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1. Describe in point form the main ideas for each atomic model (in chronological order). 

 

2. Match the information in column A with the key discoverer in column B. 

 

Column A Column B 
1. Discovery of electrons and the plum pudding model  
2. Arrangement of electrons  
3. Atoms as the smallest building block of matter 
4. Discovery of the nucleus  
5. Discovery of radiation 

a.  Niels Bohr 
  b.  Marie and Pierre Curie 
  c.  Ancient Greeks and Dalton 
  d.  J.J. Thomson 
  e.  Rutherford 

3. In Rutherford's experiment, thin gold foil was bombarded with alpha particles. 

According to Thomson's "plum-pudding" model of the atom, what should have 

happened? 

 

4. Illustrating the Size of an Atom. 

    The diameter of a U.S. penny is 19 mm. The diameter of a silver atom, by 

comparison, is only 2,88 Å. How many silver atoms could be arranged side by side 

in a straight line across the diameter of a penny? (1 angstrom, Å =10-10m) 

 

5. The diameter of a carbon atom is 1,54 Å. 

(a)       Express this diameter in picometers. 

(b) How many carbon atoms could be aligned side by side in a straight line 

across the width of a pencil line that is 0.20 mm wide? 

 

6. Copy and complete: 

                There are 3 types of particles found inside atoms: a)……………..,b)………….., 

and c)……………….. 

     This table shows their mass and charge: 

Sub-atomic particle      charge    Mass (relative atomic mass) 

   

   

   

 

 The protons and neutrons are found in the………………..of the atom, called the 

nucleus. The…………..zoom around the nucleus in shells. 

       The 1st shell, which is ………………the nucleus, can hold ………….electrons, 

whereas the 2nd and 3rd shells can hold ………electrons. The fifth shell can hold….. 

 

7.   State the meaning of the term mass number (A). State the difference between 

mass number and atomic number (Z). Show how these numbers can be used to 

determine the number and types of particles in an atom. 
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8.   A carbon atom has a mass number of 12 and an atomic number of 6. Draw a 

diagram showing clearly the arrangement of fundamental particles in this carbon 

atom.  Calculate the number of protons, electrons and neutrons in a carbide ion 

(12C4−). 

 

9.   Draw fully labeled diagrams of the atoms: 4
2He;   94Be;   27

13Al;   40
20Ca. 

 

10.  For each of the atoms and ions listed below, state the number of protons, 

neutrons and electrons, and draw a diagram showing the electronic configuration: 
23

11Na       14
7N      39

19K
+ 35

17Cl-          19
9F 

 

11. Chlorine consists of 35Cl and 37Cl atoms. If the relative atomic mass, Ar, of chlorine 

is 35,5. Calculate the percentage of 35Cl in a sample, given Ar(
35Cl) = 35,0 u and 

Ar(
37Cl) = 37,0 u.  

In terms of their electronic structure, state two ways in which atoms of 35Cl are 

similar to 37Cl. State one way in which compounds containing 35Cl differ from 

compounds containing 37Cl atoms. 

 

12. For each of the species shown in the table, state the number of each sub-atomic 

particle present. 

Species Protons Neutrons Electrons 

    
        

  
       

  
      

 

13. Which two species contain the same number of neutrons? 

A. 55Mn and 56Fe  B.35Cland  37Cl 

C. 23Na and 39K  D.32S and  35Cl 

 

14. How many protons, neutrons and electrons are there in the species 26Mg2+ ? 

 

15. The following diagrams represent four atoms: A, B, C and D. (A, B, C, and D are 

not chemical symbols.) 

(i) Give the electronic structure of C.  

(ii) Give the atomic number of B.  

(iii) Which of the above diagrams 

represents an atom of potassium?  

(iv) Name the particle found in the 

nucleus of all atoms.  

 
16. (a) An element has the electron configuration 2, 8, 6. What is the element?  

(b) What is the electron configuration of an atom whose Z= 20? 

(c) What is the electron arrangement of the ion 16
8O

-2? 

 

17. Give the chemical symbol, including mass number, for each of the following ions: 

(a)  The ion with 22 protons, 26 neutrons, and 19 electrons; 

(b)  The ion of sulphur that has 16 neutrons and 18 electrons. 
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18. Magnesium (Z=12) has three isotopes, with mass numbers 24, 25, and 26. 

(a) Write the chemical symbol (superscript and subscript) for each of them. 

(b) How many neutrons are in an atom of each isotope? 

 

19. Give the complete chemical symbol for the atom that contains 82 protons, 82 

electrons and 126 neutrons. 

 

20. Which of the following particles contain more electrons than neutrons? 
1
1H

‒ ,                35
17Cl‒ ,               39

19K
+ 

 

21. The following table contains information about the numbers of particles contained 

within atoms and ions A-F. A, B, C, D, E and F are not chemical symbols. 
 

 A B C D E F 
Nº electrons 8 10 9 10 10 11 
Nº neutrons 10 10 10 10 12 12 
Nº protons 8 8 9 10 10 11 

 

(a) State the atomic number of C. 

(b) Choose the letter A-F which represents an ion. Give the charge of this ion.  

(c) Give the letter A-F which represents an atom/ion with a mass number of 20.  

(d) Choose the letters A-F which represent isotopes explain your answer. 

 

22. Atoms are made up of protons, neutrons and electrons. A, B and C represent 

atoms of three different elements. 

 

 

 

 

      

Give the letter of the atom which contains (use the Periodic Table to find it): 

(a) four protons 

(b) five electrons 

(c) write the electron configuration of A, B and C. 

(d) which of them is a positive ion, a negative ion or a neutral atom? 

 

23. Copper consists of the isotopes 63Cu and 65Cu and has a relative atomic mass of 

63,55 u. What is the most likely composition? 

 
63Cu 65Cu 

A. 30% 
B. 50 % 
C. 55%  
D. 70 % 

70% 
50% 
45% 
30% 
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24. The isotopes of sulphur occur naturally in the following percentages: 
32S: 95,0 %,     33S: 0,76 %,    34S: 4,20 %    and     36S: 0,020 %. 

Calculate the relative atomic mass of sulfur to three significant figures. 

 

25. (a) Define the term isotope. 

 (b) A sample of gallium exists as two isotopes, 69Ga, relative abundance 61,2 %, 

and 71Ga, relative abundance 38,8 %. Calculate the relative atomic mass of 

gallium. 

 

26. Consider the composition of the particles W, X, Y, Z below.  Which two particles 

are isotopes of the same element? 

 

Particle Number of 

protons 

Number of 

neutrons 

Number of 

electrons 

W 11 12 10 
X 12 12 12 
Y 12 13 12 
Z 13 14 10 

 

 

27. Complete the following table: 

 

 Protons Neutrons Electrons 

27
 Al    

24
Mg

2+
    

16
O

2- 
   

 

 

28. Copy the table below and fill in the missing numbers: 

 

 

 

29. Complete the following table to show the number of protons and electrons in each 

of the following species. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Element 
symbol 

Atomic 
number 

Mass 
number 

Number of 
protons 

Number of 
neutrons 

Electron 
arrangement 

He 2  2 2 2 

P 15 31   2,8,5 

Ca  40 20   

F 9   10  

Cl  37   2,8,7 

 Number of protons Number of electrons 

Na   

Al 
3+
   

P
3-
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30. Boron is a non-metallic element. The table shows information about two types of 

boron atoms. 

 

 

 

 

(a) Copy and complete the table 

(b) The relative atomic mass of boron measured precisely is 10,82 u. What 

does this tell you about the relative amounts of the two different boron 

atoms in a sample of boron? 

(c) What is the electron arrangement in a boron atom? 

 

Some of the information used to write this chapter has been extracted from the 

following websites and books. You can take a look at them in order to review and 

enhance your knowledge of this matter 

- http://www.chem1.com/acad/webtext/intro/int-1.html 

- http://es.slideshare.net/ang_ruiz/the-electrical-nature-of-matter 

- http://www.wellnesselectrotherapy.com/electrotherapy_history_benjamin_frankli

n.html 

- http://www.chemtopics.com/ 

- http://www.universetoday.com/38326/plum-pudding-model/ 

- http://abyss.uoregon.edu/~js/glossary/ 

- http://www.docbrown.info/page04/4_71atom.htm 

- http://www.school-for-champions.com/science/atom.htm 

- http://www.docbrown.info/page04/4_73calcs01ram.htm 

- http://www.lbl.gov/abc/wallchart/chapters/02/0.html#toc 

- http://www.aqa.org.uk/ 

- http://www.edexcel.com/i-am-a/student/Pages/pastpapers.aspx 

- http://www.wjec.co.uk/index.php?nav=106 

- http://www.radiation-scott.org/timeline/isotope_definition_LARGE.jpg 

- Chemistry for You by Lawrie Ryan. Published by Nelson Thornes. Cheltenham, U.K. 

2001. 

IMAGES: http://search.creativecommons.org/ 

  http://images.google.com/

Atom Symbol Protons Electrons  Neutrons 

Boron-10 10
5B    

Boron-11 11
5B    

http://www.chem1.com/acad/webtext/intro/int-1.html
http://es.slideshare.net/ang_ruiz/the-electrical-nature-of-matter
http://www.wellnesselectrotherapy.com/electrotherapy_history_benjamin_franklin.html
http://www.wellnesselectrotherapy.com/electrotherapy_history_benjamin_franklin.html
http://www.chemtopics.com/
http://www.universetoday.com/38326/plum-pudding-model/
http://abyss.uoregon.edu/~js/glossary/
http://www.docbrown.info/page04/4_71atom.htm
http://www.school-for-champions.com/science/atom.htm
http://www.docbrown.info/page04/4_73calcs01ram.htm
http://www.lbl.gov/abc/wallchart/chapters/02/0.html#toc
http://www.aqa.org.uk/
http://www.edexcel.com/i-am-a/student/Pages/pastpapers.aspx
http://www.wjec.co.uk/index.php?nav=106
http://www.radiation-scott.org/timeline/isotope_definition_LARGE.jpg
http://search.creativecommons.org/
http://images.google.com/
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In Unit 3, ―Classifying matter‖, we have already learned that ―an element is a 

substance that cannot be separated into simpler substances by chemical methods‖. 

Elements are the building blocks of nature, being composed of only one kind of 

identical particles called atoms, all with the same proton number.  

Classifying the elements in groups of similar properties was a difficult task that 

involved many chemists during most of the 19th century. 

 

 

Although elements such as gold (Au), silver (Ag), tin (Sn), copper (Cu), lead 

(Pb) and mercury (Hg) have been known since antiquity, the first scientific discovery of 

an element was the discovery of phosphorus (P) in 1649 by the German alchemist 

Hennig Brand. During the next 200 years, chemist acquired a vast body of knowledge 

concerning the properties of elements and their compounds. By 1869, a total of 63 

elements had been discovered. As the number of known elements grew, scientists 

began to recognize patterns in properties and began to develop classification schemes.  
 

As early as 1817, German chemist Johann W. Döbereiner noticed 

that the atomic mass of strontium (Sr) was halfway between the masses of 

calcium (Ca) and barium (Ba) and all three possessed similar chemical 

properties. He then began to group elements with similar chemical 

properties into sets of three or triads. Later, other scientists found other 

triads and recognized that elements could be grouped into sets larger 

than three. 

In 1863 British chemist John 

Newlands classified the known 56 

elements into 11 groups based on 

similar physical properties.  He noticed 

that many pairs of similar elements 

existed with atomic masses that differed 

by a multiple of eight, and hence he 

proposed the Law of Octaves based on 

an analogy with the musical scale. 

Unfortunately, this classification was not valid for elements having atomic 

masses higher than Ca, and after the discovery of Nobel gases, it became difficult to fit 

them in Newland‘s periodic table. 
 

 A few years later, in 1869, Russian chemistry professor Dmitri Mendeleev29 

noticed patterns in the properties and atomic masses of several groups of elements. 

                                                           
29

 There has been some disagreement about who deserves credit for being the "father" of the periodic table, the German Lothar Meyer or the 

Russian Dmitri Mendeleev. Both chemists produced remarkably similar results at the same time while working independently of one another. 
Meyer's 1864 textbook included a rather abbreviated version of a periodic table used to classify the elements. In 1868, Meyer constructed an 
extended table which he gave to a colleague for evaluation. Unfortunately for Meyer, Mendeleev's table became available to the scientific 
community via publication (1869) before Meyer's appeared (1870). 

J.W. Döbereiner 
(1780-1849) 

J. Newlands 
(1837-1898) 
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To extend the patterns to other elements, Mendeleev made up 

cards, each card had an element symbol, its atomic mass and its 

properties. He arranged the cards in order of ascending atomic, mass, 

grouping elements of similar properties together. When the pattern began 

to go wrong, he left a gap in his table claiming that those gaps were for 

elements that had not yet been discovered. He even changed the order 

around when similar elements didn‘t line up. 
 

As you might expect, most scientists doubted his ―Periodic Table”. But in 1886, 

the element germanium (Ge) was discovered and it matched Mendeleev‘s predictions, 

so the scientific community began to accept his ideas.  

 

But Mendeleev's table needed one important modification before it 
became the modern periodic table: the use of the atomic number (number 

of protons) instead of the relative atomic mass to order the elements. It 

was first proposed by the British chemist Henry Moseley in 1913.  

 

The last major changes to the periodic table resulted from Glenn 

Seaborg's work in the middle of the 20th Century.30
 He reconfigured the 

periodic table by placing two rows of ten elements, called transition 

metals or rare earths, below the main body of the table to make it more 

compact and manageable. 

 

The Periodic Table is recognisable to anybody who has ever stepped into a 

science laboratory. The periodic table is the most important tool a chemist possesses. 

It is a way of ordering the chemical elements in such a way that demonstrates the 

periodicity of the chemical and physical properties. 

 
 

 

 

In the periodic table, elements with similar properties are arranged in vertical 

columns called groups. The elements in a group constitute a sort of “chemical family”. 

There are 18 groups in the Periodic Table. 
 

Some groups have special ‗family‘ names such as group 1 (the alkali metals), 

group 2 (the alkaline earth metals), group 17 (the halogens) or group 18 (the noble 

gases). Other groups are just known by their group number. 
 

Although hydrogen is placed in the first column, it doesn‘t belong to the alkali 

metals group. It is unique, and it doesn‘t really fit anywhere. 

 

The seven horizontal rows are called periods. The periods are numbered 1 

through 7 on the left-hand side of the table. Within each period, the atomic numbers 

increase from left to right.  Members of a period don‘t have very similar properties.  

 

                (You will find a periodic table in the last page of this textbook) 

                                                           
30 The American chemist Glenn Seaborg discovered plutonium in 1940, and worked in the synthesis of all the elements with atomic number from 

94 to 102. In1951, Seaborg was awarded the Nobel Prize in chemistry for his work. Element 106 has been named seaborgium (Sg) in his honour.  

 

H. G. J. Moseley 

(1887-1915) 

 

G. Seaborg 
(1912-1999) 

D. Mendeleev 
(1834-1907) 

http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/chemistry/laureates/1951/seaborg-lecture.html
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There are 90 elements found naturally on Earth. Most can be sorted into three 

big groups: metals, non-metals, and metalloids. Apart from these, there is a group of 

unreactive elements, the noble gases. In this section we will explain the most 

important characteristics of each of these four groups. 

Groups 1-12 are all metals, whereas group 17 contain only non-metals. 

However, the middle groups (13-16) start with non-metals at the top but finish with 

metals at the bottom. 

 
 

 

The six noble gases are helium (He), neon (Ne), argon (Ar), krypton (Kr), xenon  

(Xe) and radon (Rn). They are found in group 18 of the periodic table. The most striking 

thing about this family is their lack of reactivity. That is, they undergo chemical 

reaction with very few substances. These elements were considered to be absolutely 

inert gases until 1962, when the first compound of xenon and fluorine (xenon 

tetrafluoride, XeF4 ) was made. Nowadays more than 20 compounds containing noble 

gases, most of them with xenon, are known. 
 

 All noble gases have the maximum number of electrons possible in their outer 

shell (2 for Helium, 8 for all others. Since they are so chemically stable, it has been 

concluded that a full outer shell makes an atom stable.  

           
Noble gases are all colourless and monoatomic (their particles are single 

atoms). But the six noble gases are not identical: 
 

- The boiling points of the noble gases increase as we go down the group. 

This is because the attraction between molecules gets stronger as the 

molecules get larger. 
 

- The density of the noble gases increases as we go down the group. This is 

because the mass of the atoms increases.  
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Over three quarters of the elements are metals. If you look carefully at  the 

Periodic Table you can see a stair-stepped line starting at boron (B), atomic number 5, 

and going all the way down to polonium (Po), atomic number 84. Except for germanium 

(Ge) and antimony (Sb), all the elements to the left of that line can be classified as 

metals.  

These elements have physical properties that you normally associate with the 

metals you encounter in everyday life:  

 high melting point, so they‘re solid at room temperature (with the 

exception of mercury, Hg, a liquid).  

 shiny (when they are pure and clean). 

 good conductors of electricity and heat 

 ductile (they can be drawn out into thin wires) 

 malleable (they can be easily hammered into very thin sheets). 

 

Since we haven‘t studied chemical reactions31 nor the chemical naming yet, we 

can‘t discuss in depth the chemical properties of metals. But it is important to point out 

that: 

 Metals have few electrons in their outer shell, so they tend to lose 

electrons easily to enhance their stability, forming positive ions (M+). 
 

      Examples:   silver ion Ag
+
, magnesium ion Mg

2+
, aluminium ion Al

3+
, etc.

32
 

 

 They react with oxygen to form certain substances called oxides.  
 

      Example:   magnesium + oxygen magnesium oxide, MgO 
 

 Metals react with non-metals to form substances called binary salts.  
 

        Example:   sodium + chlorine  sodium chloride, NaCl 
 

 Metals react with acids33, and hydrogen gas is given off. 
 

        Example :  zinc + hydrochloric acid  zinc chloride + hydrogen 

 

 

Non-metals have physical properties opposite those of the metals: 
 

 Non-metals can be gases at room temperature (hydrogen, oxygen, 

fluorine, chlorine and nitrogen), but others are liquids (bromine) or 

solids with low melting points (iodine, sulphur, phosphorous, carbon, 

etc). Nevertheless, carbon in the form of diamond has a very high 

melting point.  
 

 Brittle (they break without significant deformation). 
 

 Neither malleable nor ductile. 
 

 Poor conductors of both heat and electricity (although carbon in the 

form of graphite is a good conductor of electricity). 

                                                           
31 Chemical reactions will be studied in unit 6. 
 

32 When an element can lose several electrons, the names of its different ions are distinguished by indicating their charge in roman numbers 

between parenthesis, like iron (II) ion, Fe2+, and iron (III) ion, Fe3+.   
 

33 Acids are those substances that contain hydrogen and, when dissolved in water, release hydrogen ions (H+). Most of them have a sour taste 
and, if concentrated, can burn the skin. Acids are very common in nature and play important roles in many biological and industrial processes. 
Typical examples are citric acid (lemon), acetic acid (vinegar), acetylsalicylic acid (aspirin), hydrochloric acid (in the stomach), etc.   
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The chemical behaviour of non-metals is also different from that of metals: 
 

- They have their outer electronic shell incomplete, with a few empty spaces for 

electrons. Hence, in chemical reactions they tend to gain electrons to fill 

up their outer shell and enhance their stability.  
 

- Non-metals react with oxygen to form substances called non-metal 

oxides. At room temperature these oxides are often gases. 
     Example:    sulphur + oxygen  sulphur trioxide, SO3 
 

- Most non-metal oxides can be dissolved in water to form substances 

called oxoacids. 
             Example:    sulphur trioxide + water  sulphuric acid, H2SO4 

 

 

 

The elements that border the stair-stepped line in the periodic table are classified 

as semi-metals or metalloids. They have properties that are somewhat of a cross 

between metals and non-metals. They are economically important because of their 

unique electric properties (they conduct electricity only in certain conditions), which 

make them valuable in the electronic and computer industry34. 

Silicon (Si) is the most well-known semi-metal. It behaves like a metal in some 

ways, but like a non-metal in others. For example, it is shiny like a metal, but brittle like 

a non-metal. 

 
 

 

Only the noble gas atoms have full outer shells. The atoms of all other elements 

have incomplete outer shells. That is the reason why they react. By reacting with 

each other, atoms can obtain full outer shells and so become stable. 
 

When atoms react, they lose or gain or share electrons to form full shells. 

These electrons are called valence electrons. The valence of an element tells you the 

number of electrons its atoms lose or gain or share.  
 

Chemical compounds are formed by the joining of two or more atoms. Chemists 

talk about bonds all the time, and draw pictures of them as lines joining atom symbols. 

Often we identify them as the little sticks that connect the spheres that represent atoms 

in a plastic molecular model. So, it's not surprising that we sometimes tend to think of 

chemical bonds as ―things‖. However, they don‘t exist as physical objects. 

                                                           
34

 The term Silicon Valley doesn‘t refer to a valley covered in that material; it is because many companies located at that valley near San Francisco (California) 

design integrated circuits (‗chips‘), whose main component is silicon (Si). 
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A chemical bond is an electric attraction that causes certain atoms to join 

together to form enduring structures that have unique physical and chemical properties. 

It is the same kind of electric attraction that binds the electrons of an atom to its 

positively-charged nucleus. 
 

But the attraction between atoms is brought about by a sharing of electrons 

between two atoms or a complete transfer of electrons. There are three main types of 

chemical bonds: ionic, covalent and metallic.  

 

 

The atoms of some elements can obtain full shells by losing or gaining electrons 

when they react with other atoms. Metal atoms need to lose electrons, and non-metal 

atoms need to gain electrons, so metals combine with non-metals to form an ionic 

bond. 
 

Sodium chloride is a good example of an 

ionic compound. The sodium atom has just 1 

electron in its outer shell. It can obtain a full outer 

shell by losing this electron to another atom.35 The 

result is a sodium ion. The sodium ion has 11 

protons but only 10 electrons, so it has a charge 

of +1. The sodium ion is called Na+. The + means 

1 positive charge. Na+ is a positive ion or cation.  

A chlorine atom has 7 electrons in its outer shell. It can reach a full shell by 

accepting just 1 electron from another atom. It becomes a chloride ion. The chloride ion 

has a charge of -1, so it is a negative ion or anion. Its symbol is Cl-. 
 

When a sodium atom and a chlorine atom meet, the sodium atom loses its 

electron to the chlorine atom, and two ions are formed. As you know, opposite charges 

attract. Therefore, the Na+ ions and CI- ions are strongly attracted to each other. This 

attraction sticks the ions together, and it is called an ionic bond, or sometimes an 

electrovalent bond.  
 

 
However, sodium chloride‘s structure is more complicated than this because 

charge-charge interaction occurs in all directions. Once a Na+ cation has attracted a Cl-

anion in one direction, it can attract another in a different direction. When sodium 

reacts with chlorine, billions of sodium and chloride ions are formed, and are attracted 

to each other. But the ions do not stay in pairs. Instead, they cluster together so that 

each ion is surrounded by six ions of opposite charge. They are held together by strong 

ionic bonds.  

                                                           
35 Any atom becomes an ion if it loses or gains electrons. An ion is a charged particle. It is charged because it contains an unequal number of 

protons and electrons.  
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Millions of ions bond together to form crystals. The pattern grows until a giant 

structure of ions is formed. It contains equal numbers of sodium and chloride ions. This 

giant structure is the compound sodium chloride or salt. Because sodium chloride is 

made of ions, it is called an ionic compound. It contains one Na+ ion for each Cl- ion, so 

its formula is NaCl. The charges in the structure add up to zero. The ionic compound 

therefore has no overall charge.  
 

In conclusion, ionic bonding is a type of chemical bond that generates two 

oppositely charged ions by the complete transfer of one or more valence electrons 

between atoms. In ionic bonds, the metal loses electrons to become a positively 

charged ion, whereas the non-metal accepts those electrons to become a negatively 

charged ion. Ionic bonds require an electron donor, metal, and an electron acceptor, 

non-metal. 

 

Let‘s study a couple of other interesting examples of ionic compounds: 
 

- Magnesium oxide: 

 Magnesium is in group 2 of the Periodic Table. Therefore, we know that 

it has 2 electrons in its outer shell. Oxygen has 6 electrons in its outer shell. 

When magnesium reacts with oxygen each magnesium atom loses its 2 

outer electrons to become a magnesium ion Mg2+ while the oxygen atom 

gains 2 electrons becoming O2- (oxide ion). The ions of both elements 

attract each other because of their opposite electric charges and they group 

together into a giant ionic structure with no overall charge. The resulting 

compound is called magnesium oxide.  It contains one magnesium ion for 

each oxide ion, so its formula is MgO.  
 

            
 

- Magnesium chloride: 

To obtain full outer shells, a magnesium atom must lose 2 electrons, 

and a chlorine atom must gain 1 electron. So a magnesium atom needs two 

chlorine atoms to take its two external electrons. The ions (Mg2+ and Cl-) 

form magnesium chloride, a giant ionic structure, with two chloride ions for 

each magnesium ion. Therefore its formula is MgCl2.  
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Look at the photo of two ionic compounds (NaCl and 

CuSO4). They look very different, but there are some similarities 

between them. Both of them: 

- are made of crystals (which can be split along certain 

angles) 

- have high melting points 

- are often soluble in water 

- conduct electricity when molten or dissolved in water 

but not when solid. 
 

To explain how ionic compounds behave, we need to know 

how the ions are arranged in this kind of compound. We can get 

information by firing X-rays36 at a crystal. The X-rays make a 

pattern as they pass through the crystal. The pattern gives us 

clues about the arrangement of the ions. 
 

Scientists found that the ions form giant structures called ionic lattices, whose 

characteristics explains the observed properties: 
 

 High melting points: opposite charges attract forming strong ionic bonds, 

and it would be very difficult to separate all the ions in the giant structure.  
 

 Soluble: one end of the water molecule (the 

oxygen atom) is slightly negative compared to 

the other end (the hydrogen atoms), being 

able to pull the positive and negative ions from 

the giant structure, dissolving the compound. 

  Each ion becomes surrounded by water 

molecules and is free to move around in 

the  solution. The water molecules prevent 

the oppositely charged ions from making 

bonds with each other. 
  

 Electrically conductive when dissolved in water: when the ionic 

compound is dissolved in water its ions are free to move around and the 

solution conducts electricity. 

 

 

In the previous section about ionic bonding we have studied how metals bond 

with non-metals, but there are also many compounds, like water (H2O), carbon dioxide 

(CO2) or methane (CH4) that are formed only of non-metals.  
 

When two non-metal atoms react together, both of them need to gain electrons 

to reach full shells.  How can they both gain electrons to fill their outer shells? They can 

manage this conflict only by sharing electrons between them to acquire a stable, noble-

gas structure. Shared electrons form covalent bonds between non-metal atoms. 

Each bond consists of a shared pair of electrons, and it is very strong.  
 

                                                           
36

 X-Rays are a kind of electromagnetic wave like visible light, radio and TV signals, Wi-Fi,  remote control waves, mobile phone waves, etc. 
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Atoms can share only their outer electrons. There are 3 kinds of covalent bonds 

based on the number of pairs of electrons shared between the two atoms: 
 

- Single covalent bond: 1 shared pair 

- Double covalent bond: 2 shared pairs 

- Triple covalent bond: 3 shared pairs 
 

Covalently bonded substances can form giant covalent structures, but most of 

them are constituted of simple individual molecules. 

 

 

Molecular substances are formed of molecules, that is, groups of only a few 

atoms held together by covalent bonds.  
 

For example, when they are in gas state, several non-metallic elements are 

constituted of covalent diatomic molecules, i.e. molecules formed by two covalently 

bonded atoms. These non-metallic elements are: hydrogen (H2), fluorine (F2), chlorine, 

(Cl2), bromine (Br2), iodine (I2), oxygen, (O2) and nitrogen (N2). 
 

Let‘s start by looking at the simplest covalent substance, hydrogen gas. A 

hydrogen atom, H, has only one electron. Its only shell can hold two electrons, so it is 

not full. When two hydrogen atoms get close enough, their shells overlap and they can 

share electrons. 

 
 

Because the atoms share electrons, there is a strong attraction between them, 

holding them together. This attraction is what is called a single covalent bond, and the 

two bonded atoms form a diatomic molecule. Its formula is H2.  
 

Let‘s look at another example of covalent bonding, chlorine gas. A chlorine 

atom (Z=17) has 7 electrons in its outer shell. It needs 1 more electron to fill it. So two 

chlorine atoms bond covalently  to form a diatomic molecule as shown in the following 

diagram:  
 

                 
If you count the electrons in the outer shell of each chlorine atom, you will see 

that they both have 8 electrons, so both of them are ‗satisfied‘. 
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An oxygen gas molecule, O2, contains two atoms. Each oxygen atom (Z=8) has 

only six outer electrons; it needs a share in two more to reach a full shell. Since the 

oxygen atoms share two pairs of electrons, the bond between them is called a double 

covalent bond, or just a double bond. Each pair of electrons in the overlapping shells is 

a covalent bond. 

 

A nitrogen gas molecule, N2, is another example of a diatomic molecule. 

Nitrogen (Z=7) is in group 15 on the periodic table. It has five valence electrons, so it 

needs three more valence electrons to reach a full shell. A nitrogen atom can fill its 

shell by sharing three electrons with another nitrogen atom, forming three covalent 

bonds in what is called a triple bond.  

                   
Besides these non-metallic gases, a huge number of compounds are also 

constituted of molecules. In a molecular compound, atoms of different elements share 

electrons with each other. These compounds are often called covalent compounds 

because of the covalent bonds in them. Common examples are water (H2O), ammonia 

(NH3) and methane (CH4)                   

              
 Molecular covalent substances have the following properties: 

 Low melting and boiling points: Compounds with covalent bonds may be 

solid, liquid or gas at room temperature depending on the number of 

atoms in the compound. All have very strong bonds between the atoms, 

but much weaker forces holding the molecules together. When one of 

these substances melts or boils, these weak intermolecular forces break 

down easily, not the strong covalent bonds. The more atoms in each 

molecule, the higher a compound‘s melting and boiling temperature will 

be37. 
 

  Non-conductive of electricity: Substances with a simple molecular structure 

do not conduct electricity because they do not have any free electrons or 

an overall electric charge. 

 

                                                           
37 The boiling points of some substances that contain hydrogen, like NH3, H2O and HF ,are higher than those of other similar covalent substances. 

So in these cases it seems clear that there are some additional intermolecular forces of attraction that require significantly more heat energy to 

break. These relatively powerful intermolecular forces are called hydrogen bonds and will be studied in future courses.  

 

http://www.dummies.com/how-to/content/multiple-bonds-in-covalent-bonding.html#glossary-periodic_table
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There are several ways to show a covalent bond. We have drawn dot-and-cross 

diagrams to represent the covalent bonds in the molecules of some common gaseous 

elements. (Remember: you only need to show the electrons in the highest energy 

level). But sometimes straight lines or ball-and-stick models are used to represent 

covalent bonds.  
 

Molecule Formula Dot and crosses Straight lines Ball and stick 

hydrogen H2 
  

 

chlorine 
 

Cl2   
 

oxygen 
 

O2    

nitrogen 
 

N2   
 

hydrogen chloride HCl 
 

  

water 
 

H2O 
   

methane CH4 

  
 

ammonia 
 

NH3    

carbon dioxide 
 

CO2  
  

ethene 
 

C2H2 

 
  

 
  

 

Giant covalent structures contain a lot of non-metal atoms, each joined to 

adjacent atoms by covalent bonds. The atoms are usually arranged into giant regular 

lattices. These structures are extremely strong because of the huge amount of bonds 

involved. 

The main properties of substances with giant covalent structures are: 
 

 Very high melting points: an enormous amount of strong covalent bonds 

must be broken to change the substance into liquid state. 
 

 Non-soluble in water. 
 

 Variable conductivity: some compounds are good electricity conductors 

whereas others are electric isolators and don‘t allow electrons to 

circulate. For instance, diamond does not conduct electricity., while on 

the contrary graphite contains free electrons, so it does conduct 

electricity. Silicon is semi-conductive, that is, they conduct or not 

depending on certain conditions. 
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 Carbon is a very special and important element. The great variety of life on 

Earth depends on carbon‘s ability to form covalent bonds with other carbon atoms. 

Carbon (Z=6) has four electrons in its outer shell, so it needs another four electrons to 

complete it.  

 Depending on the way the carbon atoms join together, they form different giant 

structures, called allotropic forms or allotropes of carbon. The 

main forms in which carbon atoms can be arranged are: 
 

- Diamond: each carbon atom is joined to 4 other carbon 

atoms by strong covalent bonds regularly distributed 

throughout the space (directed towards the four vertices 

of a tetrahedron). The atoms are arranged in a giant 

symmetric covalent structure. As a result, diamond is 

very hard and has a high melting point (3500ºC). It does 

not conduct electricity. 
 

- Graphite:  the carbon atoms form layers. These layers can 

slide over each other, so graphite is much softer than 

diamond. It is used in pencils, and as a lubricant. Each 

carbon atom in a layer is joined to only three other 

carbon atoms. The 4th electron from each carbon atom is 

found in the gap between layers. These electrons hold 

the layers together by a weak force, but they can drift 

along between the layers in graphite, making it an 

electric conductor. 

  Graphite does not melt when you heat it. At over 

3000ºC it sublimes into a gas. 
 

- Graphene: it can be described as a one-atom thick layer of 

graphite. In graphene, the carbon atoms are densely 

packed in a regular hexagonal pattern.  

 High-quality graphene is strong, light, nearly 

transparent and an excellent conductor of heat and 

electricity. Its interactions with other materials and with 

light and its two-dimensional nature produce unique 

properties whose applications are still under intense 

research.38 
 

- Fullerenes39: any molecule composed entirely of carbon, in 

the form of a hollow sphere, ellipsoid, tube and many 

other shapes. They are not giant covalent structures, but 

giant molecules of dozens or hundreds of atoms. 

Fullerenes are similar in structure to graphene sheets of 

linked hexagonal rings, but they may also contain 

pentagonal (or sometimes heptagonal) rings.  

                                                           
38

 Graphene‘s potential uses are so vast and incredible that it is considered ‗the material of the future‘. Graphene was first isolated in 2004 by the 

Russian physicists Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov at the University of Manchester. They won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2010 for  this 

work. 
39

 The first fullerene molecule to be discovered, and the family's namesake, was Buckminsterfullerene. It has 60 carbon atoms (C60) forming 

pentagons and hexagons in a similar way to a leather football. It was first prepared in 1985 at Rice University (Texas). 
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 Spherical fullerenes are also called buckyballs, and 

they resemble a football. They are used mainly in 

lubricants.  Cylindrical fullerenes are called carbon 

nanotubes or buckytubes. Their numerous potential 

applications are still under research. They are currently 

used as additives to various structural materials like 

carbon fibre or plastics to enhance their mechanical and 

thermal resistance. 
 

Another interesting covalent structure is silica 

(silicon dioxide, SiO2). It is one of the most complex 

and most abundant families of materials. Silica is 

most commonly found in nature as quartz and it is 

the main component of many synthetic substances 

like fused quartz, crystal, silica gel, and aerogels. 

Applications range from structural materials to 

microelectronics or to components used in the food 

industry. Its structure is a little similar to that of 

diamond. It is also hard and has a high melting point 

(1500ºC), but contains silicon and oxygen atoms 

instead of carbon atoms. 

 
 

 

In the last two sections we have looked at the bonding between metal and non-

metal (ionic) and between two non-metals (covalent). Now we are going to study the 

bonding between metallic atoms to understand their properties. 
  

In general, metals: 
 

 have high melting and boiling points (they 

are solids at room temperature except mercury). 
 

 are excellent conductors of electricity and heat. 
 

 are hard and dense.  
 

 are malleable and ductile. 
 

Metals‘ atoms have few electrons in their outer shell, 

so they can gain chemical stability by sharing these ‗spare’ 

electrons among a big number of other metallic atoms. 

Therefore, they form giant structures in which metal atoms 

(or ions) are held together by a ‗sea‘ or ‗cloud‘ of electrons. 
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The shared electrons are constantly moving, jumping from one atom‘s outer 

shell to the next atom‘s outer shell. 
  

The metallic bond explains the properties of metals: 
 

- Metallic bonds are strong, so metals can maintain a regular structure 

and usually have high melting and boiling points. 
 

-  the shared electrons are free to carry a charge or heat energy through 

the metal, so metals have high electric and thermal conductivity. 
 

- The shared electrons allow metal atoms to slide over each other, that is 

the reason why metals are malleable and ductile. 
 

 
 

 

 This section will briefly40 outline the knowledge that will aid you in naming a few 

simple inorganic41 compounds.  
There are several systems of naming chemical compounds: 
 

- Common or ―traditional” system: this refers to the old nomenclature 

developed in the nineteenth century. 
 

- Systematic nomenclatures: this includes the IUPAC42 system and the 

Stock system. 

 

 

We have already seen that in ionic bonds metals give electrons to non-metals. 

The simplest common monoatomic ions are listed below with their names. 
 

 
 

Note that metals form cations (positive ions) which have the same name as the 

atoms. The non-metals form anions (negative ions), and their names end in –ide. 

                                                           
40

 A complete explanation of chemical naming in several languages, including English, with numerous interactive exercises can be found in the 

website www.alonsoformula.com 
 

41
 Inorganic compounds are those substances comprised of materials that are neither biological nor carbon-based. Compounds of carbon are 

classified as organic compounds except for carbides, carbonates, cyanides, and a few others. The line between organic and inorganic 

substances is becoming less important to scientists. 
 

42 IUPAC (International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry) is an international organization formed in 1919. It is recognized as the world 

authority on chemical nomenclature, terminology, standardized methods for measurement and many fundamental data. 
 

http://www.alonsoformula.com/
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 To name an ionic compound, you just put the names of the positive ion first, 

followed by the name of the negative ion (with the –ide ending). 
 

Examples: 

 Formula                        Ions in compound                Name of compound  

    KF                                     K
+
 and F

-
   Potassium fluoride 

     CaBr2                                Ca
2+

 and Br
-
                Calcium bromide  

    CsH                                   Cs
+
 and H

-
    Caesium hydride  

    Li2O                                   Li
+
 and O

2-
   Lithium oxide  

  
 

 The formula of an ionic compound can be worked out by the following steps: 
 

1. Write down the symbol for its ions (the positive ion first, on the left) with 

their respective electric charge.  
 

2. The compound must have no overall charge, so balance the number of 

ions, until the positive and negative charges add up to zero. You will 

usually have to write the charge of each ion as the subscript of the other, 

simplifying the ratio if possible. 
 

3. Write down the formula without the charges. 
 

Examples: 

 Name of compound                    Ions in compound  Formula           

    Rubidium chloride                             Rb
+
 and Cl

-
     RbCl   

    Magnesium iodide                             Mg
2+

 and I
-
     MgI2   

            Radium oxide                  Ra
2+

 and O
2-

     RaO                                

   Sodium sulphide               Na
+
 and S

2-
                        Na2S      

   

Some transition metals form only one type of ion (Ag+, Zn2+, etc), but most of 

them can form more than one cation. You can see their possible positive charges in the 

table below: 

                                          TRANSITION  METALS 

       
 

In the Stock system of naming, the different ions of an element are 

distinguished by a Roman numeral in parenthesis whose value corresponds to the 

charge of the ion.  
 

Examples: 

Ion  Name   Example of compound 

Cu
+
  copper (I) ion  Cu2O , Copper (I) oxide  

Cu
2+

  copper (II) ion  CuO ,  Copper (II) oxide  

Fe
2+

  iron (II) ion  FeCl2 , Iron (II) chloride  

Fe
3+

  iron (III) ion  FeCl3 , Iron (III) chloride  
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 According to the IUPAC nomenclature, ionic compounds are named by 

using prefixes to indicate how many atoms of each element are shown in the formula. 

Also, the ending of the last (most negative) element is changed to -ide. The prefixes 

used are mono-, di-, tri-, tetra-, penta-, hexa-, and so forth.  
 

 The final ‗o‘ or ‗a‘ of a prefix is often dropped when the name of the element 

begins with a vowel. The prefix mono- is commonly dropped, unless it is used to 

emphasize the existence of different compounds made up of two of the same atoms.  
  

 The positive ion is always written in first place. 
 

 

Examples: 
 

 Formula                        Ions in compound                Name of compound  

    CuF2                                 Cu
2+

 and F
-
   Copper difluoride  

     Al2S3                                 Al
3+

 and S
2-

                Dialuminium trisulfide 

    BeH2                                 Be
2+

 and H
-
    Beryllium dihydride 

    Fe2O3                                Fe
3+

 and O
2-

   Diron trioxide 

 

 

Ions can also be formed by groups of joined atoms. These are called 

compound ions or polyatomic ions. Some of the most common ones are shown 

below. Remember, each is just one ion even though it contains more than one atom. In 

future courses you will study their origin and their properties. The formulae for the 

compounds they form can be worked out as before. 
 

 

 

 Both the IUPAC and the Stock nomenclatures have the same naming rules for 

ionic and covalent compounds. But in covalent compounds there are not ions, so 

instead of the charges of the ions, other numbers called the oxidation numbers of the 

elements are used.  

 Oxidation state or oxidation number is defined as the charge an element 

would have if its bonding were ionic and the shared electrons belonged to the most 

electronegative element, according to the following rules:  
 

1. Hydrogen has an oxidation state of +1 and oxygen has an oxidation state of −2. 
 

        (Important exceptions to this rule are:  

- hydrogen in hydrides of active metals (e.g. LiH), where it has an oxidation state of −1.  
 

- oxygen in peroxides (e.g. H2O2) where it has an oxidation state of −1.) 
 

2. The algebraic sum of the oxidation states of the constituent atoms must be 

equal to the net charge on the molecule. 
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 The oxidation numbers of the most common elements are shown in the 

following periodic table: 

 

 

You also need to know which element to put first in the formulas and names of 

these compounds. Generally, they are in the same left-to-right order that they are on 

the periodic table, except that you would have to squeeze hydrogen in between 

nitrogen and oxygen. 
 

Examples: 
 

 Formula                         IUPAC  Name    Stock  Name 

PCl3                         phosphorus trichloride          phosphorus (V) chloride 

CO                         carbon monoxide           carbon (II) oxide 

HI                         hydrogen monoiodide         hydrogen iodide 

                 N2O3                         dinitrogen trioxide          nitrogen (III) oxide 

                 SO2                          sulphur dioxide              sulphur (IV) oxide 

                 SCl6                          sulphur hexachloride         sulphur (VI) chloride 
  

Some important exceptions to this naming scheme occur because the 

compounds were originally named before the methodical naming schemes mentioned 

above became widespread. Nowadays, these names are so common that they're 

officially recognized: 
 

H2O is "water" NH3 is "ammonia" CH4 is "methane" 

OXIDATION    NUMBERS 
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We constantly encounter acids in everyday life, from citric acid and ascorbic 

acid (vitamin C) to acetic acid (vinegar) and hydrochloric acid.  
 

A simplistic definition of an acid is a compound that dissolves in water to 

release H+ ions. The most common acids are those which result when we add enough 

H+ ions to an anion to balance its charge. The rules for naming simple acids are based 

on the names of the anions. They are given below: 
 

- When the anion ends in -ide, change the ending to -ic and add the prefix 

hydro- to derive the name of the acid: 

 chloride (Cl-)  hydrochloric acid, HCl (aq) 

 bromide (Br-)  hydrobromic acid, HBr (aq) 

 iodide (I-)  hydroiodic acid, HI (aq) 

 sulfide (S2-)  hydrosulfuric acid, H2S (aq) 

 

- When the anion ends in -ate, change the ending to -ic to derive the name of the 

acid: 

                                    chlorate (ClO3
-) chloric acid, HClO3 

                                    perchlorate (ClO4
-) perchloric acid, HClO4 

                                    sulphate (SO4
2-)  sulfuric acid, H2SO4 

                                    nitrate(NO3
-)  nitric acid, HNO3  

                                    phosphate (PO4
3-) phosphoric acid, H3PO4 

                                    carbonate (CO3
2-)  carbonic acid, H2CO3 
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1. Mendeleev constructed a periodic table in 1869. 

In his periodic table: 

 most of the elements were put in order of increasing relative atomic mass; 

 elements with similar properties were put into groups; 

 Mendeleev changed the order of some elements to put them with similar 

elements; 

 spaces were left for elements that Mendeleev thought would be discovered in 

the future. 
 

 One space was in group 3 between the elements aluminium and indium. 

Mendeleev called this undiscovered element ‗eka-aluminum’. This element is now 

known as gallium. In 1871, he also predicted some of the properties of gallium. 

 The table shows the properties of aluminum and indium, along with some of the 

predictions made by Mendeleev for gallium. 

 
a. Suggest values for: 

i. the boiling point of gallium; 

ii. the density of gallium. 

b. Suggest one reason why other scientists in 1871 did not accept 

Mendeleev‘s periodic table. 

c. Suggest why the discovery of gallium in 1875 convinced other scientists that 

Mendeleev‘s table was correct. 

 

 

 

2. The diagram shows a group in a periodic table designed by John 

Newlands in 1864. The group contains elements found in group 7 (the 

halogens) of the modern periodic table (fluorine, chlorine, bromine and 

iodine) and other elements. 

a. Cobalt, nickel, palladium, platinum and iridium are now classified 

as transition elements. State the main way in which the 

properties of transition elements are different from halogens. 

b. Hydrogen is difficult to place in the modern periodic table. 

i. Use the table of ions to help you give one way in which 

hydrogen is similar to the elements in Group1.  

ii. Give one property of hydrogen which makes it similar to 

the elements at the top of group 17. 
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3. Look at the Periodic Table: 

a. What is the link between the group a metal is in and the charge on its ions? 

You can use sodium, magnesium and aluminium as examples. 

b. Carbon (which has 6 electrons) never forms ions. Why not? If it did, what 

do you think its charge would be? 

c. Hydrogen (which only has 1 electron) can form both H+ ions and H- ions. 

Try to explain this. 

d. Why do some people say that hydrogen should be above lithium, Li, in the 

Periodic Table, and others argue that it should be above fluorine, F? 

 

4. The table gives the melting points of some of the elements of group 17. 

 

Element Atomic number Melting point (ºC) 

Fluorine  9 -220 

Chlorine  17 -101 

Bromine  35 -7 

Iodine  53 114 

Astatine  85 ? 

 

a. Plot a graph of the melting point against atomic number. Draw a line of best 
fit. Extend your line to estimate a value for the melting point of astatine. 

 
b. Estimate the melting point of astatine. 

c. Which of the group 17 elements are solids at 20 ºC? 

d. Draw a diagram to show the arrangement of electrons in an atom of 

fluorine. 

e. The elements of group 17 have similar chemical properties. Explain, in 

terms of electrons, why they have similar chemical properties. 

f. Xenon is a very unreactive element. Explain, in terms of electrons, why 

xenon is so unreactive. 

g. Fluorine reacts with xenon but iodine does not. Explain, in terms of 

atomic structure, why fluorine is more reactive than iodine. 
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5.  Explain, using diagrams to help, how the atoms in a) and b) below transfer 

electrons to form ions. (Remember that the 1st shell can hold 2 electrons, the 2nd 

shell 8 electrons, and the 3rd shell also holds 8 electrons.) 

a) Lithium, Li (which has 3 electrons) and fluorine, F (which has 9 electrons). 

b) Potassium, K (which has 19 electrons) and chlorine, Cl (which has 17 electrons). 

 

6.  Here are 3 metal ions lithium, Li+; calcium, Ca2+ and iron (III), Fe3+. Here are 3 non-

metal ions: fluoride, F-; iodide, I-; sulphide, S2-. Draw a table to show the formulas of 

the compounds between these metals and non-metals. 

 

7. Explain, using diagrams to help, how these atoms transfer electrons to form ions: 

a)Magnesium, Mg (which has 12 electrons) and fluorine, F (which has 9 electrons). 

b) Magnesium, Mg (which has 12 electrons) and oxygen, O (which has 8 electrons). 

 

8. When lithium reacts with fluorine, lithium fluoride (LiF) is formed. It is made up of 

positive and negative ions. 

a. How are positive lithium ions formed from lithium atoms?  

b. How are negative fluoride ions formed from fluorine atoms? 

c. Explain how ions are held together in lithium fluoride. 

d. Name this type of bonding. 

e. Explain why the bonding in lithium fluoride, LiF, produces a high melting 

point when solid.  

 

9. The diagrams show the electronic structure of an atom of calcium and an atom of 

oxygen. 

a. Describe, as fully as you can, the ions that are formed when atoms of these 

elements react. 

b. Calcium oxide is an insoluble 

ionic compound. Why do ionic 

compounds have high melting 

points? 

c.  What must be done to the solid 

calcium oxide to make it conduct 

electricity? Suggest a reason for 

your answer.  

 

10. Water is a covalent molecule. Its formula is H2O (hydrogen atoms have 1 

electron and oxygen atoms have 8 electrons). 

a. Draw a diagram to show the bonding in an H2O molecule. 

b. How can you tell that water has a simple molecular structure? 

 

11. Chlorine will combine with the non-metal element carbon to form the molecular 

compound carbon tetrachloride.  

a. What is the type of bond in this molecule 

b. Explain how these bonds are formed 
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12. Ammonia (NH3) is an important chemical which is used to make fertilizers. 

Ammonia is made from nitrogen and hydrogen. 

The diagrams on the left represent the electron arrangements in atoms of nitrogen 

and hydrogen. 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Complete the diagram on the right showing the arrangement of electrons in 

a molecule of ammonia.  

b. Name the type of bonding which holds the nitrogen and hydrogen atoms 

together in an ammonia molecule. 

 

 

13. Look at the table below:  

Substance Melting point (°C) Boiling point (°C) 

A 

B 

C 

D 

-125 

5 

2200 

55 

- 90 

170 

3900 

325 

 

Substances A, B, C and D all have covalent bonds. 

a. Which substance has a giant covalent structure? 

b. Which type of structure do the other substances have? 

c. Which substance is a gas at room temperature (about 20°C)? 

d. Which substance is a liquid at room temperature? 

 

14. Carbon exists as diamond and graphite. 

a. What do we call different forms of the same element? 

b. Diamond and graphite have very different properties and uses. 

Use their structures to explain these differences. 

 

15.  Draw a dot and cross diagram to show the electronic structure of a molecule of 

chlorine (I) oxide (Cl2O). Show only the electrons in the outer shell, and use DOT for 

electrons from oxygen and CROSS for electrons from the chlorine atoms. Explain, in 

terms of the forces present, why chlorine (I) oxide has a low melting point. 

 

16.  Hydrogen reacts with chlorine to produce hydrogen chloride. 

a. Name the type of bond present in hydrogen chloride. 

b. How is this type of bond formed? 

c. State two physical properties of hydrogen chloride which result from this 

type of bonding. 

d. Draw a diagram of the bonding in hydrogen chloride showing how all the 

electrons in each atom are arranged. 
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17.  Pentane (C5H10) occurs in petrol (gasoline) and has the structure represented by 

the diagram: 

 
a. Which is the most volatile, heptane (C7H16), hexane (C6H14) or pentane? 

b. Name the type of bonding that occurs in pentane. 

c. Describe, in terms of electrons, how a hydrogen atom is joined to a 

carbon atom in one of the bonds in pentane. 

 

18.  Both diamond and graphite 

A  are electrical conductors. 

B   are lubricants. 

C  form the same products when burnt. 

D  have the same hardness.  

 

19.  You can use graphite to lubricate machines because its structure 

A  allows it to melt at low temperatures. 

B   consists of layers that slide over one another. 

C  consists of small, round atoms loosely bonded to each other. 

D  contains atoms that are strongly bonded to four other carbon atoms. 

 

20.    Ethanol (C2H5OH) is an addictive drug usually called alcohol.  Ethanol contains a 

single oxygen atom joined to a hydrogen atom by the same bonding as in water. A 

molecule of ethanol is shown below. 

 
a. Copy the diagram of ethanol and draw an arrow labelled ―Y‖ to show the 

oxygen atom. 

b. What type of chemical bond is shown at Z? 

c. Is ethanol an element or a compound? Give a reason for your answer. 

 

21. Transition elements and their compounds have many uses. Iron oxide and cobalt 

oxide have been added to the glazes on pottery for hundreds of years. 

a. State why transition metal oxides are added to pottery glazes. 

b. Use the table of ions to help you work out the formula of iron (III) oxide. 

c. Suggest two properties of transition metals that make them suitable for 

making cutting tools. 

 

22. Name the following molecules and draw their structures: 

F2  HCl  NH3  Br2  N2 

PH3  SiF4  CCl4  Cl2O  H2S 
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23. Write the names of the following chemical compounds: 

 

KBr Ba3N2 BrO3 Mg(OH)2 NH3 KNO3 
Al2O3 CuS As4O10 Pb(OH)4 H2O H3PO4 
FeI2 PbO2 N2O3 Na OH CH4 H2CO3 
Fe2O3 SrF2 SF6 K OH HBr H2SO4 
PbCl2 NaI NI3 Fe(OH)3 H2S(aq) HNO3 
Li2S MgS XeF4 Li OH PH3 HF 
CaCl2 NaBr PCl3 Al (OH)3 LiH HNO2 
CuBr Pb3N2 CO Al2O3 NaH NaHCO3 
CaO AlP NO PbO2 AlH3 K2SO4 
PbO Cs2O Cl2O7 Zn(OH)2 HF CaCO3 
Sn3P4 K2S SO3 CuO CaI2 HClO4 
LiBr CuCl2 Cl2O Ca(OH)2 Cl2 CaSO4 
Sr3P2 SrS CO2 Cu(OH) Ni(OH)3 Cu NO3 
Na2O BaCl2 PF3 H Cl (aq) Ti O2 Na2SO4 
Cu2O MgF2 N2O3 H2S Sr Cl2 Br2 
Fe2S3 PbBr4 BrCl5 NaCl O2 Cu OH 
Cu2S SnO2 BF3 CaH2 P2O5 CaH2 
HgO RbI SiO2 N2O3 I2 BeCl2 
BN FeO ClO2 HI(aq) Sn (OH)2 NCl3 
SnCl2 SnO P4O10 F2 BeH2 H2 
MgO CaBr2 SO2 Fe(OH)3 O3 HClO3 
LiI BeBr2 ICl2 Fe O H2O2 N2 
BF3 FeS S2Cl2 H2Se NaI NH4Cl 
K2O FeBr3 P2O5 KCl K2O Na2O2 
Al2S3 HgF2 PCl5 CrO3 MnO2 K2O4 

 

24. Write the formula of the following chemical compounds: 

 

magnesium oxide 

lithium bromide 

calcium nitride 

aluminium sulphide 

potassium iodide 

strontium chloride 

sodium sulphide 

radium bromide 

magnesium hydride 

aluminium hydroxide 

caesium sulphide 

potassium chloride 

strontium phosphide 

barium iodide 

sodium hydride 

calcium bromide 

beryllium oxide 

strontium oxide 

boron fluoride 

aluminium phosphide  

rubidium oxide 

calcium nitrate 

caesium oxide 

magnesium sulphate 

lithium chloride 

calcium hydroxide 

sodium oxide 

calcium fluoride 

boron phosphide 

aluminium oxide 

iron(II) chloride 

copper(I) sulphide 

lead(IV) iodide 

tin(II) fluoride 

mercury(I) bromide 

tin(II) oxide 

chromium(III) oxide 

gold(I) iodide 

manganese(II) nitride 

cobalt(III) phosphide 

iron(III) chloride 

copper(II) sulphide 

lead(II) bromide 

tin(IV) iodide 

mercury(II) fluoride 

tin(IV) oxide 

manganese(III) oxide  

chromium(II) nitride 

gold(III) oxide 

cobalt(II) phosphide  

tin(II) sulphide 

mercury(I) sulphide 

gold(III) bromide 

manganese(II) oxide 

chromium(II) chloride 

lead(IV) nitride 

cobalt(III) oxide 

copper(II) iodide 

tin(IV) fluoride 

iron(II) phosphide 

hydrochloric acid 

sulphuric acid 

hydrogen sulphide 

hydrogen chloride 

nitric acid 

potassium carbonate 

sodium sulphate 

ammonia 

methane 

hydrogen bromide 

water 

sulphur dioxide 

carbon monoxide 

hydrobromic acid 

nitrogen (III) oxide 

calcium hydride 

sodium carbonate 

calcium oxide 

beryllium hydride 

sodium hydroxide
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Some of the information used to write this chapter has been extracted from the 

following websites and books. You can take a look at them in order to review and 

enhance your knowledge of this matter 

- http://www.alonsoformula.com/ 

- http://www.chemtopics.com/ 

- http://www.webelements.com/ 

- http://www.docbrown.info/page03/The_Halogens.htm 

- http://www.docbrown.info/page03/Alkali_Metals.htm 

- http://www.aqa.org.uk/ 

- http://www.edexcel.com/i-am-a/student/Pages/pastpapers.aspx 

- http://0.tqn.com/d/chemistry/1/0/c/J/2/PeriodicTableSigFig-NoBG.png 

- http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/chemistry/ 

- http://www.gcsescience.com/gcse-chemistry-revision.htm 

- Chemistry for You by Lawrie Ryan. Published by Nelson Thornes. Cheltenham, U.K. 

2001. 

- Complete Chemistry by Rosemarie Gallagher, Paul Ingram. Published by Oxford 

University Press. Oxford, U.K., 2000. 

 

IMAGES: http://search.creativecommons.org/ 

 http://images.google.com/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.alonsoformula.com/
http://www.chemtopics.com/
http://www.webelements.com/
http://www.docbrown.info/page03/The_Halogens.htm
http://www.docbrown.info/page03/Alkali_Metals.htm
http://www.aqa.org.uk/
http://www.edexcel.com/i-am-a/student/Pages/pastpapers.aspx
http://0.tqn.com/d/chemistry/1/0/c/J/2/PeriodicTableSigFig-NoBG.png
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/chemistry/
http://www.gcsescience.com/gcse-chemistry-revision.htm
http://search.creativecommons.org/
http://images.google.com/
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A chemical reaction is a phenomenon that leads to the transformation of one 

set of substances, called reactants or reagents, to another set of different substances 

called products.  
  

You encounter chemical reactions all the time in your everyday life. Fire, 

respiration, rusting or cooking: all involve chemical reactions. Single reactions often 

happen as part of a larger series of reactions. For instance, many consecutive different 

chemical reactions are needed to produce the contraction of a simple muscle of your 

body. 
 

                           
 
 

In a chemical reaction, only a rearrangement of the present atoms occurs; no 

atoms are modified, created or destroyed. When reactants come into contact with each 

other, bonds between their atoms are broken and the atoms reorganize and form new 

bonds that originate new substances, the products.  
 

Examples: 

                                             
 

                       ( 2 H2  +  O2  → 2 H2O )                        ( H2  +  Cl2  → 2 HCl ) 

 

Therefore, only changes in the position of electrons take place in a chemical 

reaction. There are not alterations to the nuclei, so the elements present before and 

after the reaction are the same.  

 

 

Since in a chemical reaction only a rearrangement of atoms occurs, the mass of 

any one element at the beginning of the reaction will equal the mass of that element at 

the end of the reaction. If we account for all reactants and products in a chemical 

reaction, the total mass will be the same at any time in any closed system. This fact is 

known as the Law of Conservation of Mass: ―mass is neither created nor destroyed 

in chemical reactions‖.  
Reactants‘ mass = Products‘ mass 
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          Antoine Lavoisier (1743-1794) 

 

 

Once understood, the conservation of mass was of great importance in 

progressing from alchemy43 to modern chemistry. When early chemists realized that 

chemical substances never disappeared but were only transformed into other 

substances with the same total mass, they could begin the quantitative study of the 

transformations of substances. The conservation of mass, plus the idea that certain 

‗elemental substances‘ could not be transformed into others by chemical reactions, led 

to the discovery of the chemical elements. 
 

One obvious implication of the Law of Conservation of Mass is that it is 

impossible to ―get rid‖ of anything. For example, trash can be buried, burned (turned 

into gases), or recycled. However, it doesn't simply ―go away‖.  

 
 

 

A chemical equation is the symbolic representation of a chemical reaction. It 

consists of the chemical formulae of the reactants on the left of an arrow (→) and those 

of the products on the right of it. The arrow is read as the word "yields". The arrow 

points in the direction in which the reaction proceeds44. 
  

Examples:  C3H8 (g) + 5 O2 (g) → 3 CO2 (g) + 4 H2O (g) 
 

       Na2O (s) + H2O (l) → 2 NaOH (aq) 
 

       NaCl (aq) + AgNO3 (aq) → NaNO3 (aq) + AgCl (s) ↓ 
 

       KClO4 (s) → KCl (s) + 2 O2 (g) ↑ 
 

      CaCO3 (s) + 2 HCl (aq) → CaCl2 (aq) + CO2 (g) ↑ + H2O (l)  
 
 

The state of aggregation of each substance present in the reaction is indicated 

in parentheses after its formula: (g) stands for gas, (l) for liquid, (s) for solid and (aq) for 

a substance dissolved in water (an aqueous solution). An upwards pointing arrow (↑) 

indicates that a gas is emanated, and a downwards pointing arrow (↓) indicates a solid 

precipitate being produced. 

                                                           
43 Alchemy was a speculative practice developed during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. It was concerned principally with discovering the 

‗Philosopher’s Stone’ (a method for transmuting base metals into gold) and with finding an elixir of eternal life. 
 

44 A double arrow ( ) pointing in opposite directions is used for the so called ―equilibrium reactions‖ that occur simultaneously in both 

directions at equal rates, like, for example:  2SO2 (g) + O2 (g)  2SO3(g) 

 

 This law was discovered by French scientist Antoine 

Lavoisier in 1774. It revolutionized science and laid the 

foundation for modern chemistry.  

 The conservation of mass was unnoticed for millennia 

because of invisible gases emanated in reactions. For 

example, a piece of wood has less mass after burning; this 

seemed to suggest that some of its mass disappears or is 

transformed. This was not disproved until careful experiments 

were performed in which chemical reactions such as rusting 

were allowed to take place in sealed glass ampoules; it was 

found that the chemical reaction did not change the mass of 

the sealed container and its contents. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_element
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_formula
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_equilibrium
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The law of conservation of mass dictates that the quantity of each element does 

not change in a chemical reaction. Thus, equations have to be balanced. That is, the 

number of atoms of each chemical element must be the same on both sides of the 

equation. This is achieved by scaling the number of involved molecules (A, B, C…) by 

the appropriate integers (a, b, c…) called stoichiometric coefficients:  
 

                            a A  +  b B  →  c C  +  d D 
 

Balanced equations are written with the smallest whole-number coefficients. If 

there is no coefficient before a chemical formula, the coefficient 1 is understood. Very 

often, to avoid fractional coefficients, every coefficient is multiplied by the smallest 

number required to make all of them integers. 
 

Chemical equations can always be balanced with a technique that involves 

solving a system of linear equations. But simple chemical equations can be balanced 

―by inspection‖. That is, by ―trial and error‖. The following steps will generally produce a 

balanced equation without requiring additional calculations: 
 

1. Be sure that the formula of each compound is written correctly. 
  

2. Select the 'simplest' element to begin balancing the equation. The 'simplest' 

element is an element that only appears in one compound in the reactants and 

in one compound in the products. 
 

3. Change the stoichiometric coefficients of the compounds containing the 

selected element so that you get the same number of atoms of this element on 

both sides of the equation. 
 

4. Go back to Step 2, selecting the 'next simplest' element. Repeat steps 2-4 until 

every element is 'balanced'. 
 

5. After you have finished, check the final balanced equation to make sure every 

element is still balanced. 
 

In general, you only want to change any coefficient one time. If you change a 

coefficient a second time, you will probably cause one of the ―earlier‖ elements to 

become ―unbalanced‖. 
 

 

  

 

 

 

Example:  
 

The combustion of methane involves the following 

compounds:  

          CH4 + O2 → CO2 + H2O 
 

To balance this equation, let‘s check the carbon in first 

place. Since there is one carbon on each side of the arrow, this 

first atom is balanced. 

 Looking at the next atom (hydrogen), the right-hand side 

has two atoms, while the left-hand side has four. To balance 

the hydrogen, a 2 must go in front of the H2O, which yields: 
 

           CH4 + O2 → CO2 + 2 H2O 

 Inspection of the last atom to be balanced (oxygen) shows 

that the right-hand side has four atoms, while the left-hand side 

has two. It can be balanced by putting a 2 before O2,  giving the 

balanced equation: 
 

            CH4 + 2 O2 → CO2 + 2 H2O 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_conservation_of_mass
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fraction_(mathematics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System_of_linear_equations
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 Chemical reactions can be classified in several ways. According to the kind of 

atomic rearrangement, they can be placed into one of the following five categories: 
 

            1- Synthesis: Two or more simple compounds combine to form a more 

complicated one, in the general form  A + B → AB. 
 

      Example:     2 Ca   +  O2   →    2 CaO 

 
             

            2- Decomposition: A complex molecule breaks down to make simpler ones, in 

the general form  AB →  A + B 
 

      Example: 2 H2O2         →          2 H2O      +      O2     

 
 

3- Single displacement: One element swaps places with another element in a 

compound in the general form  A + BC → AC + B 
 

      Example:    Ba      +       CuS          →               BaS         +     Cu 

 

4- Double displacement: The anions and cations of two different molecules 

switch places, forming two entirely different compounds. Their 

general form is  AB + CD → AD + CB 
 

     Example:       AgCl             +           K l           →          Ag l          +         KCl 

 

                             There is a special and very important kind of double 

displacement reaction called acid-base reaction. It takes place 

when certain kind of substances called acids45 react with other 

kind of substances called bases46. The H+ ion in the acid reacts 

with the OH- ion in the base forming water plus some ionic salt:       

                                                                  HA + BOH  →  H2O + BA 
 

     Example:    HBr  +  NaOH  →  NaBr  +  H2O 

 

            5- Combustion: Oxygen combines with another compound to form water and 

carbon dioxide releasing heat and emitting light. 
  

      Example:    C3H8  +    5 O2     →  3 CO2  +  4 H2O  + Heat 

                                                          

                                                           
45 An acid is any chemical substance that , when dissolved in water, donates hydrogen ions, H+, and/or accepts electrons, e.g. HCl(aq), HNO3, H2SO4. 
 

46 In chemistry, a base  is a substance that can accept hydrogen cations or, more generally, donate valence electrons, e.g. KOH, Ba(OH)2, LiOH. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

http://chemistry.about.com/od/elementfacts/a/hydrogen.htm
http://chemistry.about.com/od/chemistryglossary/a/iondefinition.htm
http://chemistry.about.com/od/chemistryglossary/a/electrondef.htm
http://www.answers.com/topic/analytical-chemistry
http://www.answers.com/topic/hydron-chemistry
http://www.answers.com/topic/valence-electron
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 Any chemical reaction will involve breaking some bonds and making new ones. 

Heat energy is needed to break bonds and is given out when the new bonds are 

formed. It is very unlikely that these two processes will involve exactly the same 

amount of energy, so some heat will either be absorbed or released during a reaction.  
 

 A reaction in which heat energy is given off is said to be exothermic. An 

obvious example is the combustion of a substance, but there are many others, like the 

reaction between a metal and an acid (Zn (s) + H2SO4 (l) → ZnSO4 (aq) + H2 (g) ↑). 
 

 
Energy, E        Reactants 

 
                      RELEASED  ENERGY 

               
   Products 

 

         
          Time, t 
 

 A reaction in which heat energy is absorbed from the surroundings is said to be 

endothermic. For example, it is necessary to apply a continuous supply of heat to split 

calcium carbonate into calcium oxide and carbon dioxide (CaCO3 (s) → CaO (s) + CO2 (g) ↑). 
 

 
Energy, E                                Products 

 
                        ABSORBED  ENERGY 

               
        Reactants    

 

         
          Time, t  

  

 

 

 The speed of reaction or rate of reaction can be intuitively defined as how 

fast or slow a reaction takes place.  
 

 For example, the oxidative rusting of iron under Earth's atmosphere is a slow 

reaction that can take many years, but the combustion of cellulose in a fire is a reaction 

that takes place in fractions of a second. Explosions are very fast reactions, which 

means they have a high rate of reaction. 
 

 To determine the rate of a reaction, either the amount of reactant consumed or 

the amount of product formed in a certain time has to be measured: 
 

 

  

 

 

  
  

 In an exothermic change, the products 

have less energy than the reactants. The 

energy that the system loses is given out as 

heat and/or light, so the surroundings warm 

up. 

 In an endothermic change, the 

reactants have less energy than the 

products. The system absorbs this extra 

energy as heat and/or light from the 

surroundings. 

                               Amount of reactant used OR  Amount of product formed 
Rate of reaction =  
                               Time taken 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rusting#Chemical_reactions
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iron
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth%27s_atmosphere
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cellulose
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 It is usual to record the total mass or volume of a reactant or a product at 

regular intervals and to plot a graph where time goes on the horizontal axis as the 

independent variable. 
 

Example:     a A  +  b B  →  c C  +  d D 

 

      Total                                                                            Total 
     mass of                                                                        mass of 
    product C,                                                                reactant A,   

       mC/g                                                                             mA/g 
 
 

 

 

               Time from start of reaction, t/min.                                 Time from start of reaction, t/min. 

  

 The steeper the line, the greater the rate of reaction is. Reactions are usually 

faster at the beginning, when the concentration of reactants is higher. When the line 

becomes horizontal no more products is obtained or reactant consumed, so the 

reaction has finished. 

 

 The Collision Theory  was proposed by Max Trautz in Germany in 1916 and 

William Lewis in UK in 1918. They worked independently because their respective 

countries were fighting each other in the First World War (1914 -1918). With this simple 

and intuitive theory they were able to explain qualitatively how chemical reactions occur 

and why they have different reaction rates.  
                             

 The Collision Theory states that reactions take place when particles of both 

reactants hit each other. But only in a certain percentage of these collisions do the 

particles have enough speed and the appropriate orientation to break the pre-existing 

bonds and form new bonds. Those impacts are called successful, effective or fruitful 

collisions. 

                                   
 

The speed of reaction depends on the percentage of successful collisions 

between reactant particles. The more successful collisions there are, the faster the 

reaction is. 
 

However, the Collision Theory  does not provide an accurate method to predict 

the probability for a reaction to occur. It assumes that the reactants are hard spheres 

rather than molecules having specific structures.  
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_reactions
http://chemwiki.ucdavis.edu/Physical_Chemistry/Kinetics/Rate_Laws/Gas_Phase_Kinetics/Collision_Theory
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In 1935, Henry Eyring refined the Collision Theory, developing a more complex 

one called the Transition State Theory, which provides a better understanding of the 

reaction process. 
 

 To get any reaction started, some bonds must be broken. The subsequent bond 

rearrangement produces what is termed a transition state or an activated complex, a 

chemical species that is neither a reactant nor a product but an intermediate between 

the two.  

                             

 Energy is required to start breaking the bonds and form the transition state, no 

matter how exothermic the overall reaction may be. This minimum amount of energy 

required to initiate a chemical reaction is called the activation energy, Ea , of that 

reaction.  
 

          EXOTHERMIC  REACTION     ENDOTHERMIC  REACTION 

 

                                              ACTIVATED COMPLEX                                                                                           ACTIVATED COMPLEX  

       
Energy, E    Reactants                                                 Energy, E                                 Products    

  
                       RELEASED  ENERGY           ABSORBED  ENERGY 

               
       Products              Reactants 

   

         
          Time, t       Time, t 
  

 Reactants with energy lower than Ea cannot pass through the transition state to 

react and become products. 
 

 Once a chemical reaction has started, it often releases enough energy, usually as 

heat, to activate the next reaction and so on in a ―chain reaction”. 
                                                              

                                                                                                        

        
 

 Reactions with high activation energies occur more slowly than reactions with 

low activation energies because the reactants take longer to get enough energy to 

reach the transition state.  

Ea 

Ea 

 This is precisely what happens with a fire. 

Wood can lie in a woodpile for years without 

bursting into flames spontaneously. Once set on 

fire, activated by a spark, it literally consumes 

itself as the heat that is released supplies the 

activation energy to keep the rest of the wood 

burning. 

 

http://www.chemicool.com/definition/transition_state.html
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 A catalyst is a substance that, when added to a chemical reaction, speeds it up 

but is not consumed by the reaction. Hence, a catalyst can be recovered chemically 

unchanged at the end of the reaction. 
  

 A catalyst works by providing a different route, with lower Ea, for the reaction. 

This alternative route increases the speed of the reaction because it allows a greater 

proportion of the reactant species to possess sufficient energy to pass through the 

transition state and become products. 

 
                              EXOTHERMIC  REACTION                 ENDOTHERMIC  REACTION 

 

                   
Energy, E     Reactants       CATALYST                                  Energy, E                                            
                              

                                                     CATALYST  Products 

              RELEASED  ENERGY 
              ABSORBED  

      Products           ENERGY 

                                     Reactants 
                        

                    
          Time, t                 Time, t 

 Catalysts are important in industry because they reduce costs. There are many 

industrial processes that use catalysts to manufacture products or to neutralize toxic 

residues. For instance, a car has a part called a catalytic converter. It uses a transition 

metal (e.g. platinum) as a catalyst to break up harmful emissions in car exhaust 

systems before they are released into the atmosphere.   
 

 

               

  

 In your body you have catalysts called enzymes that assist many important 

biological functions. For example, it would be nearly impossible for your cells to 

replicate DNA or to obtain energy from nutrients without the assistance of enzymes.  

 

 

 

 

Ea 

 

Ea Ea 

Ea 

http://www.chemicool.com/definition/substance.html
http://www.chemicool.com/definition/reaction.html
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 It has been experimentally proved that the rate of any reaction increases if: 

 the temperature is increased 

 the concentration of a dissolved reactant is increased 

 the pressure of a reacting gas is increased 

 solid reactants are broken into smaller pieces 

 a catalyst is used 

 

                       Total  
            mass of  
            product,  
              m/g 
 
 

 

 

                                               Time from start of reaction, t/min. 

 The simple Collision Theory is enough to explain the effect of the different 

factors that increase the speed of a reaction: 
 

- Increasing concentration or pressure 

 there are more reactant particles in the same volume 

 there is a greater chance of the particles colliding. 

 
 

- Decreasing particle size 

 the surface area of reactants is increased, so more particles are 

exposed to the other reactant 

 there is a greater chance of the particles colliding. 
 

   

Lower temperature  or 

Lower concentration / lower preasure / larger pieces  

or  No catalyst 
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- Increasing the temperature 

 the reactants‘ particles move faster, so more of the collisions are 

successful 

 the particles collide more often. 
 

            
 

- Using a catalyst  

 it reduces the activation energy (i.e. the minimum particle speed 

required for a successful collision), so a greater proportion of the 

reactant particles have enough speed to produce a successful 

collision. 
 

 
 

 

 

Chemical reactions consist of a very large number of elementary reactions, 

where a single particle reacts with other particles. Even the tiniest piece of matter 

contains an enormous number of particles so, to study chemical reactions 

quantitatively, it became necessary to define a unit of ―amount of substance” that 

corresponded to a huge number of particles. In the S.I., that unit is the mole, whose 

symbol is mol. 
 

The mole is defined as the amount of substance which contains as many 

elementary entities47 as there are atoms in 12 grams of carbon-12. That number, 

known as Avogadro’s48 number, has been measured using several different 

complicated methods and all of them arrived to the value 6,022·1023. 

 

 
  

 

Simply put, a mole can be defined as ―6,022 ·1023 things‖. It is somehow similar 

to a dozen, which is defined as ―12 things‖, but a mole is an extremely huge amount.  

                                                           
47  ‗Elementary entities‘ are any countable objects or events, like atoms, molecules, electrons, sand grains, trees or stars. 
 
48 Amedeo Avogadro  (1776-1856)  was an Italian scientist, most noted for his contributions to molecular theory, including what is known as 

Avogadro's law: ―equal volumes of all gases, at the same temperature and pressure, have an equal number of particles‖. 
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 To get an idea of  how big a mole is, think that if you had a mole of euro cents, 

you could give out enough money to everyone in the world so that they could spend a 

million euros every hour, day and night, for the rest of their lives. If you had exactly one 

mole of sheets of paper, you could make one million equal stacks, each of them higher 

than the distance from the earth to the sun (!).  

 

The obvious question is why scientists have decided to use such a weird and 

―ugly‖ number instead of other simpler big numbers like 1020 or even 1023. Why have 

they spent a lot of effort, money and time in counting the number of atoms in 12 g of 
12C? Why exactly 12 g? Why not 10 or 100 g? And why have they chosen carbon-12 

instead of any other element?  
 

Of course, there are powerful reasons for all of those decisions. Remember that 

the relative atomic mass scale is based in the assignment of exactly 12 units to the 

mass of an atom of carbon-12. Choosing to count the number of atoms in exactly 12 g 

of this isotope causes the molar mass (mass of one mole) of any substance, when 

expressed in grams, to be numerically equal to the relative atomic mass of one particle 

of that substance.  
 

   
 

 

This numerical equality is so useful when working with masses of different 

substances in a laboratory that it justifies the ―ugliness‖ of the number and the effort 

made to obtain it.  

 

Example:  Imagine that in the lab you want to prepare the reaction of iron and sulphur to obtain   

iron (II) sulphide [ Fe (s)+ S(s) →  FeS (s) ]. What mass of each reactant should you use 

to get both of them completely consumed in the reaction, with no excess of any of 

them? 
 

                                                      

                   Fe (s)                                     S (s)                                      Fe S (s) 
 

  The atomic relative mass of Fe is 55,8 u, so if you get 55,8 g of Fe, you know 

that you will have 6,022·10
23 

atoms of Fe. You need the same amount of atoms of 

sulphur, whose relative mass is 32,8 u. Therefore, you have to take 32,8 g of S to get 

another mole of atoms. Like that, any portion of reactant will be left over in the reaction. 

 

+ → 
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To understand why that numerical equality occurs with any substance, let‘s first 

find the relation between grams and units of atomic mass (u). Since it has been 

measured that in 12 g of 12C there are 6,022·1023 atoms, the mass of each one of the 

carbon atoms will be 12 g ∕ 6,022·1023 = 12 u. Therefore: 
 
 

   1 g = 6,022·10 23 u 
    

 

Hence, we can now calculate how many atoms there are in, for instance, 40 g 

of calcium, whose relative atomic mass is 40 u: 
 

 
 

 

Similarly, if we have 1 mol of atoms of mercury, for example, whose relative 

atomic mas is 200 u, we can calculate its mass in grams: 
 

                     
 

 

The relative atomic mass of a molecule of a compound XaYbZc is symbolized 

by Mr(XaYbZc), and it is easily calculated as the addition of the relative atomic masses 

of the atoms that constitute the molecule: 
 

 
 

                                 
 

Example:   Phosphoric acid (H3PO4) is a powerful cleaner that is also used as acidifier in cola 

drinks.  

                                    
 

 The relative atomic mass of a molecule of this compound is: 
 

                      Mr(H3PO4) = 3·Ar(H) + 1·Ar(P)  + 4·Ar(O) = 3·1 + 1·31 + 4·16 = 98 u . 
 

 

 

Mr(XaYbZc) = a · Ar(X) + b · Ar(Y) + c · Ar(Z) 

                       6,022·1023 u 

 mCa = 40 g · ——————  = 40 · 6,022·1023 u  

                             1 g 
 

 

           mCa          40 · 6,022·1023 u 

No. atoms of Ca =  ——— =  ———————— = 6,022·1023 = 1 mol. 
                       Ar(Ca)                40  u 

 

                                       1 g 

 mSi = 6,022·1023 · 200 u · ——————  = 200 g 

                                  6,022·1023 u  
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The molar mass of a substance S is symbolized by ―MS”, whereas ―mS‖ is used 

to represent the mass of the sample of that substance S we are working with in the lab.  
 

The number of moles of particles contained in the mass mS is represented by 

―nS‖ and it can be calculated by simply dividing the mass of the sample by the mass of 

one mol: 

 

 

 

 
Example:   A chemist has measured 67,21 g as the mass of a sample of aluminium hydroxide. 
 

 
 
               

               (a)  The molar mass of Al(OH)3 is numerically equal to the mass of one molecule 

measured in atomic mass units: 
 

 Mr [Al(OH)3]= Ar(Al)+3·Ar(O)+3·Ar(H) = 27,0+3·16,0+3·1,0= 78,0 u => M          =78,0 g 
 

  The number of moles can be obtained by dividing the mass of the sample by the 

mass of one mol:  
 

     n          = m           ∕  M          = 67,21  ∕  78,0 =  0,862  mol 
 

       (b)  The number of particles is:     n · NA = 0,862 ·6,022·10
23

 = 5,19·10
23

 molecules. 

 

       (c)  Each molecule of  Al(OH)3  has three oxygen atoms, so there will be  
 

    nO  = 3 · n         = 3 · 0,862 = 2,59 mol   

 

      (d)   The mass of oxygen in the sample is:     mO = nO · MO = 2,59 · 16,0 = 41,4 g 
 

         Hence, the percent of oxygen in mass will be: 
                                                   

    (41,4  ∕   67,21 ) · 100 = 61,6 % 
 

       (e)   First, we have to calculate the number of mol equivalent to 10
24

 : 
 

     n         = 10
24

 ∕  6,022·10
23

 = 1,7 mol 
 

Then, multiplying the number of mol by the mass of one mol will provide the 

mass of the sample: 
 

     m           = n          · M          = 1,7 · 78,0 = 130 g 

  
 

 

 

  

  

In 1808 Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac announced what was probably his single 

greatest achievement. From his own and others' experiments, he deduced that when 

gases react, the volumes consumed and produced, measured at the same temperature 

and pressure, are in simple numerical proportions. This striking conclusion became 

known as the Gay-Lussac’s Law of Combining Volumes. 
 

Al(OH)3 

Al(OH)3 

Al(OH)3 Al(OH)3 

Al(OH)3 

Al(OH)3 

Al(OH)3 Al(OH)3 

Al(OH)3 

         mS 

nS =  —— 

            MS 

 (a) How many moles of that substance does she have in that sample?  

 (b) How many molecules does the sample contain? 

                    (c) How many moles of oxygen atoms does the sample contain? 

                    (d) What percent of the mass of the sample is oxygen? 

                     (e) What is the mass in grams of 10
24

 molecules of that substance? 
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Example:   When hydrogen gas is burned in oxygen gas to form water vapour, one litre of 

oxygen gas will react with 2 L of hydrogen gas, and the product water vapour will 

occupy 2 L. 

                                          If we use, let‘s say, 6,8 L of hydrogen, we will need 3,4 L of oxygen to obtain 6,8 

L of water vapour with no hydrogen or oxygen left over. The ratio of volumes (at equal 

P and T) is always Voxygen:Vhydrogen:Vwater vapour = 1:2:2, a simple integer ratio.                                        
    

 
 If we try to react a different ratio, like 3,4 L of oxygen with of 8,0 L of hydrogen, there 

will be leftover hydrogen after the end of the reaction. 

 

 In 1811, to explain the Law of Combining Volumes, the Italian scientist Amedeo 

Avogadro hypothesized that:  
 

―Equal volumes of all gases, at the same temperature and 

pressure, have the same number of particles‖.  
 

                                                                                                            
A. Avogadro (1776-1856)                                                                                                                           S. Cannizzaro (1826-1910) 

 
 

Avogadro‘s law provides that, at fixed pressure and temperature, the volume V 

occupied by any gas is directly proportional to its number of particles  (number of 

moles, n): 

                                                             V                                                        
         V α n   <=>   V  =  k · n    <=>   —  =  k   <=>                       

                                                             n                                                          
 

The Avogadro‘s law made possible the determination of the Relative Scale of 

Atomic Masses, even though the atomic particles can‘t be seen or manipulated 

individually.   Since equal containers with different gasses, X and Y, at equal P and T,  

 

   

This statement is known as Avogadro's law or 

Avogadro's principle, and it was not fully 

accepted by the scientific community because it 

implied that certain gas particles, like hydrogen 

and oxygen, were formed by two atoms. This fact 

was experimentally confirmed and theoretically 

explained by another Italian scientist, Stanislao 

Cannizzaro, in 1860, four years after Avogadro‘s 

death.  

  X 

  Y 

V1        V2           

—   =   — 

 n1        n2   

enclose the same number N of particles, the ratio 

between the masses mX and mY of each flask has to be 

identical to the ratio between the masses of one particle 

of each gas: 

mY = N · Mr(Y)           mY       N · Mr(Y)         mY       Mr(Y) 
                           =>  —— = ————  => —— = —— 
mX = N · Mr(X)           mX      N · Mr(X)         mX      Mr(X) 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amedeo_Avogadro
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In unit 2, we studied the Kinetic Theory of Matter and the ideal gas model, 

which is based in two assumptions that simplify the study of gas behaviour: 

 
 

 

 In practice, real gases show small deviations from the ideal behaviour, but the 

ideal model is still a useful approximation that works pretty well for most real gasses, 

especially when they are kept at low pressure and/or high temperature.  
 

Several experimental studies49, conducted in the 17th and 18th centuries, led to 

the Ideal Gas Law, which, for a given mass of gas, relates the macroscopic variables 

(pressure, volume and temperature) expressed in Kelvin: 
 

 

 

 

However, the number of particles of a gas sample (that is to say, its mass) is 

another variable that it is related with the previous three through the Avogadro‘s 

principle: 

 

 
 
 

This expression can be combined with the ideal gas law to obtain the following 

equality: 

P1 V1        P2 V2              P  V 

                     ———  =  ———     =>    ——   =  constant ≡ R 

         n1  T1        n2  T2                   n  T 
 

The constant derived from this relationship is called the ideal gas constant, R, 

and its value in SI units is 8,314 Pa·m3·mol-1·K-1 (=0,082 atm·L·mol-1·K-1).  

The previous expression, rearranged with R as the proportionality constant, is 

called the ideal gas equation50: 

    

 

This formula relates the four macroscopic variables of a gas and allows the 

calculation of any of them if the other three are known. 

                                                           
49

 The empirical studies that led to the understanding of gas behaviour are summarized in three principles: Boyle-Mariotte‘s law (P·V = k), 

Amonton‘s law (P ∕ T= k) and Charles‘ law (V ∕ T= k). 
 
50

 A trick to memorize a formula is to associate its symbols with the initials of a meaningful, funny or striking series of words. In this case, for 

example, you can use ―Pupil Versus nine Retarded Teachers‖. 

 P V    

—— = constant 

   T       

 P1 V1      P2 V2    

———  = ———  => 

    T1          T2 

V1        V2           

—   =   — 

 n1        n2   

- the ideal gas particles have no attractive forces 

acting among them 
 

- the ideal gas particles do not take up any space (their 

volume is completely neglected). 
 

Therefore, ideal gases are essentially point masses 

moving in constant, random, straight-line motion, colliding 

with each other and with the walls of its container. 

P V = n R T 
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Example: A balloon of 1,8 L is filled with helium at 23,6 °C and 823,72 torr. Calculate: 
  

  (a) the number of atoms of helium in the balloon,   (b) the mass of helium in the balloon.  

 
 

 

 

The  molar volume, Vm, is the  volume  occupied by one  mole  of  a substance 

at  a given  temperature  and  pressure.  
 

In science, to allow comparisons to be made between different sets of data, 

standard sets of conditions for experimental measurements have been established. In 

chemistry, IUPAC defined  the Standard Temperature and Pressure (STP) as 

273,15 K (0 °C) and an absolute pressure of 100 kPa (0,987 atm).  
 

A significant consequence of Avogadro's law is that all gasses with ideal 

behaviour have the same molar volume. Using the ideal gas equation, the molar 

volume of an ideal gas at standard STP conditions can be easily calculated: 
 

                         n R  T      1 · 8,314 · 273,15 
   Vm  =   ———  =  ————————  =   0,02241 m3 => Vm = 22,41 L 

             P                    105 

  

 At STP, many real gases have molar volumes similar to 22,41 L. For instance: 

Vm (CO) = 22,4 L ,  Vm (CO2) = 22,3 L , Vm (SO2) = 21,9 L , etc. 
 

 Since all gases with ideal behaviour have the same molar volume, their density 

is directly proportional to its molar mass: 

                                m        n · Ms         

  ds = —— = ——— =>  ds  α  Ms 
                              V        n · Vm 

 

 Example: Is CO2  denser than Cl2? 
 

     Mr(CO2) = Ar(C)+2·Ar(O) = 12+2·16= 44 u => MCO2 = 44 g 

     Mr(Cl2) = 2·Ar(Cl) = 2·35,5= 71 u => MCl2 = 71 g > MCO2 =>  dCl2  > dCO2 

 

 Molar volume for solids and liquids is much smaller than for gasses, and it is 

different for every substance. For example, liquid nitrogen at –210 °C has a molar 

volume of 34,6 cm3, whereas liquid water at 4ºC has a Vm of 18,0 cm3. 

(a)  The number of moles of atoms of helium can be obtained using the ideal gas 

equation:  

                    P V = n R T   =>    n = P V ∕ R T 
 

         But data has to be converted into SI units: 
 

         V =1,8 L = 1,8·10
-3

 m
3
 

 

      
P = 823,72 torr · (101325 Pa ∕  760,00 torr) = 109820 Pa      =>  

 

         T = 23,6ºC = 23,6 + 273,15 = 296,8 K 
 

                                               109820 · 1,8·10
-3

 

                                => n = ——————   => n = 0,080 mol 

                                      8,314 · 296,8 
 

    Therefore, the number of helium atoms will be:  
 

No. atoms He = n · NA = 0,080 · 6,022·10
23

 = 4,8·10
22

 atoms 

(b)     To obtain the mass of helium, we have to multiply the number of moles in the 

balloon times the mass of one mole: 
 

            mHe = nHe · MHe = 0,080 · 4,00 = 0,32 g = 3,2 dg 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volume
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mole_(unit)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temperature
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pressure
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technical_standard
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kelvin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Absolute_pressure
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pascal_(unit)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmosphere_(unit)
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 In unit 3 we have studied several ways to express the concentration of a 

solution (percent by mass, percent by volume, grams per litre, parts per million…). But 

there are other useful forms of expressing a solution‘s concentration that take 

advantage of the definition of a mole.  

 For liquid solutions, the most common quantity is called molarity, molar 

concentration or simply concentration of a constituent A. It is symbolized by [A] or cA 

and defined as the number of moles of that substance A, nA , divided by the volume V 

of the mixture. 

 

 

 The SI unit is mol·m3. However, more commonly the unit mol/L is used. A 

solution of concentration x mol/L is also denoted as " x molar" (x M). 

 
 
 

Example:   A concentrated solution of sulphuric acid in water contains 91,33% of H2SO4 and its 

density is 1,813 g·cm
-3

 . Calculate its concentration: (a) in g·L
-1

 , (b) in mol·L
-1

.    

 (a) The mass of 1 L (=10
3
 cm

3) of solution will be:  m = d·V =1,813·10
3
 =1813 g. 

 

                    The 91,33% of that mass will be pure H2SO4 : m         = 1813 · 91,33 ∕ 100 = 1656 g. 

          Therefore, the concentration of H2SO4 in the solution is: 1656 g ∕ 1L = 1656 g·L
-1

   

    (b) The molar mass of H2SO4 in grams is numerically equal to the relative atomic mass 

of a molecule: 
 

               Mr(H2SO4) = 2·Ar(H) +1·Ar(S) +4·Ar(O) = 2·1+1·32+4·16 = 98 u => M     = 98 g. 
  
 

           Then, the  number of moles of  H2SO4 in one litre will be: 
 

    n      = m       / M       = 1656 ∕ 98 = 17 mol => [H2SO4] = 17 mol·L
-1 

= 17 M. 

        

 Example:  How many grams of KCl are there in 2,4 L of a solution 3M of this substance in water? 

 First we have to calculate the number of moles of solute (KCl) contained in the 

solution: 
 

              [KCl] = nKCl  ∕  V  =>  nKCl = [KCl] · V = 3 ·2,4 = 7,2 mol 
 

       The molar mass of potassium chloride is: 
 

                                        Mr(KCl) = Ar(K) + Ar(Cl) = 39,1 + 35,5 = 74,6 u => MCH4 = 74,6 g 
 

      So the mass of KCl contained in the solution will be: 

                                      mKCl = nKCl · MKCl = 7,2 · 74,6 = 54 g. 

          nA 
[A] = —— 
             V 

 It is important to highlight that in the previous formula, the 

volume V refers to the total volume of the solution, not to the 

volume of the solvent. And be aware that the volume of a solution 

is not always equal to the addition of the volumes of its 

components. Sometimes particles of one substance can get 

themselves into the gaps left by the other substance‘s particles, 

like marbles and balls in a jar, reducing the total volume occupied. 

  Therefore, in order to calculate the molar concentration of 

a solution it is necessary to know its volume or its density. 

 

H2SO4 

H2SO4 

H2SO4 H2SO4 H2SO4 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volume
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 Stoichiometry51  is the branch of chemistry that deals with the relative 

quantities of reactants and products in chemical reactions. It allows the calculation of  

how much of a reactant is consumed or required in a reaction and how much of each 

product will be obtained. 

In a balanced chemical equation, the relationships among quantities of 

reactants and products form a ratio of positive integers given by the stoichiometric 

coefficients. For example, the reaction that forms ammonia52 (NH3) has the following 

equation: 

                                                                                                                         
           It is easy to understand that if we had a dozen molecules of N2, we would need 

3 dozen molecules of H2 to produce 2 dozen molecules of NH3. Similarly, if we have 

one mole of molecules of N2, we will need 3 moles of H2 to produce 2 moles of NH3: 

                   1 molecule of N2 + 3 molecules of H2  →  2 molecules of NH3 
 

                12 molecules of N2 + 3 · 12 molecules of H2  →  2 ·12 molecules of NH3 

      6,02·10
23

 molecules of N2 + 3 · 6,02·10
23 

molecules of H2  → 2 · 6,02·10
23

  molecules of NH3  

       1 mol of molecules of N2 + 3 mol of molecules of H2  →  2 mol of molecules of NH3 

                                              

Using molar masses, this relation among the moles of reactants and products 

provided by the stoichiometric coefficients can be converted into a relation among 

masses. It allows the calculation of how much reactant is required or how much 

product will be obtained from any given mass of any substance that participates in the 

reaction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
51 The term ―stoichiometry‖ is derived from the Greek words ―stoicheion", that  means ―element” ,and ―metron" that means “measure”. This name 

began to be used at the end of the 18th century. 
 

52
 Ammonia is a colourless gas with a characteristic pungent smell. Either directly or indirectly, it is a building-block for the synthesis of fertilizers, 

many pharmaceuticals and many commercial cleaning products. Although in wide use, ammonia is both caustic and hazardous. 

                 N2 (g)  +  3 H2 (g) →  2 NH3 (g) 

  It means that exactly one molecule 

of nitrogen gas (N2) reacts with three 

molecules of hydrogen gas (H2) to produce 

two molecules of NH3.  

  

Example:   In the reaction of nitrogen gas and hydrogen gas to obtain ammonia gas, what 

mass of each of the two reactants will be necessary to obtain 100 g of  NH3 ? 
 

                                  First we have to calculate the number of moles of NH3 in the given mass: 
 

          Mr(NH3) = Ar(N) + 3 ·Ar(H) = 14 + 3 ·1= 17 u => MNH3 = 17 g 
 

                                                 nNH3 = mNH3  ∕  MNH3 = 100 ∕ 17 = 5,9 mol 
 

                    According to the previous reasoning, we can establish the following proportion: 

                                  3 mol H2              nH2                         3 · 5,9 

                        ———— =  ———— => nH2 =  ———  => nH2 = 8,9 mol 

                         2 mol NH3       5,9 mol NH3                         2 
 

    Therefore, the mass of H2 will be: 

                                            Mr(H2) = 2 · Ar(H) = 2 ·1 = 2 u => MH2= 2 g 

                                    mH2 = nH2 · MH2 = 8,9 · 2 =>  mH2O  = 18 g  

    The mass of N2 can be calculated using a similar proportion or by applying the 

law    of conservation of mass: 

                    mN2  +  mH2  =  mNH3 => mN2 = mNH3   –   mH2 = 100 – 18 = 82 g 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemistry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reactant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_(chemistry)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_reaction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ammonia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pungent
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Odor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pharmaceuticals
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caustic_(substance)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hazard
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen
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Consequently, there are four steps involved in solving stoichiometry problems: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 
 

Example:     The combustion of propane gas (C3H8) is a reaction with oxygen gas that produces 

carbon dioxide and water vapour. How many grams of water should be produced from 

the reaction of 330 grams of propane with an excess of oxygen? 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

  
          

 Example:   A 6,0 M sulphuric acid solution in water reacts with solid zinc, producing zinc sulphate 

(ZnSO4) and hydrogen gas. What volume of solution will be necessary to completely 

react with 100 g of pure solid Zn? 
 

         Step 1: Write the balanced chemical equation: 
 

                                        Zn (s) + H2SO4 (l) → ZnSO4 (aq) + H2 (g) ↑ 
 

                                  Step 2:  Calculate the number of moles of Zn in the given mass: 
 

                                                      nZn = mZn  ∕  MZn = 100 ∕ 65 = 1,5 mol 
 

    Step 3:  Calculate the number of moles of H2SO4  that reacts with these moles  
    of Zn using the mole ratio given by the stoichiometric coefficients:  
 

       1 mol Zn            1,5 mol Zn                         1 · 1,5 

                    ————  =  ————  => nH2SO4 = —— =>  nH2SO4 = 1,5mol 

     1 mol  H2SO4           nH2SO4                                 1 
 

                      Step 4:  The volume of the H2SO4 solution that contains that number of moles is: 
 

           [H2SO4] = nH2SO4  ∕  V  =>  V = nH2SO4  ∕ [H2SO4]  = 1,5 ∕ 6,0 = 0,25 L. 

1.     Make sure the chemical equation is correctly balanced. 
 

2.   Using the molar mass, convert the given mass of reactant or product to 

number of moles. 
 

3.   Using the stoichiometric coefficients, construct a molar proportion, i.e. an 

equality with both the given and the unknown number of moles in one fraction 

at one side of the equal sign and the respective stoichiometric coefficients in 

another fraction at the other side. Solve for the unknown quantity by cross 

multiplying. 
 

4.  Using the molar mass of the substance, convert the number of moles just 

calculated to mass. 

 

 When some of the reactants are dissolved, the stoichiometric calculations 

are identical, except for the use of the concentration formulae to obtain the number 

of moles of the reactants and/or the volume of the solutions involved.  

 

Step 1: The equation is balanced using the method described in section 6.3.1: 
 

                      C3H8 (g) + 5 O2 (g) = 3 CO2 (g) + 4 H2O (g) 
 

Step 2: The given mass of the reactant is converted into number of moles: 

 Mr(C3H8) = 3 ·Ar(C) + 8 ·Ar(H) = 3 ·12 + 8 ·1= 44 u => MC3H8 = 44 g 

                nC3H8  = mC3H8  ∕  MC3H8  = 330  ∕ 44 =  7,5 mol 

Step 3: The molar proportion given by the stoichiometric coefficients of the 

balanced equation is established and solved: 
 

1 mol  C3H8         7,5 mol  C3H8                       4 · 7,5 

 ————  =  —————  => nH2O = ——— => nH2O = 30 mol 

            4 mol  H2O                nH2O                                    1 
 

   Step 4: The number of moles just obtained is converted into mass: 
 

Mr(H2O ) = 2 · Ar(H) + Ar(O) = 2 ·1 + 16 = 18 u => MH2O = 18 g 
 

mH2O = nH2O · MH2O = 30 · 18 =>  mH2O  = 540 g  
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Example:  A volume of 3.00 litres of nitrogen (N2) gas is reacted with excess hydrogen (H2) gas 

to form ammonia (NH3) gas at 31,0 ºC and a pressure of 772 mmHg. How many litres 

of ammonia gas are formed? 
 

  Step 1: Write the balanced chemical equation:   N2 (g) +  3 H2 (g)   →   2 NH3 (g) 
 

                            Step 2: Calculate the number of moles of N2 in the given volume using the ideal gas 

              equation (all quantities have to be expressed in SI units): 
 

                                        T= 31,0 ° C + 273 K = 304 K 
 

              V= 3,00 L · (1 m
3
 ∕ 10

3 
L) = 3,00·10

3
 m

3
 

 

               P= 772 mmHg · (101325 Pa ∕  760 mmHg) = 1,033·10
5
 Pa 

 

                                         P V = n R T => n = P V ∕ R T =>  nN2 = 1,033·10
5  

· 3,00·10
3  

∕ (8,314·304)  => 
  

                      =>  nN2  = 0,123 mol 
 

                               Step 3:  Calculate the number of moles of NH3 produced with these moles of N2 using 

the mole ratio given by the stoichiometric coefficients of the balanced chemical 

equation. 
 

   1  mol N2           0,123 mol  N2                      2 · 0,123 

               ————  =  —————  => nNH3 = ——— => nNH3 = 0,246 mol 

   2 mol  NH3                 nNH3                                   1 

 
            Step 4:  Calculate the volume occupied by those moles of NH3 using the ideal gas law. 
 

             P V = n R T => V = n R T ∕  P => VNH3 = 0,246 · 8,314 · 304 ∕ 1,033·10
5
  => 

 

                                                       =>  VNH3 = 6,02·10
-3

 m
3
  =  6,02 L 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

Stoichiometric calculations involving gases are identical to those involving 

solids and liquids except that the amounts of gas reactants are usually measured in 

volume and must first be converted to moles using the ideal gas equation.  

 

In a chemical reaction, not all reactants are necessarily consumed. When one 

of the reactants is exhausted the reaction finishes. The reactant that is completely 

consumed first is called limiting reactant. The reactants that remain unreacted at the 

end are called excess reactants. When all reactants are completely consumed, it is 

said that they were in the stoichiometric ratio. 

 
Example:  The reaction between aluminium and bromine to produce aluminium bromide is so fast 

that it is explosive. If 12,2 g of aluminium are put in contact with 97,6 g of bromine,  is 

there any limiting reactant in this reaction? 

                    Step 1: Write the balanced chemical equation:   2 Al (s) + 3 Br2 (l)  → 2 AlBr3 
 

  Step 2: Calculate the number of moles of each reactant: 
  

     nAl = mAl  ∕  MAl = 12,2 ∕ 27 = 0,45 mol 
 

    Mr(Br2) = 2 ·Ar(Br) = 2 ·80 = 160 u => MBr2 = 160 g 
    

    nBr2 = mBr2  ∕  MBr2 = 97,6 ∕ 160 = 0,61 mol 
 

                              Step 3:  Use the stoichiometric coefficients ratio to calculate the number of moles 

of one reactant required to react completely with the given moles of the 

other: 
 

            2  mol Al            0,45 mol  Al                       3 · 0,45 

                ————  =  —————  => nBr2 = ——— => nBr2 = 0,68 mol 

    3 mol  Br2                 nBr2                                   2 
    

   Since the number of moles required (0,68) is bigger than the number of 

moles used in the reaction (0,61), the limiting reactant is Br2. If the number 

of moles used were bigger than the required value, the limiting reactant 

would be Al. 

 

http://www.science.uwaterloo.ca/~cchieh/cact/c120/stoichio.html#limiting
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1.   The boxes depicted below represent a chemical reaction between elements A (red) 

and B (green). Which of the following best represents the balanced equation for the 

reaction? 

      
   

2.  Write balanced equations for each of the following by inserting the correct 

stoichiometric coefficients in the blanks (use the lowest possible coefficients.) 

 (i)  Cu (s) +  S8 (s)  → Cu2S (s)  

 (ii)  P4O10 (s) +  H2O (l) → H3PO4 (l)  

 (iii)  B2O3 (s) +  NaOH (aq) →  Na3BO3 (aq) +  H2O (l) 

 (iv)  CH3NH2 (g) +  O2 (g)  → CO2 (g) +  H2O (g) +  N2 (g) 

 (v)  C6H14 (l) + O2 (g)  CO2 (g) + H2O (g) 

 (vi) S2Cl2 (l) + NH3 (g)  S4N4 (s) + S8 (s) + NH4Cl (s) 

 (vii) PbNO3 (aq) + KI (aq)  PbI (s) + KNO3 (aq) 

 (viii) KNO3 (s)  K2O (s) + N2 g) + O2 (g) 

            (ix) Ag2S (s) + HCl (aq)  AgCl (s) + H2S (g) 

            (x)  FeCl2 (s) + ClF3 (g)  FeF3 (s) + Cl2 (g) 
 

3.   Convert the following descriptions into balanced equations: 
 

            (i) When gallium metal is heated in oxygen gas, it melts and forms solid 

gallium(III) oxide. 
 

(ii) Liquid disilicon hexachloride reacts with water to form solid silicon dioxide, 

hydrogen chloride gas and hydrogen gas. 
 

(iii) Chromium(III) oxide reacts with hydrogen sulfide gas to form chromium(III) 

sulfide and water. 
 

            (iv) In a gaseous reaction, hydrogen sulfide burns in oxygen to form sulfur 

dioxide and water vapor. 
  

4.   The atomic mass of Cl is 35,45 u. What is the mass in grams of 3 mol of Cl atoms? 

  (a) 106,35 g             (b) 106,4 g      (c) 1,81·1024 g  (d) 1,807·1024 g  

5.    How many moles of C atoms are in 1 mol of sucrose (C12H22O11)? 

  (a) 7,226 ·1024 mol         (b) 12 mol      (c) 6,022 ·1023 mol        (d) 1 mol  
 

6.    What is the volume of 2,55 mol of chloroform (CHCl3; d = 1.48 g/mL). 

            (a) 8,1 ·101 mL        (b) 3,045 ·102 mL      (c) 2,06 ·102 mL      (d) 4,51·102 mL  
 

7.    Why might the expression "1 mole of nitrogen" be confusing? For what other 

elements might a similar confusion exist? Select all that apply from the following list: 

Li, Cl, S, Ar, Al, Ne, Br, O, P. 

 

(a) 2 A + 2 B →  A2 + B2 

(b) B2 + 2 AB  → 2 B2 + A2 

(c) A2 + B2 →  2 AB 

(d) 4 A2 + 4 B2 →  8 AB 
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8.    Each of the following four balances weighs the indicated numbers of atoms of two 

different elements. For each balance, answer ―right‖, ―left‖, ―neither‖ or ―both‖ to the 

following questions:                          

  
 

 

9.  Calculate the molar mass of each of the following compounds, paying attention to 

the number of decimals and significant figures:  
 

        (i) Cr2O3,  (ii) NaClO3,     (iii) Sr(OH)2,    (iv) Na2HPO4,       (v) Al2(SO4)3. 

 

10. Calculate each of the following quantities. Check your answer for the correct 
number of significant figures: 

 (i) mass in grams of 0,67 mol KMnO4  

 (ii) moles of O atoms in 7,56 g Mg(NO3)2  

 (iii) number of H atoms in 6,0·10-3 g of  H2SeO3 

 (iv) mass in kilograms of 3,4·1020 molecules of NO2 

 (v) moles of Cl atoms in 0,0535 g C2H4Cl2 

 (vi) mass in grams of 8,41 mol of NaClO4 

 

11.  Cisplatin (below)  is a powerful drug used in the treatment of certain cancers. 

                
 
 

12.   Calculate the following quantities (R = 8,31 JK-1mol-1): 
 

        (a) the pressure of a gas given that 0,2 moles of the gas occupy 10 dm3 at 20 oC. 
 

  (b) the temperature of a gas if 0,5 moles occupy 1,2 dm3 at a pressure of 200 kPa. 
 

  (c) the mass of a sample of carbon dioxide which occupies 20 dm3 at 27 oC and a 

pressure of 100 kPa. 
 

13.   What volume is occupied by 5 moles of any gas at STP? 

 (a) 5,0 L    (b) 22,41 L    (c) 112 L     (d) depends on temperature and pressure. 
 

14.   What is the molar mass of gas that has a density of 1,97 g/L at STP? 

 (a) 0,879 g        (b) 11,37 g     (c) 24,37 g          (d) 44,13 g 
 

15.  The concentration of a 150 cm3 solution, containing 5 g of NaCl is: 

                (a) 0,09 M            (b) 5,7·10−4 M             c)  0,57 M           (d) 0,03 M 
 

In 285,3 g of cisplatin, calculate:  
 

(i) the moles of compound  
 

(ii) the number of H atoms 

      (i) Which element has the lower molar 

mass? 
 

      (ii) Which element has fewer atoms per 

gram? 
 

      (iii) Which element has more atoms per 

mole? 
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16.   Calculate each of the following quantities: 
 

     (a) the volume in liters of 1,71 M potassium hydroxide that contains 7,90 g of solute. 
 

    (b) the molarity of 500 mL of solution containing 21,1 g of potassium iodide. 
 

     (c) the molarity of a solution that contains 6,55 mg of calcium chloride in each mL. 

17.  A sample of concentrated nitric acid (HNO3) has a density of 1,41 g/mL and 

contains 70,0% HNO3 by mass: 
  

    (a) What mass of HNO3 is present per liter of solution? 
  

      (b)  What is the molarity of the solution? 
 

18.   A student wants to make 200 cm3 of sodium hydroxide solution 0,5 M. 
 

(i) Determine the mass of sodium hydroxide pellets she needs to use to do this. 
 

(ii) Using an accurate balance, the learner accurately measures the correct mass 

of the NaOH pellets. To the pellets she now adds exactly 200 cm3 of pure water. 

Will her solution have the correct concentration? Explain your answer. 
 

19.  Write the balanced equation for the synthesis of water from hydrogen gas and 

oxygen gas and answer the following questions: 
 

  i) How many moles of H2O are produced when 5,00 moles of oxygen are used? 

 ii) If 3,00 moles of H2O are produced, how many moles of oxygen must be consumed? 

 iii) How many moles of hydrogen gas must be used, given the data in section ii? 

 iv) Suppose 14,00 grams of H2 were used. How many grams of water would be 

produced? 
 
 

20.   How much magnesium oxide can be formed when 10,0 grams of magnesium 

reacts with 10,0 grams of oxygen gas? Is there a limiting reactant? 
 

21.   Calculate the amount of ammonia and oxygen needed to prepare 3,00 grams of 

nitrogen oxide by the following reaction: 
 

   4 NH3 (g) + 5 O2 (g) → 4 NO (g) + 6 H2O (g) 
 

22.   Chlorine gas can be made in the laboratory by combining hydrochloric acid and 

manganese(IV) oxide according to the following equation that is not yet balanced: 
 

  HCl (aq) + MnO2 (s)  MnCl2 (aq) + H2O (g) + Cl2 (g) 
 

        When 182 g of HCl react with excess MnO2, how many grams of Cl2 does it form? 
 

23.   25,0 mL of a NaOH solution 0,1025 M is reacted completely with HCl according to 

the equation: NaOH (aq) + HCl (aq) → NaCl (aq) + H2O (l). How many grams of 

NaCl will be produced?  
 

24.   Metal hydrides react with water to form hydrogen gas and the metal hydroxide. 

For example: SrH2 (s) + 2 H2O (l)  Sr(OH)2 (s) + 2 H2 (g). In this reaction,       

from 5,63 g of SrH2 and 4,80 g of H2O:     

              (a) How many grams of H2 can be produced? 

             (b) Which is the limiting reactant? 

             (c)What mass of the excess reactant remains?  
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Some of the information used to write this chapter has been extracted from the 

following websites and books. You can take a look at them in order to review and 

enhance your knowledge of this matter: 

http://www.chemtutor.com/react.htm#what 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_reaction 

http://wps.prenhall.com/wps/media/objects/165/169519/blb9ch0307.html 

http://moodleshare.org/course/view.php?id=109 

http://www.personal.kent.edu/~cearley/ChemWrld/balance/balance.htm 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conservation_of_mass 

http://www.chemguide.co.uk/ 

http://misterguch.brinkster.net/6typesofchemicalrxn.html 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collision_theory 

http://chemwiki.ucdavis.edu/Physical_Chemistry/Kinetics/Complex_Reactions/Transition_Stat
e_Theory_2 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/science/add_aqa_pre_2011/chemreac/ratesrev1.
shtml 

https://www.cdli.ca/sampleResources/chem3202/unit01_org01_ilo03/b_activity.html 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molar_concentration 

http://chemwiki.ucdavis.edu/Physical_Chemistry/Physical_Properties_of_Matter/Gases/The_I
deal_Gas_Law 

se/All_Year/Ch100_MM/aMy_FilesLab/05LbMM_ActEx/Act12_GasWeb/GasExercise_OL.htm 

http://cnx.org/content/m44278/latest/?collection=col11444/latest 

http://digipac.ca/chemical/molemass/avogadro.htm 

http://www.chemheritage.org/discover/online-resources/chemistry-in-history/themes/early-
chemistry-and-gases/gay-lussac.aspx 

http://www.webassign.net/mcgraw_files/demo/chapter_3.html 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stoichiometry 

http://www.chemteam.info/Stoichiometry/Stoichiometry.html 

http://coolcourses.moodle.org/file.php/5/STOICHIOMETRYMOLE/Review_Practice/Mixed_Stoi
chiometry_/EXERCISE%208-3%20Stoichiometry.htm 
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